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IN THE 
Supreme Court of. Appealsj of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. i 
I 
Record 2191 
S. A. JESSUP .A.ND vV. J. SHEPHE],tD, OWNERS, AND 
· RAPID TRANSIT LINES, INCORfORATED, AND 
B. J. KNIGHT, LESS:JTIES, 
I 
I, 
versits : 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA,IE:x: REL, STATE 
CORPORATION COMMIS~ION; &c. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
PETITION OF S. A. JESSUP AND iW. J. SHEPHERD, 
RAPID TRANSIT LINES, INCQ.RPORATED, 
AND B. J. KNIGHT. 
! 
To the Honorable Chief J1UJtice and Aslciate Justices of the 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginla: 
Your petitioners, S. A. Jessup and w.! J. Shepherd, ·owners, 
and Rapid Transit Lines, Incorporated, and B. J. Knight, 
lessees, of two certificates of pub c convenience and 
necessity authorizing a freight truck o · eration between the 
City of Richmond and Dillwyn in Bue 'ngham County, Vir-
ginia, with restrictions and between th City of Lynchburg 
and Dillwyn in Buckingham Co.unty, irginia, with restric-
tions·, respectfully show unto the court t at they are aggrieved 
by a certain order entered by the Corpof ation Commission on 
the *18th day of March, 1939 (MS.j R., p. 240), in which 
2* the State Corporation Commission refused on the pe-
tition of your petitioners, to remove from said certificates 
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a· restriction which provided. that: ''No freight shall be taken 
on at Richmond for delivery in Lynchburg and no freight 
shall be taken on at Lynchburg for delivery in Richmond'' 
(MS. R., p. 240). 
The proceedi~g was instituted by a petition filed with the 
State Corporation Commission praying for the relief denied 
in the aforesaid order (MS. R., pp. 1-4). On the trial of the 
case, the Brooks Transportation Company, the Norfolk and 
Western Railway Company, the Chesapeake and Ohio Rail-
way Company and the Railway Express Agency appeared 
and offered objections , to the removal of said restrictions 
(MS. R., pp. 6-7). 
STATEMENT OF FACTS. 
It appears from the stipulation of th~ parties made a part 
0£ the record (MS. R., pp. 223-224) that the petitioners, S. A. 
Jes sup and W. J. Shepherd, hold two certificates, Nos. 313-C 
and 321'-C. The first certificate authorizes the transportation 
of property as a. common carrier by means of motor vehicles 
between Dillwyn and Lynchburg, Virginia, over ~ighway 
routes 15, 60, 24 and 460 passing through the towns of 
3.«= Sprouse's Corner, Buckingham, * Appomattox and Con-
cord, with restrictions not involved in this proceeding. 
Certificate 321-C authorizes the transportation of property 
as a common carrier by means of motor vehicles between Rich-
mond and Dillwyn, Virginia, over routes Nos. 6 and 15 passing 
through the towns of Crozier, Goochland Courthouse, George's 
. Tavern, Columbia, Dixie~ Fork Union, Bremo Bluff and New 
Canton, with restrictions which the Corporation Commission 
is asked to remove in this proceeding. 
Certain rights of operation under these certificates had been 
leased by the said S. A. Jessup and W. J. Shepherd to the 
Rapid Transit Lines, Incorporateq, and to B. J. Knight, both 
of which leases were duly approved by the State Corporation 
Commission. 
It will be seen from an examination of the highway map 
of Virginia, that all the points served by your petitioners' 
lines between Richmond and Bremo Bluff are on the north 
side of· James River. It appears from the stipulation abovEl 
referred to (MS. R., p. 223') that the Brooks Transportation 
Company's freight truck lines operate wholly on the . south 
side of the James River between Richmond and Lynchburg. 
It is an admitted fact that your petitioner's freight truck 
l 
I 
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serviCe is the only freight truck servicJ between Lynchburg 
and points in Buckingham County. rt: is an admitted fact 
*without the profits arising from th~ through business be-
4* tween Richmond and Lynchburg and/Lynchburg ancl Rich-
mond, petitioners' freight line bet;veen Lynchburg and 
Dillwyn cannot be profitably operated. 
1 
It appears from the record that the Buckingham territory is 
tributary to Lynchburg· (MS. R., pp. 3~-38 and 73-83). On 
the suggestion of Commissioner Ozlin (MS. R., p. 83) it was 
conceded that there was a need for locfl service at Dillwyn 
and the other local points, the only exc~ption to this conces-
sion being the stipulation of Mr. Shewmake, counsel for the 
Brooks Transportation Company, that I no carrier could be 
compelled to render service, however mubh needed, if it would 
not pay its way (MS. R., pp. 83-84). I 
The evidence further shows that the ¥Ced for such service 
is increasing in the territory served bj petitioners between 
Lynchburg and Dillwyn (MS. R., pp. 86-87). It was also 
shown that there was need for petitioners' service between 
Richmond and Lynchburg. See the testimony of V. L~ Connor 
(MS. R., pp. 128-130), and the testimpny of P. M. Quick 
(MS. R., pp. 135-138). The Lynchburg Chamber of Com-
merce intervened on behalf of petitioners and requested the 
Corporation Commission to remove the restrictions which the 
petitioners prayed to be removed (MS. R., pp. 147-148). 
5* •Even witnesses offered by the Brooks Transportation 
Company in opposition to the remotal of the restrictions 
admitted that there was a real need for I freight truck service 
between Lynchburg and points in Bucijngham (MS. R., pp. 
195 and 212). Mr. C. T. Steppe, of 11ynchburg, a witness 
introduced by the Brooks Transportatidn Company, testified 
(MS. R., p. 212) that tlrn hardware corppany with which he 
was connected uses the ser,rices of both the Brooks Trans-
portation Company and that of petitionkrs; that he used pe-
titioners' service for shipments out of Lynchburg into ter-
ritory around Buckingham, Dilhvyn and other points in Buck-
ingham, and that it was a satisfacto ! service. Asked the 
question: 
'' And is that service necessary in t 'at territory between 
Appomattox and Dillwyn?'' 
he answered: 
'' Some comparable service is necess ry to that territory. 
I don't say this particular company.'' 
and then as~ed : 
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"Assuming no other company had a right to ope!ate, is 
the service of Knight essential to the .needs of that com-
munity!" 
he answered : 
";very much so" (MS. R.,. p. 212). 
This witness further testified (MS. R., p. 213) that 
6* there *was no rail servicf between Appomattox and Fork 
Union; that the Brooks Transportation Company ren-
dered no service in that territory and that the public con-
venience and necessity of the people in th~t territory de-
manded adequate freight truck service (MS. R., pp. 214-215). 
It also appears from the record that the local service alone 
between Lynchburg and Dillwyn and other points in Bucking-
ham is not in itself sufficient to support an adequate freight 
truck service in that- territory, which territory is without rail 
or other freight truck service. It, therefore, appears not 
only from the testimony of witne~ses for petitioners, but 
from the testimony of witnesses introduced by those opposing 
the removal of the restrictions that a freight truck service be-
tween Lynchburg and points in Buckingham County is essen-
tial to the public -conYenience and necessity of that territory. 
It is admitted that such a service cannot be rendered to the 
people of that territory except by operating a through line 
· over the route .covered by petitioners' certificates between 
Lynchburg and Richmond and· Richmond and Lynchburg. 
The State Corporation Commission has taken the position 
in its opinion (MS. R., pp. 241-246) that the public convenience 
and necessity of an intermediate teri'itory is not a matter to 
be considered, but tlrnt the only question relevant in detel;-
, mining the issue is whether there is a *sufficient service 
7* between Richmond and Lynchburg and Lynchburg and 
. Richmond at the present time ; and if so, that .the rights 
of the people in the territory between Lynchburg and Dillwyn 
are· not to be considered; indeed, that no matter what the 
public convenience and necessity of that territory may re-
quire as to service, service to such intermediate territory 
will be denied, if in order to serve that territory, the carrier 
authorized to do so requires through service between Lynch-
burg and Richmond in order- to support the local service ; and 
this position is taken notwithsta~ding the fact that petitioners 
operate over an entirely different route from that served by 
those who object to the removal of the restrictions involved 
in this case. 
11 
I 
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ASSIGNMENT OF ERJfOR. 
rour petitioners assign as error the f ~llowing: 
The action of the State Corporation Co:pimission in refusing 
to remove from Certificate No. 321-C the following restriction : 
I 
I 
''No freight shall be taken on at Richmond for delivery in 
Lynchburg and no freight shall be taken Ion at Lynchburg for 
delivery in Richmond.'' I 
I 
The discussion of this assignment of error 'involves the 
sole question before the Court. j 
~It will be seen from the opinion of Commissioner. 
8* Hooker (MS. R., pp. 241-242) that lie has placed the de-
cision of the Commission upon the !language of Section 
6, sub-sections ( c) and ( d) of Chapter 129 of the Acts of 1936, 
pp. 234-235 (Section 4097(y) (6), sub-s~ctions (c) and (d} 
of the Virginia Code of 1936). These ~uh-sections read as 
follows: · 
/ i 
'' ( c) Upon the filing of an applicatioi i or a certificate of 
public convenience a.nd necessity, the cothmission shall, with-
in a reasonable time,· fix a time and plac~ of hearing of such· 
application. If the commission shall fin~ the proposed oper-· 
ation justified it shall issue a certificate to the applicant, sub-
ject to such terms, limitations and resfyictions · as the com-
mission may deem proper .. If the commission shall find the-
proposed operation not justified, the i application shall be 
denied. No certificate shall be granted 
1
to an applicant pro-
posing to operate over the route of any bolder of a. certificate 
when the public convenience and neces~ity ·with respect to 
such route is being adequately served! by such certificate 
holder; and no certificate shall be granteq to an applicant pro-
posing to operate over the route of any holder of a. certificate . 
unless and until it shall be proved to tlle satisfaction of the 
commission that the service rendered l by such certificate 
holder, over the said route, is inadequat~ to the public needs; 
· and if the -commission shall be of opiip.on that the service 
rendered by such certificate holder ove~the said route is in 
any respect inadequate to the public n eds, such certificate 
holder shall be given reasonable time and opportunity to 
remedy such inadequacy before any certi cate shall be granted 
to an applicant proposing~ to operate o er tmch route. 
" ( d) In determining whether the certificate required by 
Sections 4097(y) (1) to 4097(y) (13m) shall be granted the 
I . 
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J 
commission may, -among other things, consider the present 
transportation facilities over the proposed route of the appli-
cant, the volume of traffic over S'u,ch rou,te, the financial condi-
tion of the applicant, and the cqndition of the highway 
9• over the proposed ro·11,te :eor routes." (Italics supplied.) 
The stipulation as to the routes served by the Brooks 
Transportation Company and the routes served by petitioners 
shows that, with the exception of the highway between Appo-
mattox and Lynchburg, the petitioners serve an entirely dis-
tinct territory from that served by the Brooks Transportation 
Company, the other motor vehicle carrier rendering freight 
service between the cities of Richmond, Virginia, and Lynch-
burg, Virginia. The territories served by the two carriers, 
the petitioners and the Brooks Transportation Company, are 
entirely separate and distinct from each other. The respec-
tive territories are mostly separated from each other by the 
James River, and the points served by the freight motor 
vehicle carriers respectively along their routes cannot be 
served by the other. 
As has been pointed out in the statement of facts, the evi-
dence shows that the County of Buckingham is tributary to 
the City of Lynchburg and not to the City of Richmond. As 
has also been pointed out, the evidence shows that petitioners 
now render an adequate motor vehicle freight service between 
the City of Lynchburg and points in the County of Bucking-
ham, and it is conclusively shoi7Il. that without the business 
resulting from freight originating in Lynchburg for Richmond 
and in Richmond for Lynchburg, the service to the merchants 
and other people of Buckingham • cannot be supported 
10• . ~otwithstanding the vital need of the people of Bucking-
ham for this service. 
It is an undisputed fact that due to a mistaken view en-
tertained by petitioners as to their right to operate a throug·h 
service between Lynchburg and Richmond and between Rich-
mand and Lynchburg, such a service had been established 
and had operated for some months at the time the petition 
was :filed in this cause. The testimonv of Mr. C. Fa.i r Brooks 
of Brooks Transportation Company is that, notwithstru1ding 
the competition of petitioners between Richmond and Lynch-
burg and Lynchburg and Richmond, his freight service duriug 
all of that time had been constantly increasing (l\fS. R., pp. 
168 and 176-177). The business of the Brooks Transportation 
Company had increased so much that it had been required to 
add new equipment to the line (MS. R., p. 176). Mr. Brooks 
also admitted (MS. R.., p. 177) that at the time he acquired 
I 
i 
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-the certificates for his line between Richlllond and Lynchburg, 
he knew that petitioners were also oparating between Rich-
mond and Lynchburg. It was shown by ihe testimony of P. M. 
Quick (MS. R., pp. 134-138) that neith~r the Brooks Trans-
portation Company nor the railroads and express company 
could adequately serve his business and jthat only petitioners' 
·line satisfactorily served the same. It would, therefore, ap-
pear from the testimony of witnesses ~nd the admission of 
C. Fair Brooks of Brooks Transpoirtation Company that 
11 • •notwithstanding the competition! between petitioners 
and the Brooks Transportation Cbmpany, the business 
of the Brooks Transportation Compani1 was steadily increas-
.ing, a.nd as Mr. Quick testified, there was a very definite 
need for petitioners' service between ichmond and Lynch-
burg. I 
None of the rail carriers was able to show that petitioners' 
operations had caused any injury to therb. Indeed, it appeared 
that a large part of the freight carried by petitioners was 
freight which could not possibly be transported by the rail 
carriers or by Brooks Transportation Cbmpany. See the tes-
timony of Quick (MS. R., pp. 134-138). I 
_ It is submitted that Buckingham C~!unty is an important 
part of the Commonwealth and its i habitants entitled to 
the conveniences that are furnished to , people of other com-
munities. The record shows that without the service furnished 
by petitioners the majority of the pJople of Buckingham 
County would be without a. fre.ight seryice of any kind; and 
·as has been pointed out, it has been coµclusively shown .. that 
without the through service between Richmond and Lynch-
burg and Lynchburg and Richmond, this local service cannot 
be furnished to the people of Buckingham County . 
. It is submitted that the State Corpotation Commission 0£ 
Virginia erred in holding that the p-q.blic convenience and 
necessity of the people of Buckingham ~county was not 
128 to be considered in this case, and I also erred in holding 
that the word "route" as used in lthe statute meant ter-
minal point and not the traveled route · 
In Petersburg, etc., Ry. Co. v. Com.i 152 Va. 193 (1929), 
this Cou~t, speaking of a passenger car · er, said (152 Va. 203-
204): 
'' What is meant by 'public convenie ce and necessity Y' 
"In re J . .A. Towns, 10 Va. Law·Reg. (N. S.), page 498, the 
Corporation Commission cited with ap roval in re W aUer M . 
.Aldrick, decided by the New York Public Service Commis-
sion on October 5, 1922, and reported 1n P. U. R., l923A, at 
page 385, where it was said: 'So ire, the word "con, 
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·sveiµence", as connected with the word "necessity", is so con-
nected, not as an· additional requirement, but to modity and 
qualify what might otherwise be taken as the strict signifi-
cance of the word ''necessity". A.nd to analyze and give•each 
word a separate meaning would be the same s-ort of "extra-
ordinary departure from the usual course'' spoken of by the 
1 learned Chief Justice as to result in giving a. wholly n;iean·-
ingless prefix to '' a word of rigor and strictness''. In the 
phrase "public convenience and necessity" the word "neces-
sity'' means that which is needful, essential, requisite or con~ 
ducive to "public convenience". ·when rnore convenient and 
_a,deq~ate service is offered to the public, it would seem that 
necessity requires .<,uch public convenience sho'ltld be ser·ved. 
(Re Rochester, Corning/ Elmire Tractio'J1~ Co., 118 App. Div. 
521, 102 N. Y. Supp. 1112; Re Troy Auto Car Co., 11 N. W. Off. 
DepLR 420, Case No. 6939; 31 N. Y. Off. Dept. Reports.)'" 
(Italics supplied.) 
·and (152 Va. 205-206): 
"The ability to carry in some manner all who apply for 
passage is not necessarily the touchstone. It was pointed 
out in the International ~ B'lts _Corporation Case that it is 
13• sufficient if there is a public d.emand for bus service in 
preference to other means of transportation. It was 
already easily possible to carry from Buffalo to Niagara Falls 
~l who wished to go, and the controlling consideration was 
public preference for bus service. When people generally 
wish to travel in this way, they. should be permitted to do so, 
and it is no sufficient answer to say that other carriers, in 
other ways, stand ready to give the necessary service. That 
many people do entertain such preference is a matter of com-
mon knowledge. Bus lines paralleLalmost every railroad in 
_ the State, and have taken over much of their loeal, and some 
. - of their long-distance, traffic. This must have been, in part 
at least, the cause which led the State Corporation Commis-
sion of Virginia to authorize automotive sertjce between New-
pQrt News and Hampton, Roanoke and Salem, and Alex-
andria and Washington, where conditions in many respects 
approximate those of the case in judgment. . Convenience and 
necessity, as those words are used in the statute, carry with 
them a certain elasticity of meaning, which, in other circum-
stances, does not always attach. Silk is a necessary article of 
wearing apparel, alQiough with cotton, linen and wool we can 
be tastefully and comfortably clothed.'' · 
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In 801!,thside Tr<MiSp. Co. v. Com., 157JVa. 699, 704 (1932), 
the Court said: 
! 
. '' 'Existing transportation systems shbuld be protected. so 
· fa~ as compatible with the public intere~t. There should be 
no unreasonable or unnecessa~-y duplicat!on of service, to the 
point that efficientservice is made. impossible. Subject to these 
limitations, when the public convenience and necessity require 
it, the certificate should be granted.' ~- 8. R. Go. v. Com., 
141 Va. 179, 126 S. E. 82, 85." ! 
! 
This Court pointed out in Petersbitrg, etc., Ry. Go. *v. 
14• Com., 152 ;va. 193, 201 (1929), that po limitation on com-
petition is contained in the Motor Vehicle Law, with the 
exception of th~ provision that is foun<! in Section 6 (e) o! 
the present law; and, the ref ore, that a railway common car-
rier could not complain of the granting df a certificate of con-
venience and necessity to a bus company to. operate a bus in 
competition with the street railway line. : This decision would 
seem to fix the status of the objecting r3iilway companies and 
the express company that do not and cannot serve that por-
tion of Virginia most in need of the service rendered by the 
Knight operation. i · 
As to the Brooks Transportation Company, it is· submitted 
that it has no right to object to the removal of the restrictions 
on the Jessup certificates. The langua~e· of sub-section ( c) 
of Section 6 of the Motor Vehicle Carri~r 's Act is: 
I 
' ' • " * No certi:fica te shall be granteJ to an applicant p;o-
posingt to operate over the route of q,_ny polder of a· certificate 
when the public convenience and nece~ity with respect to 
such route. is being adequately serveq by such certificate 
holder; • ~ • . " (Italics supplied.) ; 
i 
Brooks Transportation Company and the petitioners do 
not serve the same route, except betw en Appomattqx and 
Lynchburg, and the restrictions betwee · those points ~re not 
involved in this prpceeding. The State orporation Commis-
sion recognized this distinction in Case No. 6203, heard May 
.., 4, 1937, being on an application by the Towns *Bus Line 
15• for a certificate of public conveni nee and necessity to 
operate a service between Luray nd Manassas and be-
tween Strasburg and Front Royal. -Th t case was heard to-
gether with an application by the J esslU) interests for a cer-
tificate between Manassas and Straspurg. The e_vidence 
showed that Towns proposed to servT-a route which ran 
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.through_the to~s of Luray and Front·Royal. The evidence 
further showed that the Jessup interests were already serving 
a route running from Luray to Front Royal by a different. 
road. The roQte served by the Jessup interests was on the 
East side of the' mountain, while the route over which Towns · 
asked a certificate ran on the· West side of the mountain. 
C'ounsel in that case sought to invoke the ruling made by the 
Commission in the vVaynesboro Telephone Case that where 
.two p~ints were served, even by an indirect route, the exten-
sion of a line between those two points by a direct route would 
be a paralleling of the first line. Commissioner Fletcher, 
.who was then the Chairman of the Commisslon, after con-
.sultation with the other commissioners, announced this ruling 
on behidf of the Commission (pages 25-26 of the transcript) : 
'' 'Commissioner Fletcher: There was a statute involved 
in that case. Yon don't understand this situation. When 
you leave Luray and cross at Thornton's Gap and go down 
on the East side of the Blue Ridge, and then there is another 
line cross at Jester's Gap, 35 miles, but this little territory 
in here is entirely separate and distinct and there is no line 
in there now. 
16* :i" 'Mr. Bazile: I admit that there· is no line on that 
particular road, but I claim that Front Royal and Luray 
are already served by existing bus lines. 
'' 'Commissioner Fletcher: And also served by railroad 
'lines? 
" '1\fr. Bazile: Yes, sir, and under the law and existing 
carriers are entitled to put on additional service if there is 
need for it. 
'' 'Commissioner Fletcher: Additional service where there 
is already a. certificate over the same route, but there is no 
certificate between Front Royal and Luray.' 1 ' 
It will be seen that the Commission ruled that the lan-
guage of Section 6 ( c) of the Motor Vehicle 'carriers' Act had 
reference to carriers operating, or seeking to· operate, over 
the same route and not between the same points by diffe1·ent 
routes. This is clearly the meaning of Section 6 ( c) of the 
Motor Vehicle Carriers' Act. If the General Assembly had 
intended to prohibit competition between points already served 
.it. would not have used .the language "over the route of any 
holder of a certificate'', etc. The word ''route'' implies pas-
sage to and from. It is a French word and is defined in Flem-
_ing and Tibbins Standard French Dictionary as'' a. way used 
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for ioing from one place to another". / The same definition 
is given in Anderson's Dictionary of L~w, page 911. 
In Theberath v. Newark, 57 N. J. L. 309, 311 (1894), the 
17* statute under construction relating :to the *establishment 
of railways provided that the Com~any was to file· a de-
scription and map of the route of its proposed line in the office 
of Secretary of State, and, thereupon, it acquired an exclusive 
right to that route; provided the municipal board having con-
trol of the streets consented to the locat~·on of the route. The 
next section provided that t~e: directors f the Company were 
to apply to the proper mumc1pal boa.rd for a location of the 
tracks of the ra~lway conformably to th~ route described. If 
granted, the directors were then requireq to :file an acceptance 
of the location granted with the Secretary of State, which 
then became the true location of the t*acks of the railway, 
and the right to lay them was complete. The Court said 
(57 N. J. L. 311): I 
"This summary makes it evident that the description of the 
route and the location of the tracks are different things. The. 
former means only the course of the I railroad, the streets 
through which it will pass, while the la~ter denotes the posi-
tion of the rails in the highway. ,a: * ~ '' r 
· In the case of Maynard v. Cedar C ou~ty, 51 Iowa 430, 431 
( 1879), · the Court said : : 
• i 
'' * * • The expression 'route of tr~vel' means the way 
or road tra.veled. A way or route not traveled is not within 
the meaning of the term. A traveled rbute is the wa.y trav-
eled by persons pursuing a journey b~tween given points . 
• • .,._,, I 
The ruling of the Commission in thelTowns case that the 
word "route", as used in Section 6 (c), m .. • ean. s the road trav. -
eled by a common carrier under a certificate granted 
18'"' *by the Commission has been ful y upheld by the de-
cision of this Court in Turner v' Hicks, 164 Va. 612 
(1935). In that case Turner had beenigranted a certificate 
as a common carrier by the Commissio : to operate a freight 
line over State Highway No. 14 betwee ·• Danville and Lynch-
burg and intermediate points. Hicks h d obtained a for hire 
tag. Hicks undertook, without furthe authority than his 
for hire tag, to operate as a common cal
1 
rier on Route No. 14 
between Danville and Lynchburg and intermediate points. 
This Court held that he should be enj ined from so doing. 
! 
. ------------
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In the course of its opinion, the Court discussed the mean-
ing· of the word ''route'' as used in the Act. On p·age 617 of 
the report of the case it is said: -
'' • • • Appellant contends that appellee, in violation of the 
statute, is regularly and continually operating his motor 
vehicle as a common carrier over the roitte between the points 
designated, • • • . '' (Italics supplied.) · 
In discussing the statute, the Court said (164 Va. 617-618) : 
'' The statute law provides for two types, or classes, of 
. motor vehicle carriers of freight for compei:isation, to operate 
upon the highways within the Commonwealth. Those who de-
sire to operate under a regular schedule on a definite route, 
are required to make application to the Corporation Commis-
sion for a certificate of public convenience and necessity. Be-
fore this certificate is granted, the Commission must deter-
mine: (1) Whether existing transportation service of all 
kinds is adequate to meet the reason~ble public needs; (2) 
the volume of existing traffic over the route proposed by the 
applica;nt; (3) the •financial ability of the applicant to 
19* .furnish such adequate service as will be required; (4) 
1 the effect and burden on the public highway's and on the 
· traffic already carried by such highways and bridges ; ( 5) the 
effect on existing. transportation, revenues and service of all 
kinds, and whether the granting of such certificate will, or 
may, seriously impair such existing service. See chapter 
359, section 4 ( d) of Acts of 1932. The rates, charges and 
classifications made by such carriers are subject to· approval 
by the Commission, and when established no variations or 
changes are· permitted without the consent of the Commis-
sion previously obtained. In addition to the license tax based 
upon the weight a.nd canying capacity of the vehicle, such 
carriers ~re required to pay a quarterly tax based upon their 
gross receipts.'' (Italics supplied.) 
The Court, further said (164 Va. 623): 
"The users of for hire tags are not only prohibited from 
operating on a regular schedule, but they cannot solicit or 
receive patronage along the route, or between cities, towns or 
locations served by a motor vehicle carrier operating under 
- a certificate from the Corporation Commission, but for busi-
ness originating wholly within the corporate limits of a city 
or town they may occasionally operate beyond these limits 
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over a route served by a holder of a ~erti.fi.cate of public 
convenience and necessity. The evidence clearly shows that 
Hicks is regularly operating as a common carrier over State 
highway No. 14 between Danville, Lynchburg and inter.-
mediate points, in direct competition with appellant. This 
the statute expressly prohibits." (Ita~ supplied.) 
Clearly, the word ''route'' of any holdet, as used in Section 
6 ( c) of the Act ( Acts 1936, page 234), ineans the way used 
by the carrier under authority of the !certificate in going 
from one place tQ another, and does not mean any other roacl 
or roads between given points than thpse specified in. the 
certificate granted by the Commissi.pn and •used by the 
20*' carrier under authority of that cettificate. The Com-
mission so decided in the Towns ca$e ; this Court has so 
decided in T·urner v. Hicks, supra, and tlie clear intent of the. 
General Assembly in enacting the statutefshows that th~ word 
was used in that sense. Thus, in Sectibn 6 (e) of the Act 
(Acts 1936, page 235) it is provided: : · 
'' A common carrier by motor vehicle, •
1 
**operating under 
a certificate issued by the Commission may occasionally 
deviate from the route over which it is a;utho1ized to operate 
under the certificate·, under such general or special rules 
and regulations as the commission may prescribed.'' (Italics 
supplied.) · 1 
i 
Moreover, sub-section (d) of Section: 6 of the Act (Acts. 
1~36, page 235) declares that in determining whether the c~r-
tificate required by the Act shall be grarited, the Commission 
may, among other things, consider: 1 
'' * • • the present transportation f aeilities over the pro;. 
posed route of the applicant, the volum~ of traffic over such 
route, the financial condition of the applicant, and the con-
dition of the highway over the propos~d route or routes." 
(Italics supplied.) J 
It may be pertinent to inquire what t·' e present transpor-. 
tation facilities over Highway No. 250, or example, between 
Richmond and Charlottesville, would a:ve to do with the 
transportation facilities over Highways os. 6 and 29 between 
Richmond and Charlottesville, when an pplicntion was made 
to operate a common carrier service be~· een Richmond ·and 
Charlottesville over said highways . Nos. 6 and 29. *In 
21 * such a case it may also be pertinen ly inquired what the 
volume of traffic on No. 250 wouldl have to do with the 
volume of traffic on Nos. 6 and 29 ;· and it is equally pertinent _ 
• Ii 
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to inquire what the condition of highway No. 250 would have 
to do with an inquiry as to whether a· certificate of public 
convenience and necessity should be,granted over Routes Nos. 
6 and 29 between Richmond and Charlottesville. Certainly, 
no one would. seriously contend that in an inquiry as to whether 
' a certificate ·of public convenience and necessity should be 
granted to an applicant proposing to operate between Rich-
mond and Charlottesville over Routes Nos. 6 and 29, the Com-
mission should inquire into the above matters with reference, 
to Route No. 250 for the purpose of determining whether the 
certificate should be granted over Routes Nos. 6 and 29. 
Surely, the General Assembly never intended to use the 
word "route" as having one meaning in sub-section (c) and 
a different meaning in sub-sections ( d) and ( e) of the same 
section of the Act. It is the duty of the court to construe 
a statute so as to avoid absurd and inconsistent results if it 
can possibly do so. fflhitloclc v. Hawkins, 105 Va. 242 (1906). 
If a statute is susceptible of two constructions, that one 
should be adopted which gives it a sensible operation. Com-
monwealth v . ..Armou.r <£; Co., 118 Va. 242 (1916). 
224f, *It is, therefore, respectfully submitted that, under 
the terms of Section 6 of the Motor .Vehicle Carrier Act 
{Acts 1936, pages 234 and 235), the Commission should have 
taken into consideration the needs of Buckingham County 
and should have removed the restrictions contained in pe-
titioner's certificate No.· 321-C. 
Moreover, it is submitted that under the terms of the above 
mentioned section of Chapter 129 of the Acts of 1936, pages 
234-235, the Brooks Transportation Company had no legal 
standing to object to the relief prayed for by petitioners, f 01." 
the reason that it served an entirely different route from that 
served by petitioners. The same is true of the rail carriers. 
Petersburg, etc., Ry. Co. v. Com'th., 152 Va. 193 (1929). 
For the fore going· reasons and other errors apparent upon 
the face of the record, your petitioners respectfully pray that 
they may be granted an appeal from the order of the State 
Corporation Commission entered on March 18, 1939, and that 
the same may be reviewed and reversed and that your pe-
titioners may be given the relief prayed for by this Honor-
able Court and that the same may be remanded to the State 
Corporation Commission with directions to do so. 
Your petitioners adopt this petition as their brief and aver 
that on July 10, 1939, a copy of the same was *mailed 
23*' to Oscar L. Shewmake, Esquire, attorney for Brooks 
Transportation Company, to David H. Leake, Esquil'e, 
Counsel for the Chesapeake a1;1d Ohio Railway Company and 
I 
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the Railway Express Agency, and to ll H. Cocke, Esquire, 
counsel for the Norfolk and ·western R~ilway Company. 
. I 
! 
S. A. JESSUP AND W. J. S~PHERD, 
RAPID TRANSIT LINES, INCORPORATED, and 
B. J. KNIGHT, I 
by LEON M. BAZILE, Counsel. I 
j 
LEON M. BAZILE, l . 
Counsel for petitioners. 
The undersigned attorney at law prac. icing in the ·Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia hereby I certifies that in his 
opinion there is error in the order of t}le State Corporation 
Commission complained of in the foregoijng petition, for which 
the same should be reviewed and reversed by the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia. i , 
Rece_ived July 11, 1939. 
Appeal allowed. Bond, $500. . 
LEON M. BAZILE. 
Le~m M. Bazile. 
I 
M.IB. WATTS, Clerk. 
I 
I 
I 
EDW .AJRD W. HUDGINS. 
7/28/39. 
I 
I 
I 
M. B. W. 
Received July 29, 1939. 
I· 
RECORD. i 
i 
BEFOR,E THE STATE CORPORA~ION COMMISSION 
OF THE COMMONWEALTH F VIRGINIA. 
To the Honorable State Corporation C n1,1niission of the Com-
monwea:Uh of Vir,qinia: 
Your petitioners, S. A. Jessup and W1~ J. Shepherd, owners 
of Certificates Nos. 313-0 and 321-C, pef.mitting the operation 
of freight carrying motor vehicles be een Lynchburg and 
Appomattox, Buckingham and Dillw., , with restrictions as 
to local service between those points a d between Richmond 
and Dillwyn, Rapid Transit Lines, In orporated, a Virginia 
1§ Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
Corporation, Lessee of said certificates and . B. J. Knight, . 
sub-lessee of said certificates, respectfully show unto the 
Commission : · · · 
That the aforesaid certificates Nos. 313-C and 321-C are 
owned by the said S. A. Jessup and W. J. Shepherd; that 
the said S. A. Jessup and W. J. Shepherd, by agreement of· 
November 8th, 1937, leased said certificates with the approval 
of this Commission to Rapid Tr~nsit Lines, Incorporated, a 
Virginia corporation, and that, thereafter, the said Rapid 
Transit Lines, Incorporated, leased. the routes under said 
certificates to your petitioner, B. J. Knight, which lease was 
duly approved by this Commission by order entered on June 
21, 1938, M. V. file 5442. 
Your petitioners further show unto the Commission that 
certificate 313-C when issued to your petitioner, S. A. Jes-
sup, contained a restriction providing that no service sha11 be 
rendered between Appomattox and Lynchburg or intermediate 
points and between Lynchburg and Appomattox and inter-
mediate points; and that certificate 321-C, when issued to the 
said S. A. J essnp contained a restriction that no 
page 2 r freight shall be taken on at Richmond for delivery 
in Lynchburg and no freight shall be taken on at 
Lynchburg for delivery in Richmond; that no freight shall 
be taken on at Richmond or Fork Union or intermediate 
points, except freight destined to some point west of Fork 
Union·, and no freight shall be delivered at Richmond or Fork 
Union or intermediate points, except freight originating at 
points west of Fork Union. · 
Your petitioners further show unto the Commission that 
th.e said certificates. had originally been issued to other per-
sons with said restrictions and in turn were acquired by the 
said S. · A. Jessup from said persons with said restrictions. 
Your petitioners further show unto the Commission that 
the said certificates, when operated together, make a com-
plete route between Richmond and Lynchburg; that your pe-
titioners, believing that the restrictions contained in certifi-
cate 321-C were .limited to that certificate when operated as 
a single unit and before the connected route was operated 
as a whole under certificates· 313-C and 321-C, and were no 
longer applicable when the two routes were ·combined, pub-
lished rates and time tables showing the operation of vehicles 
on said route between Richmond and Lynchburg and the rates 
for transportation of freight over said route from Richmond 
tc;> Lynchburg and from Lynchburg to Richmond, which said 
rates and schedules were approved by this honorable Com-
mission; and that, pursuant to said approval, your petitioners, 
I 
I 
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first the Rapid Transit Lines, Incorpol·ated, and iater. its 
lessee, B. J. Knight, have been operatiµg a freight service 
between Richmond and· Lynchburg and ~ynchburg and Rich-
mond under said certifi.ca tes 313-C an~ 321-C, hoµestly be-
lieving that. they had a right to do so and that the 
page 3 r said restrictions contained in bertificate No. 321-C 
. ~ad bee~ revoked by the actiol3- of the Commissi.on 
m approvmg the time schedules and the ~ates for such service 
between Richmond and Lynchburg and ·1 between Lynchburg 
and Richmond. . 
However, your petitioners show· unto the Commission that, 
by lett~r of January 18, 1939, to.yo_ur petJtitmer, B. J. Knight, 
Mr. William C. Seibert, Rate Clerk of the Commission, has 
tak~n a different. view ~nd has noti~ed ypur petitioners to ~e::-
·fram from carrymg freight from R1chmopd to Lynchburg and 
from Lynchburg to Richmond. : · 
Your petitioners shown unto the CoIJ1mission that public 
convenience and necessity justify the lifting of said restric-
tions; that" as a result of their operations they have obtained 
a large ·transportation business for freiglt moving from Rich-
mond to Ly~chburg and from Lynchbutg to Richmond, and 
that it would inconvenience a large part: of the public if this 
service were discontinued; and your petitioners further allege 
that the Brooks Transportation Company, Incorporated, the 
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company,! and the Norfolk and 
Wes tern Railway Company are the only carriers of freight 
operating between Richmond and Lynfhburg and between 
Lynchburg and Richmond. l 
Your petitioners, the ref ore, respectfully pray that the re .. 
strictions contained in their aforesaid cdrti:ficates' against the 
transportation of freight between Riclupond and Lynchburg 
and Lynchburg and Richmond be removed by formal order of 
the Commission, and that a hearing be s~t for the same. 
Respectfully submitted this 31 day f January, 198~. 
'·, 
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LEON M. BAZILE, 
Counsel for petitioners. 
S . .A. J SSUP, 
W. J. S EPHERD,. 
By Counsel. 
RAPID TRANSIT LINES, 
INC ;RPORA.TED, 
a 'rginia Corporation. 
B.y LEON . BAZILE, 
its Atty. 
B .. J. GHT, . 
By Counsel. 
- --- ~ 
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STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 
· City of Richmond 1st day of February, 1939. 
CASE NO. 6686. 
In the matter of the joint petition of S. A. Jessup and vV. J .. 
· Shepherd, owners of Certificates Nos. 313-C and 321-C, Rapid 
Transit Lines, Incorporated, Lessee, and B. J. Knight, Sub-
Lessee of said certificates. 
The joint petition of S. A. Jessup and W. J. Shepherd, 
owners of Certificates Nos. 313-C, authorizing freight service 
cbetween Dillwyn and Lynchburg, ,Virginia, with certain re-
strictions, and 321-C, authorizing freight service between Rich-
mond and Dillwyn, Virginia, with certain restrictions, Rapid 
Transit Lines, Incorporated, Lessee, and B. J. Knight, 
Sub-lessee of said certificates, seeking the removal of the f oi-
l owing restriction : 
"No freight shall be taken on at Richmond for delivery 
in Lynchburg and no freight shall be taken on at Lynchburg 
for delivery in Richmond.'' 
IT IS ORDERED that this matter be set for hearing in the 
courtroom of the State Corporation Commission, Richmond, 
Virginia, on March 3, 1939, at 10 A. M.; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the petitioners give 
notice of said petition and the time and place of hearing there-
of by proper service, using Form MC-4, on an officer or owner 
of every common carrier of freight, including railroads and 
every certificated motor vehicle carrier operating in the terri-
tory proposed to be served, on the State Highway Commission. 
on the mayor or principal officer of any city or town, and on 
the chairman of the board of supervisors of any county into 
or through which the carrier may desiro to operate at least 
twenty days before the hearing. 
page 6 ~ COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
STATE CORPOR.ATI_ON COl\fJ\HSSION. 
CASE 6686. 
Commonwealth of Virginia At the relation of S. A. Jessup 
and vV. J. Shepherd, Rapid Transit Lines, Inc. and B. J . 
. Knight. 
I 
I. 
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In re: Petition in regard to Certificates 313-C and 321-C. 
. I! 
Present: Commissioners Thomas W. Ozlin, H. Lester 
Hooker. I 
Appearances : Mr. Leon l\L Bazile, C01kisel for Petitioners ; 
Mr. 0. L. Shewmake, Counsel for Brooks Transportation Co. 
(Objector) ; Mr. L. H. Cocke, Counsel f ot Norfolk & Wes tern 
.Railway Company (Objector) j Mr. D. I-I. Leake, 
page 7 ~ Counsel for Chesapeake & Ohto Railway Co.;. Mr. 
R. 0. Horton, For the Railw y Express Agency; 
Mr. W. C. Seibert, For the Commonwe th. 
I -
. Date of Hearing :March 3rd, 1939. 
I 
Margaret P. Shumad, 
Official Court Reporter, 
State Corporation Commission, 
Richmond, Va. I 
I 
page 8 ~ Mr. Bazile: . The notices hkve been heretofore 
filed with the return shown on! them. Do you h~ve 
them there 1 : 
Commissioner Hooker: Here thev are. 
Mr. W. G. Burnette: I would like to enter an appearance. 
I am W. G. Burnette of the Lynchburg Chamber of Com-
merce. · · I · 
Commissioner Hooker: Anyone else ~ish to enter an ap-
pearance? I 
Mr. Bazile: Mr. Burnette, you are in i: avor of the removal 
of the restrictions? • 
l\fr. Burnette: Yes. I 
Mr. Bazile: vVe have here the notices 
1
served on the Soutl1-
ern Railway, Chairman of the Board of Super-
page 9 ~ visors of Fluvanna County, Brooks Transportation 
Company, Inc., Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Com-
pany, Chairman of the Board of Supe ~sors of Buckingham 
County, Mayor of the Town of Dillwyn,• Mayor of the Town 
of Columbia, Chairman of the Board of upervisors of Gooch-
land County, Railway Express Agency, I :c., Honorable J. Ful-
mer Brither, Mayor City of Richmond, Mayor of the Town 
of Appomattox, Mr. Lewis E. Litchfo .d, Mayor, City of 
Lynchburg, Chairman of the Board of 1upervisors of Camp-bell County, Norfolk & Western Railway,! Company, Chairman 
of the Board of Supervisors of Appomat1:' x County, Chairman 
of the Board of Supervisors of Henrico County, Hon. Henry 
G. Shirley, Chairman, State Corporati n Commission. 
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Commissioner Ozliu : You mean the Highway Commission T 
Mr. Bazile: I beg your pardon. I don't want to give him 
a title he is not entitled to. 
Commissioner Ozlin: We just want to keep the recora-
straight. 
page 10 ~ Mr. Bazile: Commissioner Hooker called my at-
tention to the fact that the notices that were served 
were not specific as to the particular restrictions that were 
to be lifted, and, thereupon, we wrote a letter to each one of 
the parties served setting forth exactly the restrictions to be-
lifted, namely, the carrying of freight between Richmond and 
Lynchburg and Lynchburg and Richmond. 
Commissioner Ozlin: r_rhat is the only point at issue? 
Mr. Bazile: Yes, Sir. The order issued by the Commis:-
sion says that these certificates are owned by Mr. Jessup and 
Mr. Shepherd. They in turn leased them to the Rapid Transit 
Company, Inc., which lease was approved by this Commission, 
and the Rapid Transit Company, Inc., sub-leased a part of the 
route to Mr. B. J. Knight, trading as the B. J. Knight Trans-
fer Company and that sub-lease was approved. 
page 11 ~ The matter consists of two certificates. One is 
No. 313-C, authorizing freight service between Dill-
wyn and Lynchburg with certain restrictions, and No. 321-C 
authorizing freight service between Richmond and Dillwyn 
with certain restrictions. 
When Mr. Jessup and Mr. Shepherd became the owners 
of those two certificates, which have an ancient origin, I think 
they were granted in separate- parcels when the motor vehicle 
law first became operative, and when they acquired those two 
certificates they concluded that the acquisition of the two cer-
tificates allowed them to operate a through service between 
Lynchburg and Richmond and Richmond and Lynchburg in 
addition to the local service, and to show the good faith of 
the transaction, they came down to the Commission and filed 
with the Commission, which is a part of the files of the Com-
mission, ( and I assume the Commission will take judicial 
notice of its own files), time tables and rate schedules ·show-
ing the service between Richmond and Lynchburg and Lynch- _ 
. burg and Richmond, and the Commission approved 
page 12 ~ those time tables and rate schedules. 
. There was no concealment of the fact that when ' 
the sub-lease was made ·with Mr. Knight that Knight was au-
thorized to operate a through service between Lynchburg and 
Richmond and the local service between Lynchburg and Buck-
ingham Courthouse. That lease was filed _with the Commis-
sion and the Commission entered an order approving the same 
, and with that lease new freight schedules were filed show-
i I • 
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ing the through service between Rfohm~nd and · Lynchburg 
and Lynchburg and Richmond, and also ~ime ta.bles ·showing 
approximate time of departure ·and arrival at the various· 
points between Richmond and Lynchburg! and. Lynchburg and 
Richmond, and the Commission entered an order approving, 
not only the sub-lease to Knight, but entered an order ap-
proving the rate schedules which speci;cally set forth the 
rates between Richmond and Lynchburg Jand Lynchburg and 
Richmond and the time tables. J 
Commissioner Hooker: I don't Imo~ what those order"s· · 
show but you don't contend: that would change 
page 13 ~ the restrictions in a certifica~. 
Mr. Bazile: If Your Honors please, I contend 
that the action of the Commission in a ~atter of that kind 
would operate very much like an act of ~he Assembly which 
repealed by implication an earlier act. The Commission, of 
course, is familiar with that rule and t}le Commission is a 
high judicial body which operates both in its legislative, execu-
tive and judicial capacity, and the line of demarcation between 
the three capacities in which it acts is rather visionary and· 
has never been defined. The Court of Appeals artd the Com-· 
mission has said that in certain specific. cases the Commis-
sion acted as a legislative body in fixing the· rates and as a· 
judicfal body in other capacities and as an executive body 
in other ways, but the general feeling is that they act very 
much like the Assembly, but if the Conjimission should dis-
agree with me in the view, and I think th~re is a great deal in 
the view I take, there is certain a great deal of per-· 
page 14 ~ suasion why the Commission should remove these 
restrictions now that objectio)l has be~n made to 
the service which the Commission has by: its orders, by impli-
cation, authorized. · _ 
We expect to show that Knight has puilt up a . very sub~ 
stantial business, not at the expense or the Brooks Trans-
portation Compa.ny, which operates a similar route from Rich-
mond to Lynchburg by the means of a !hook up of two cer-
tificates on the South side of the James Jiver because I think 
we can show that Brooks has all the qusiness he can look 
after. At least the witness tell us so. I 
There is an additional reason why we think these restric-· 
tions should be lifted. '11he owners of ~bese certificates and 
the lessee and sub-lessee have a per.feet right to operate a 
local freight servfoe between Lynchburg! and points in Buck-
ingham County under Certificate 313-0.: Those people have, 
e 
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as a result of the Qperatiou of this service, ac-
page 15 r quired, that is the public has acquired, more or 
less vested rights in the service. Public convenience 
and necessity in that community, we think we can show, de·-
mands that the local service between Lynchburg and Buck-
ingham be maintained. 
1Ve also expect to show to the Commission that for four 
years :M:r. Jess~1p and Mr. Shepherd, under their own oper-
ation or a leased operation, attempted to operate the local 
service between Lynchburg and Buckingham ·with the restric-
tion that relate to Appomattox and it resulted in the loss of a 
great deal of money and it was demonstrated that the local 
service could not be successfully operated. After the hook-
ing up of the serdce, wl1ich hooking up was not done upon the 
advice of counsel, but the parties just agreed that they had 
a right to do it, and the Commission inferentially agreed that 
they had a right to do it and they went on with it. After Mr .. 
' Knight started out that line became a profitable venture, and 
as a result of the business he has built up between Lynchburg 
and Richmond and Richmond and Lynchburg, plus 
page 16 ~ the local service, his business has become a profit-
able venture, which enables him to give to the peo-
ple between Lynchburg and Richmond and Buckingham, a 
service which could not be rendered with the same efficiency, 
same frequency and same profitabJeness tliat he now renders. 
to this local service. 
Richmond and Lynchburg are two of the large cities of 
the Commopwealth. Richmond is its largest city and most of 
the activities of the State center here in Richmond. Lynch-
burg is a very large community and it has large business in-
terests and the interests around Buekingham are clearly tribu-
tary to the business houses of Lynchburg . 
. The Brooks operation is upon the South side of James 
River. The operation which I refer to as the Knight oper-
ation, which includes all the petitioners here, is on the North 
side of the James River until they get to somewhere in the 
neighborhood of the road that goes to Lynchburg at Appo-
mattox and then both Brooks and Knight operate 
page 17 ~ over the road from Appomattox into Lynchburg. 
Of course the petition does not involve the lift-
ipg of any of the local restrictions between Lynchburg and 
Appomattox. We have never done any business between those 
points but it relates to the through service between Lynchburg· 
and Richmond. 
As to the railroads and the express Company, we expect to 
show that their service is not of the kind that would be bene-
ficial to this territory between Appomattox and Buckingham. 
I 
I 
I 
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Most of the merchants, the people who! use the service, are 
located a long ways from the railroad. ~he majority of them 
do not have transportation facilities by which they could move 
the freight to and from the railroads. i • 
There is anoth~r point that .is involv~d in this case which 
I will take up later. on when we come to [t, namely, that there. 
is no real competition between the peo~le who are objecting 
to our application and_ us. I 
Note : The Commission recesses from; 10 :25 A. l\f. to 10 :30 
-A.M. I . 
I 
page 18 ~ Mr. Seibert : If the Commission please, there is 
one word I would like to say.J This Rapid Transit 
Company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to transfer its rights to B. J. Knight. They applied for 
this right under the Grandfather claus~, and naturally, they 
have some interstate rights, but on January 18th the Commis-
sion wrote to Mr. Miller and stated that the Rapid Transit 
Lines operated-by B. J. Knight had no authority to transport 
property between Richmond and Lync}iburg, and, the ref ore, 
we could not accept the tariff showing I suc.h operation. 
Mr. Bazile: Who is Mr. Milleri 
Mr. Seibert: He is the agent for the /·Southern Motor Car-
rier Rate Conference. 1 
Mr. Shewmake : If the Commission ~lease, I represent the 
Brooks Transportation Company, Incorporated, 
page 19 ~ appearing in objection to the granting of the prayer 
of the petition filed in this case. At the outset, I 
will say that perhaps the contention Ij expect to make now 
should be made in the form of a plea ,in abatement. How-
ever, I will ask the Commission to consider it as such and 
under the procedure of the Commission I think that may be 
done. I 
Reading the petition as :filed it simply asks the Commission 
to remove from certain franchises or c rtificates restrictions 
which were imposed on those certificate , when they were first 
issued and which appear in the order~ : reating those certifi~ 
cates. Those restrictions may also be {ii efincd and ref erred 
to as limitations on those certificates. 
Now a certificate of public convenien e and necessity is no 
more or less than the evidence of a cert in right conferred on 
the recipient of that franchise which he did not already have. 
The right conferred is created by the or<il.er directing the issue 
of that certificate. ·when that order has been .en-
page 20 ~ tered and the certificate issiied and the term of 
the Commission during whir that order was en-
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tered is closed, that matter is final. It is a principal whicl1 
does not require the citation of authority and I· think is' one 
with which we are all familiar, laid down by Judge Prentis, 
. not only when Chairman of this Commission, but when Judge 
of the Supreme Court of Appeals, that this Commission has no 
inherent power. The powers it has are orlly those confeuecl 
on it by the Constitution and by statute. 
· The law governing the issue of franchises under which 
motor vehicles may be governed and the law governing tlie 
supervision of motor carriers is found in a single statute 
known as the '' Motor Vehicle Carrier Act'', which first ap-
peared in its present form in Chapter 129 of the Acts of the 
General Assembly of 1936 and was amended in certain por-
tions during the year 1938. 
The most careful scrutiny I have been able to make of 
that statute fails to disclose to me any authority given to this 
Commission to enlarge or amend a certificate once 
page., 21 ~ it has been issued. ' 
Now I realize that my taking this position may 
, appear novel and it may be that what I am saying now can-
not be done has been done and it may be that I have partici-
pated in those things, but I have led a very wicked life and 
committed a great many sins, and I don't think the Commis-
sion would hesitate to ameliorate my punishment because I 
want to stop it now. 
If the Commission has no authority to amend a certificate 
· under the statute it has no right to amend it at all. I want 
to draw this distinction. There is statutory authority for the 
abandonment of service. with the consent of the Commission, 
but the only time "amend" is used in this statute is in Sec-
tion 10 in which the Commission is given authority in cases 
in which it shall be proven that the holder of the certificate 
has made any wilful misrepresentation in obtaining the cer-
tificate, or wilfully refused 'to obey any reasonable 
page 22 ~ rule or regulation of the Commission, ''or the Com-
mission may suspend, revoke, alter or amend any 
such certificate''. The statute further says that no certificate, 
permit or license shall be suspended, revoked, altered or 
amended for any cause not stated in this section. 
Now we simply take the position that, if we are correct in 
that, a franchise confers upon the person or corporation to 
which it was issued certain rights, and if the term of the Com-
mission has expired during which the order was entered 
awarding that certificate, those rights become fixed, and can 
only be changed in the manner provided by statute. For the 
holder of a franchise to come before the Commission later and 
I 
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ask that additional rights be given to him under that fran-
chise, rights which were not conferred I when the franchise 
was granted, is nothing more nor less than asking for new 
rights, and of course, that can be done only in the manner pro-
vided for by statute. I know I have don!e that frequently. I 
have never asked· that a certificate be extended un-
page 23 ~ less I have filed a new application for authority 
- and stated that it was virtually an extension, but 
here we have a case where a franchise was granted years ago, 
after a hearing and the order entered. rThe right conferred 
did not include the right to transport freight between Rich-
mond and Lynchburg. · It not_ only did nqt include· it, but said 
in terms that the holder of that certificate does not have that 
right. The rights granted under that order under that fran-
chise stopped right there. What the petitioners are asking 
for today is a franchise, a right, a new c~rtificate authorizing 
the transportation of freight between Richmond and Lynch-
burg, and they have simply not come beiore the Commission 
in the manner provided by statute, which is by application. 
It might be answered that the end of :the two proceedings 
might be the same. The end of the proceedings might be 
identical, but the rules of evidence, the legal requirements 
resting on both parties, the burden the applicant must carry 
under the i·ules and regulatioij).s is a very different 
page 24} thing from what they claim, noidoubt, will rest upon 
these petitioners. i 
Therefore, we wish to make this motton: Brooks Trans-
potation Comp3:ny, Incorporated moves f.he Commission that 
the petition filed in this case be dismissed on the ground that 
the State Corporation Commission is without jurisdiction to 
entertain it or grant the prayer contain~d in such petition. 
If the Commission wishes to pass on! that now, we would 
be glad, otherwise, I would pref er to takei care of the legalities 
in a brief which we will file on that poi~t if the Commission 
cares to have it. Whatever course the Commission care~ to 
pursue we will cheerfully follow, with the understanding that, 
if we go into the hearing of this case, ct· ss examine the wit-
nesses of petitioner, and so forth, we ar reservi'ng the right 
at all times to except to any order of t e Commission doing 
anything in this case except dismissing his petition, and the 
right to take an appeal as a matter of right. 
page 25 ~ Coming to the merits of th~ case, if it has any, 
:Mr. Bazile has concisely stated most of the facts 
about these two certificates which Mr. Jressup and his asso-
ciates here hold, which were not issued to! him, however, on the 
same day, nor in the same month, and -ie find, as we go back 
I 
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to the beginning of the history of those two franchises, that 
they were issued at different times to different people, one 
from Richmond to Dillwyn, and the other from Lynchburg 
to up in the Buckingham neighborhood and finally on .A.pril 
13th, 1933, Mr. S. A. Jessup acquired certificate 313-C au-
thorizing freight service between Lynchburg and Dillwyn via 
Appomattox and Buckingham. That· was a comparatively 
short operation designed, undoubtedly, to serve the people in 
that community by giving them freight transportation into 
_Lynchburg and out of Lynchburg. 
Certificate 321-C, issued to Mr. Jessup October 5th, 1933, 
authorizes ·freight service between Richmond and Dilhvyn. 
Acquiring those two franchises issued years before 
.page 26 ~ to other parties, he brings the eastern terminus of 
· the certificate 313-C into contact with the ,vestern 
terminus of certificate 321-C and assumes, as Mr. Bazile has 
said, that because the two termini are in contact that, there-
fore, the right must exist to transport freight the whole way. 
There might have been some reason in that, but for the 
fact that on the very face of the certificate itself there ap-
pears a limitation in as broad terms as the Commission could 
possibly express it: 
"No freight shall be taken on in Richmond for delivery in 
Lynchburg, and no freight i;;hall be taken on in Lynchburg for 
delivery in Richmond.'' 
Knowing these gentlemen as I do, it is almost incredible that 
they could have read this and then assumed that the right 
they now claim exists and it is equally incapable of belief 
that they bought a certificate and paid good money for it, not 
having read it. 
page 27 r The object of it, or rather the effect of granting 
this petition, if granted, is to establish competition 
with other carriers of freight between Lynchburg and Rich-
mond. ~.,.reight is now carried between Richmond and Lynch-
burg and Lynchburg and Richmond hy the Chesapeake & 
Ohio, the Norfolk & ,vestern Hailway, with the express service 
that accompanies both, and the Brooks Transportation Com-
pany. The Brooks Transportation Company bolds certificate 
F-384 acquired by that company by purchase from the South-
ern Passenger Motor Line on December 23rd, 1936. That cer-
tificate is free of all restrictions anywhere, there is not a limi-
tation anywhere, and under it they have been carrying freight 
. from Lynchburg to Richmond and Richmond to Lynchburg 
and between those points and intermediate points and between 
intermediate points. 
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Competition between rail and motor c~rriers has in a sense 
been approved by our Supreme Court of Appeals in the Peters:.. 
burg-Hopewell and City Poiµt Railway case, in 
page 28 ~ which the Supreme Court realized that there is an 
opportunity and need for both types of service in 
the same field, but whatever may be the situation with respect 
to competition between rail and motor :carriers, or between 
rail carriers, this Commission and the Coµrt have consistently 
adhered to the position adopted in 1923 that duplication of 
service where the duplication is unnectssary to the public 
needs, is always to be avoided. : · 
Therefore, because we feel, first, that i the Commission has 
no authority to entertain this petition,i and because if the 
petitioners desire new rights, as they sayt they do, they should 
express their desires in the form of an application in the man-
ner provided for by statute and becau~e the prayer of the 
petition, if g-ranted, would simply resu~t in an unnecessary 
duplication of service ·witl10ut correspoµding benefit to the 
public, we renew our motion that the petition be dismissed 
and ask the Commission, in any event, th deny the prayer of 
the petition. r 
Commissioner Hooker: Dq you have any state-
page 29 r ment to make, J\fr. Cocke t i 
Mr. Cocke: If the Commission please, for the 
Norfolk & Wes tern Railway Company I s~bscribe to the state-
ment which has been made by Judge Shewmake and would 
like to join in that motion. l 
Judge Shewmake did not go into the I point that has been 
made by the attorney for the petitioner to the effec.t that the 
Commission has, · by implication, revi$ed or extended or 
amended the certificates that are outstanding. We think that 
the Commission will not subscribe to tha1t view, and certainly 
we think there can be no amendment to ~ certificate that has 
been issued after a hearing, at which a]l parties had oppor-
tunity to be present, and undertake to aitiend or extend a cer-
tificate by an ex parte proceeding and f' ithout a hearing or 
the opportunity of the other parties int ested to be present. 
Mr. Bazile: You don't contend that: this is an ex pa.rte 
proceeding? 
Mr. Cocke: No. I said th· Commission would 
page 30 ~ not be a party to an ex partef ct. In other words, 
we contend for a hearing an that there could b'3 
no extension by implication. 
The Norfolk & Western Railway Cortjpany is prepm·ed to 
present evidence of its service and to I take issue with the 
statement of counsel for petitioners thar there is no compe-
tition. Our view is that any business by freight between 
• I 
I 
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Lynchburg· and Richmond is competitive. That it is poten-
~ial business for either or any transportation company. 
I would like to call to the Commission's attention what I 
believe are the foundation cases of the certificates that" have 
been granted on this route~ If I am not mistaken, in Case · 
3331, order of August 4, 1927, granted to M. W. Nuckols a 
certificate between Lynchburg and Dillwyn with restrictions 
on business between Lynchburg· and Appomattox and inter-
mediate points. In Case 3466, by order of March 28th, 1928, 
certificate was also extended to Mr. M. W. Nuckols, 
page 31 ~ granting rights oyer the route Richmond to Dill-
wyn with certain restrictions. I haven't those re-
strictions in hand but the reference to the date of the order 
will make those available. Certainly we would take· the view 
that any amendment or extension or change to those certifi-
cates could only be made after proof of changed conditious, 
and we think that it would be proper.to permit parties to refer 
to the record in those two cases if they become of interest in 
this proceeding. 
Mr. Ba~le: Might we agree that we will consider for the 
purpose of this caRP, that all the certificates or transfer of 
certificate-s from the beginning of either Brooks or ours be 
considered as in the record without taking the time of the 
Commission to go into them? 
Commissioner Hooker: That will be agreed upon. 
Mr . .Shewmake: That includes the issuance of the original 
certificate and all transfers thereof? 
page 32 ~ Commissioner Hooker: All right. 
Mr. Bazile: Judge Shewmake, as I recall they 
were concurring· orders, although you stated differently? 
· tTudge Shewmake: The dates on the certfiicates show that 
he acquired 313-C on April 13, 1933. 
Mr. Bazile : The file of the Commission shows when the 
Commission approved the rates and time schedules and I will 
not off er any additional proof. 
Col. Leake: I think the grounds of the objection in re-
gard to the application have been adequately set forth by 
the gentlemen preceding me. I just wish to add that the 
contention that the filing of schedules of rates or time tables 
with the Commission would have the effect of doing away with 
_ an important restriction upon a certificate with-
page 33 ~ out notice to the parties, would be a clear viola-
tion of the Act itself, and a violation of the judi-
cial rights of the public. 
That is all I have to say on that, but on the legal question 
I wish to unite in the motion or the plea made 'by Judge Shew-
make, however it may be treated by brief or otherwise, on 
behalf of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Company. 
I 
I I 
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Commissioner Hooker: ·The Commissi~~ will take the mo- . 
~ion of J~dge Shewmake :under advisemept and pass ?n that 
when pasmg oli the merits of the case.I Proceed with the 
evidence. 
1 
Mr.· Bazile: To meet the convenience I of the -Commission _ 
I have prepared a summary of the history of the certificates 
under which the Brooks Transportation : Company operat.es. -
I will file that summary which is really Ian abstract of title 
of the Brooks operation. I 
I . 
page 34 ~ S. A. JESSiUP, I 
a witness introduced on behalf of petitioners, be--
ing first duly sworn, testified as follows: ] 
DIRECT 
0
EXAMINATipN. 
By Mr. Bazile: 
Q. You are Mr. S. A. Jes~upi 
A. Yes. 
Q. Of Charlottesville f 
A. Yes. 
I 
I 
! 
Q. Do you and :Mr. Shepherd, what a~e his initials! 
A. W. J. Shepherd. 1 Q. Do you own certificates 313-C and ~21-0, 313-C author~ 
izing operation between Dillwyn and Lynchburg and Ce~tifi.;. 
cate 321-C authorizing freight operation! between Richniond 
and Dillwyn T 1 
A. We do. I 
Q. Do you lease those certificates to the Rapid Transit 
Line, Inc.?. i · 
.A. We do. ' 
Q. And that lease was filed with the Oommission and ap-
proved by the Commission, w s it noU 
pag·e 35 } A. Yes. 
Q. And is in the files of th Commission here 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then did, subsequent to that time, .the Rapid Transit 
Lines, Inc., with the appr~val of you an Shepherd, make a 
Rub-lease of a part of this route to B. : Knight of Lynch-
burg? 
A. We did. 
Q. And was that s11b-lease submitted o the Corporation 
Commission and approved? 
A. It was. 
Q. And is also a part of the files of th . Commission T 
·.~ 
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A. Yes .. 
Q. Without attempting to repeat the contents of that lease, 
it in general terms providing for the giving of a local service 
bet.ween Lynchburg and Dillwyn with restrictions from Ap-
pomattox and a through service between Richmond and 
Lynchburg and Lynehburg and Richmond t · 
A. Yes. 
Q. You and Shepherd still operate, or the Rapid Transit 
Company still operates the service between Rich-
page 36 ~ mond and Dillwyn 1 
A. We do. 
Q. And Knight runs over that portion of your route with-
out being allowed, under the terms of your agreement, to carry 
on any local business in that territory t 
A. That is correct. 
Q. What sort of territory is that in there between Dill-
wyn and Appomattoxt . 
A. Well, that is undeveloped territory. Of course there is 
some business along the road and that road has dev.eloped 
rig·ht .along since we got the road through there. · 
Q. What kind of town is Buckingham Courthouse¥ 
A. I don't know how many population that is there but it 
is the County seat. -
Q. Don't you visit Buckingham Courthouse f 
A. I g·o through there occasionally. It is a very nice litt!e 
town. It is a county seat and there is right much business 
located at Bucking·ham Courthouse. 
Q. Are there any merchants located there¥ 
A. Yes, but I don't know how many. 
page 37 ~ Q. Kni~ht also brings freight from Lynchburg 
'"' which us transferred into Dillwyn? 
A. Yes, we let him haul into Buckingham and Dillwyn in 
both directions. 
Q. Is that territory between Appomattox and Dillwyn con-
tributory to Richmond or Lynchburg? . 
A. Lynchburg. ThP-re is some out of Richmond but most 
of it Lynchburg. 
Q. Now can you tell us something about the highways t.hnt 
run through that tenit.ory Y · 
A. We have good hig·hways, hard surfaced. 
Q. Do you know what the numbers of those roads are 1 
A. I do not. 
Q. Do you know whether there is a North and South route 
that runs through that territory that originates eomewhere 
up there beyond Orange t 
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A. No. 15 goes through Dilhvyn andj Sprouse 's Comer, 
which has two or three stores and is a few miles East of Buck-
ingham Courthouse. j 
Q. Are there any centers of historic 
1
interest in that ter-
ritory¥ ; 
page 38 ~ A. I am not familiar with the places of historic 
interest in that territory. i . 
Q. You ought to be ashamed of yourself. Do you have any 
tourists in that territory? I _ 
A. Yes. We have a lot of tourists, in fact, route 60 out 
of Richmond into "\Vest Virginia goes tllrough there and No. 
15 out of the North goes through Buckingham and Farmville. 
It is the main highway for tourists. I 
Q. Just how does the Knight operation travel between 
Richmond and Lynchburg 7 · 
A. I don't know the schedule. , 
Q. I don't mean the schedules but tell us the roads. 
A. They leave Rid1mond and go up the James River Road 
by Goochland Courthouse. I 
Q. By the State 1farm? . 
A. The State Farm and Goochland Courthouse, Columbia 
and Bremo Bluff, Dillwyn, Buckingham Courthouse, Appo-
mattox to Roanoke. I 
Q. Now is there any other freight service in that terri-
tory between Richmcmd and Lynchburg bn the North side of . 
the James Rived I 
page 39 ~ A. East and vVest, no. 
Q. Are you familiar with the Brooks Transpor-
tation Company's route from Richmond to Lynchburg? 
A. Yes. I 
Q. Which side of the river do they go :up? 
A. On the South side of James Riv r to Fannville and 
into Lynchburg·. 
Q. That is over 360, isn't it? 
-A. They come ,mt on ,No. 60 pa rt of 1e way and then on 
45 into Farmville and 460 from there i to Lynchburg. 
Q. Now, Mr .. Jessup. did you and M . Shepherd operate 
a local service between Lynchburg and illwyn with restric-
tions on Appomattox prior to your lea e to the Knight in-
terests either you or Shepherd or as the Rapid Transit Lines, 
, Inc. f • 
A. Yes, we have been operating over there between three 
and four years. 
Q. Before you leased it to Knight? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. That was a p·nrely local service, was it not T 
. A. Yes, that is right. 
page 40 ~ Q. Now was that a profitable operation or not T 
A. It was not. . 
Q. Why was it not profitable T · 
A. Well, without the through service from Lynchburg to 
Richmond and Richmond to Lynchburg it was just not profit-
able. The expense of delivery and pick ups just for the 
local service only ma<le it '7ery unprofitable. 
Q. Well, is there a public in the territory between Lynch-
burg and Dillwyn that needs the freight service? 
· A. Yes, they don't have any in there except ours. 
Q. Do they use that service Y 
A. Yes, they do. 
Q. And you say the local operation without the through op-
eration resulted in a loss of money? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When the route was operated as through route between 
Richmond and Lynchburg, was the local service continued 
. between Lynchburg and Dillwyn with restrictions on Ap-
pomattox? 
. A. ·What was that? 
Note: Question rend to witness. 
page 41 ~ Q. That is~ did you continue to give the local 
service in that territory? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that servic•J profitable at this time T 
A. Yes, it is. 
Col. Leake: I want to object to this evidence. They are 
· seeking to show the pub1ic convenience and necessity for the 
service by the operation theretofore of an illegal service, 
and the through service is illegal, under the ruling of the 
Supreme Court of the United States. It has been held by 
th~ Supreme Court that such a service is not bona fide and can-
not be relied upon in Grandfather applications. I think the 
same thing is true in the case of a -State certificate, and I de-
sire to preserve that objection all through this record. 
Mr. Bazile: ·Of cour~e I submit to the Commission that 
what the Commission is interested in is public con-
page 42 ~ venience and necessity, and it cannot make any 
difference in the effect upon the public whether 
the_ operation is legal or illegal. It is a determination_ of 
I 
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whether the public convenience and nec,ssity demands .such 
service and I think I can produce some authority to that ef-
fect. : 
Commissioner Hooker: The motion is overruled. 
Col. Leake: I note an exception, . ancl may I have it un-
derstood that that will run all the way through? 
Mr. Bazile: Yes, you will not have to: repeat it. 
I 
I 
Q. Are you interested in any other £.}eight, passenger or 
bus transportation systems, Mr. JessupJ 
A. Mr. Shepherd and myself -operate the lo.cal freight bus 
between Dillwyn and Richmond. I · 
Q. And you have a through operation from Charlottesville 
to Rfohmond? i 
A. And we also operate a service from Charlottesville to 
Fork Union, which intersects with the service into 
page 43 ~ Richmond, but we do not haul any freight from 
Richmond into Charlottesville over the James 
River Road. We have a special route between Richmond and 
Charlottesville, which is operated by Mrl Wilson of the Wil-
son Trucking Company. They ·own a freight line over the 
same road, and we were duplieating service., and we let Mr .. 
Wilson operate the entire operation wh;i.ch makes it more,,. 
profitable to Wilson and ourselves too. : 
Q. And you operate a number of pass~mger bus routes, do . 
you notf i 
A. Yes. 1 
Q. What has been the general experieµce as to the ability 
of bus and truck carriers to earn monet, off of purely local 
operations without the through business? ' 
A. It has been my experience that all !passenger lines and 
freig·ht lines with restrictions between points is unprofitable. 
You have got to have all you can get t~1 get by with the ex-
penses and taxes you have to pay. Mr. Knight's operation 
between Lynchburg and Rich ond is the only time 
page 44} it has ever paid since we hav~ had anything to do 
with it. The reason Shepherq and myself did not 
make it pay is because we did not have !e set up at Lynch-
burg to solicit the through freight and e had to operate it 
locally and change in Dillwyn or Buckin ham, which did not 
2"ive the service, and we just could not qo it under the local 
iet up we had but Mr. Knight has creat~d a demand for the 
freig·ht service and the,service he is giving is profitable to him 
and at the same time it helps, not o~ the community b. e-
tween Dillwyn and Buckingham and Ly.q.chburg, but enables 
• I 
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points between Richmond and Dillwyn to get freight out of 
Lynchburg. It· really is an advantage to those people be-
cause the freight can b~ transferred to us at Buckingham 
and in some instances we have asked Mr. Knight to not pay 
any attention to the contract he had and let him deliver 
.freight -on our line which is not covered by contract. That 
does D:Ot happen every day but we are interested in building 
up the line aud g-ivi.ng the people service in the 
page 45 ~ community between Lynchburg and Richmond. 
Commissioner Oz]in: Leaving out of consideration en-
tirelv the needs of the people living between Lynchburg and 
Richmond along the route you travel, is it your contention· that 
there is public necessity and convenience for more service 
between Lynchburg and Richmond and Richmond and Lynch=-
burg¥ 
A. Judge, I certainly do. The size of Lynchburg and Rich-
mond and the importance of these two cities, although with 
the railroad service they have, which is a different kind of 
service, not a pick up and delivery service, and with one 
freig·ht line to serve this city with around 200,000 people aud 
Lynchburg with 50,000, it is just a matter of impossibility 
that it has ever been done-that they can go out and even 
create new business and serve the people like two lines would, 
and I think, honestly, there is plenty of room for it. 
Q. You mean by that that there is need on the part of the 
people in the City of Lynchburg to ship to Rich-
page 46 ~ mond and need on the part of the people of Rich-
mond for additional facilities to ship to Lynch-
burg? 
A. I really do. 
Mr. Bazile: 
Q. The files of the Commission show that you acquired cer-
tificate 321-C on Odober 5th, 1933, and that you acquired 
Certificate 313-C on AprH 13th, 1933, so that you became the 
owner of the two certificates, one authorizing the operation 
from Lynchburg· to Dillwyn and the other from 'Richmond 
to Dillwyn as of October 5th, 1933. When did you begin the 
unified operation between Richmond and Lynchburg? 
A. You mean with the Knight operation? 
Q. No the throug-h operation? 
A. Immediately iifter those certificates were granted. 
Q. Well, of course, one was granted in April, 1933, and -
the other was not granted until October 5th, 1933. 
I 
. I 
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A. The one out of Lynchbujl'g was granted first 
page 47 ~ or lasU I 
Q. The one out of LynchbuJrg was granted first 
and the one out of Rfohmond second. When did you begin 
the unified operation, that is, the carrying of freight between 
Richmond and Lynchburg·! ! 
A. Mr. Shepherd was interested in th'.e freight line all of 
the time between Ricl1mond and Dillwytj, or a portion of it, 
and another gentleman had the line, Mr.f Nuckols I believe it 
was, between Lynchburg· and Dillwyn, and when I had the 
line transferred to me from Lynchburg ~o Dillwyn, why then 
we started interchanging· freight with tUe line between Dill-
wyn and Richmond, but later the certificates were changed 
over. There is anoth~r certificate in there one between Dill-
wyn and Fork Union restricted into R~chmond, and I also 
acquired that one. Of course, it has nothing to do with this 
case, but there is just one in there that you don't seem to 
have any record of, but those three certificates were consoli-
dated into two, I am almost certain. I . 
· Q. And you began the through operation soon after you be-
came the owner of the two certificates Y i 
A. Yes. i 
i 
page 48 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Shewmake: I 
Q. Mr. Jessup, whc-:-i was the lease to Knight made, ap-
proximately! I 
A. Approximately six months ago. 
Q. Sometime in the fall of 1938? ! 
A. I should think so. I suppose you have a record of it. 
I 
Mr. Shewmake to Mr. Bazile: Have y u that information? 
Mr. Bazile: It was .June 20th, 1938. 
Mr. Shewmake : 
Q. Under that lease Mr. Knight has o erated continuously 
from then until now? 
A. He certainly hai:;. 
Q. Will you state again what does Mr Knight do? What· 
does he haul under that lease and where rom? 
A. He hauls produee or any .freight ~ can get in Lynch-
burg for points between Lynchburg and }lichmoud, and points 
'· between Richmond and Lyn~hburg except betwe~u 
page 49 ~ Richmond and Dillwyn. He dtes not pick np any-
thing in Richmond for Dillwy or points between 
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but he picks up freight in Richm~nd for points beyond Dill-
wyn. 
Q. -Does Mr. Knight under that lease, or as a matter of fact 
regardless of that lease, carry freight from Richmond to 
Lynchburg and Lynchburg· to Richmond¥ 
A. He certainlv does. 
Q. Is that the "principal part of his haul? 
A. Yes, that is the principal part of it. 
Q. Now let's get this straight, I don't understand the Rapid 
Transit Lines' positiot1; while Mr. Knight is carrying freight 
from Richmond to Lynchburg and Lynchburg to Richmond, 
l;>etween what points does the Rapid Transit Line carry'· 
freight? 
A. Between Richmond and Dillwyn. 
Q. The Rapid Transit Line does not make the through hanl 
between Richmond and LynchburgY 
A. No. 
Q. And those two, the Rapid Transit Line on the one hand, 
the lessee from you and Mr . .SheP.herd, and Mr. Knight the-
sub-lessee of the Rapid Transit Line, are the two only opera- · 
tions actua11v on the line? 
page 50 ~ A. Between Richmond and Lynchburg. 
Q. Do you and Mr. Shepherd individually, or as 
partners, also have an operation on this route? 
A. Only as the Rapid Transit Company. 
Q. In other words, there are not three parties Y 
A. No, only two, l\fr. Shepherd and myself are the sole 
owners of the Rapid Transit Lines. 
Q. You are the sole owners of the Rapid Transit Line, Inc. 7 
A. Yes. 
Q . .And when yon say you are the owners of the certifi-
cates you mean you an<l Mr. Shepherd are operating those 
li.nes Y · 
Mr. Bazile: .No, Shepherd and Jessup own the certificates 
but they leased it to the Rapid Transit Company. 
A. There are only two operators between Lynchburg and 
Richmond. 
Mr. Shewmake: 
Q. Shepherd and Jessup are the real owners but the real 
· . · operafors are the lessees f 
page 51- } A. Yes. . 
· Q. And this movement between Richmond and 
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Lynchburg conducted by Mr. Knight, do~s he carry ~my in-
terstate freight on that movement Y ! 
.A.. I -do not know. : 
Q. You don't know whether if a shipme~t was brought into 
Lynchburg by some motor carrier say £:rom West Virginia 
or North Carolina destined to Richmond~ Mr. Knight would 
carry that or do you knowY : 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Do any of the interested parties here, either the Rapid 
Transit Line or Mr. Knight, hold any kuthority from the 
Interstate Commerce Commission to catry interstate ,ship-
ments over this ronte f I · 
A. The Rapid Transit Line has rights to haul interstate 
shipments over the line. . ' i 
Q. But you don't know about Mr. Knight 7 
A. No. : 
Q. Did I understand you to tell Judge ',Ozlin just now that 
in your opinion additional freight serviqe by motor vehicle 
· · carrier is required between Lynchburg and Rich- -
page 52 } mond? : 
.A.. "Y"es. . : 
Q. Do you mean to say by that that the Brooks Transpor-
tation Company, Inc., is not able to handl~- the required move-
ment of freight between those two cities
1
7 · 
.A.. I don't know whether they are able 1to do it or not, but 
if t~ey were giving the Richmond an~ Lynchburg people all 
the service they needed and wanted K:tj.ight would not be 
hauling anything. 1 
Q. Is that the reason upon which you base the opinion yon 
just expressed to .J udgP. Ozlin Y 1 · · 
A. I may have several reasons, but thaf is one reason. 
Q. Would you mind telling the Commiss,ion what the others 
areA? I . . K . ht .f b I. . R" hm a· 
. rmagme . mg ~ canvasses or UrllleSS lil IC . On 
and Lynchburg both and possibly Mr. B ooks don't. They 
have connections that they don't have and ~ometimes one man 
is preferable to another. 
Q. Is that the case here? 
A. I don.'t ·know. You were asking mebabout my reasons. 
. I don't know how Mr. Brooks s licits business, but 
page, 53 } I do say that is one of the rel1 ons Mr. Knight is 
hauling and that is one reason there is a demand 
for extra service. · 
. · Q. You mean there .is a rendering of e tra service, that i~ 
true, by Mr. Knight 1 \ 
I 
! 
I ~ -
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A. Yes, that is true. 
Q. ¥ ou doh 't take the position that the facilities of the 
()hesapeake & Ohio, the Norfolk & Western Railway, Railway 
Express Agency and the Brooks Transportation Company, 
Inc., that those facilities all taken together are inadequate 
to serve the public needs between Richmond and Lynchburg? 
A. They possibly have the equipment to do it and may be 
doing it in a way, but Mr. Knig·ht may be giving a littJe extra 
service and more convenient to certain patrons, and if he is, 
it is needed. 
Q. Did you mean to ~ay in speaking to Judge Ozlin about 
the size of the City of Richmond being oyer 200,000 that you 
favor competition of motor carriers between Richmond ancl 
other cities in the State? 
A. I think between two cities the size of Lynch-
page 54 ~ burg, Roanoke, Charlottesville and Norfolk it is 
just · as important to have more than one truck 
operation as to have more than one moving picture show. 
Q. Does that apply throughout the whole motor vehicle in-
dustry to both passenger and freight 1 
A. Well the Virginia Stage Lines hauls passengers be-
tween Rfohmond and Lynchburg, so does the Greyhound. Yon 
can catch a Greyhound bus for Harrisonburg or a Virginia 
Stage Lines to Staunton and ·Clifton Forge. Some of them 
are a little out of the way, the schedule maybe a few minutes 
longer, but so far as I know there 'is not but very few large 
cities in the State that does not have more than one trans-
portation company into it by bus. 
Q. When a Virginia Stage Lines bus takes a passenger from 
Richmond to Lynchburg they take them by Charlottesville T 
A. That is right. 
Q. And you feel that because the two facilities exist for 
the transportation of the service, the publi.c is bet-
page 55 ~ ter served? 
· A. I certainly do. They come in our bus station. 
all of the time. It might take them a half hour longer but we 
may have a schedule that suits their needs. 
Q. Then if the Atlantic Greyhound Lines filed an appli-
cation between Richmond and ·Charlottesville tomorrow vou 
would support it wholeheartedly? " 
A. If the population of Charlottesville was 200,000 and we 
. were not taking care of it in the proper way. The Chesa-
peake & Ohio are hauling passengers to Charlottesville every 
day. 
I 
• 
. I 
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Mt. Bazile: May I call the Commission's attention to 
the fact that we are not operating· ovel the same road that. 
Brooks is operating over except when wre get close to Lynch-
burg and we are asking for restrictiors on that piece of 
road. , 
i Mr. Shewmake: : · · 
' Q. I understand that the real foundation for this request 
was expressed by you when you testifi~d to the effect that 
the through service between },tichmond and Lynch-
page 56 ~ burg is considered necessary to maintain the local 
service¥ I 
A. To make them both profitable. [ 
Q. That being true if you can pick out the sprasely settled 
territory between any two large cities ;in the State and es-
tablish local truck service, the next anld logical step is in-
augL1ration of truck service between the two large cities them-
selves? Would that not follow? i 
A. You take any local territory between any two large 
cities which have roads built by the Highway Commission off 
the taxes for gasoline they sold in that! neighborhood and I . 
. see no reason why they should not reaaonably benefit from 
that and have a public convenience in ~hat neighborhood in 
order that they may build up, and the !reason possibly that · 
they are not built up more than they are is that they have 
had no service on the road. You know now that the rural 
sections are being built up in Virgfoia] on account of good 
roads and public service. I · 
~fr. Cocke: May I ask counsel if Mr. Knight is 
page 57 ~ going to b~ 011 the witness str,nd f 
. Mr. Bazile : Yes. 
CROSS EXAMINATJiON. 
l\ifr. Cocke: i 
Q. I believe you said there was no p 01ck-up service by the 
railroads and the express company. In't there a pick-up 
service by hoth railroad and· express ·ompany at each of 
the termini Richmond and Lynchburg¥ · 
A. I did not know that they had any. If that is wrong I 
beg your pardon, but I did not know th t they had any-pick-
up and delivery service. 
Q. You are willing· to be corrected by the true facts? 
A. Yes, absolutely. 
Q. When you made this lease to Mr. Knight did you Illt!ke 
it on the basis and did he take the leare on the basis that 
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you had the right to perform the through service between 
Richmond and Lynchhurg Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is a copy of that lea~e' in. the record? 
Mr. Bazile : 'Which lease Y 
Mr. Cocke:· The lease to Mr. Knight. 
page 58 ~ A. I purchased three different franchises be- -
tween Richmond and Lynchburg and I obtained 
one from the State Corporation Commission between Fork 
Union and Charlottesville. I thought when we got all three 
of the lines we had nothing to do but operate. I leased them 
to Mr. Knight in good faith and he leased it in good faith. 
Mr. Bazile: You see before you a client that acts on his· 
·own judgment and then when he gets in trouble comes and 
consults counsel. 
Mr. Cocke: 
Q. So for your operation you have no apologies to offer 
for operating the through service in face of the restrictions 
on the certificates you operate? . 
:A. I am sorry I was as ignorant as I was about it, but I 
don't see any reason for apologizing to anybody for it. 
Q. Is it a condition of your lease to Mr. Knight that he 
sha.11 have the through service? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Without that your lease fails Y 
page 59 ~ Commissioner Hooker: I don't read that lease 
that way. I think it reserves all the rights and re-
strictions preserved by-the Commission. Read down at the 
bottom of the first page. 
11 :45 A. M. The Commission recesses for five minutes. 
11 :50 A. 1\L The Commission resumes this hearing. 
Mr. Cocke: 
Q. As I read your lease I don't see that you have sold the 
rights to a through operation. Do you remember your con-
tract? . 
A. I intended to sell the through operation if I did not. 
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Q. And certainly in your representations to him you claimed 
the right? ! 
A. Yes. 1 
Q. When you directed the 4rafting 0£ your contract why 
did you not put in here "I am selling the right to _do a through 
business between Richmond and Lyn.ch burg'' Y 
page 60 r . A. I can't remember. : 
Q. Isn't it a fact that you knew all of the time 
that you had no rights to a through opetation, and that you 
were just operating until caught and were going just as far 
as you could without getting caught, a#d not having been 
caught, you represented to him on the side that you were op-
erating the through business and were g~ing· to give him the 
throug·h rights? · ! 
A. I have purchased several passenger1 franchises through-
out Virginia in piece meals between certain small towns for 
ten years, and after I bought out all th~ local operators be-
tween the towns, why then we would· put on through service 
and operate it and we had a right to doj it. 
Q. You told you you had that right Y ! 
A. And after I had purchased the three franchises, freight 
franchises, I did not obtain them fromi the Commission, I 
bought them, I thought I had the right to !operate the. through 
service. ! 
Q. And you came to the Commission I and asked them to 
confirm your purchase f ! 
page 61 ~ A. And I had no reason to believe I did not have 
a perfect right to haul and at tµe time I bought the 
franchises they were hauling through freight from Richmond 
to Lynchburg· and Lynchburg to RichmQnd. The man that 
had the franchise from Lynchburg to Di];J.wyn and restricted 
from Dillwyn to Richmond was hauling through freight and 
I knew he was hauling it and for that n
1
eason I bought the 
franchise. 
Q. Mr. Jessup, you have been in this hr· siness long enough 
· to !mow that you look to the State Corp ration Commission · 
for your authority? . 
.A. Yes. · . 
Q. You are not uncertain on that sco le? 
.A. No. · 
Q. And when you obtained those rights and those certifi-
cates you came to the ·Commission to have ~I· he transfer made--
tb e record shows you did? 
~Yoo. i 
Q. You have always observed the r strictions between 
Lynchburg and Appomattox Y 
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- 4-. Only since this question was recently pointed 
page 62 ~ out to us that ,we did not have the right. 
Q. Did you do a local business between Lynch-
burg and Appomattox? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In spite of the certificate 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did you think the-certificate was a scrap of paper 
to be torn up? Did you observe any of the conditions of the 
certificate under which you operated at any time? 
A. Why certainly I did. We operated under the orders of 
the State Corporation Commission. 
Q. You know that the certificate is limited as to the op-
eration between Lynchburg and Appomattox, 313-CY 
A. It was pointed out to. me by the man who owned the 
certificate that they were restricted between Appomattox and 
Lynchburg. 
Q. Somebody pointed that out to you Y 
A. The man who owned the certificate. 
Q. Did he deliver you the certificate? 
, · A. I ·had it transferred by the .State Corporation 
page 63 ~ Commission. 
Q: And the Commission delivered to you the 
certificate following your application for the transfer? 
A. I imagine they did. 
Q. Don't you know that they did f Don't you know under 
what rights you operate? 
A. Under the rights of the State Corporation Commission. 
Q. And tl1ey issued you a certificate! 
A. Why certainly. 
Q. Did you read the certificate f 
A. I don't know whether I did or not. I would imagine 
I did. I just told you a minute ago that when I bought the 
three franchises I thought I had a right to run through and 
th~re is no use to try to get me to contradict that as that is 
what I told you. -
Q. And I asked you about the other restrictions on that 
certificate and whether you observed those t 
A. I will repeat that when I bought all three certificates 
I thought I had all the way through except between Appo-
.mattox to Lynchburg. There was a restriction on the one 
granted from Lynchburg to Dillwyn. 
Q. You knew of that? 
A. Yes. 
page 64 ~ Q. Did you observe that 1 
A. We did. 
Q. A minute a.go you said you did not Y 
\ 
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A. Did not do what 1 
Q. Did not observe the restrictions Between Appomattox 
and Lynchburg? . j 
A. You will find in my testimony that I stated that we have 
· not been hauling stuff to Appomattox :unless we picked it 
up at the State Farm, but we would not haul it from Rich-, 
mond to Appomattox. : 
Q. That is the testimony tha.t you want to stick to that 
you observed the restrictions on your; certificate between 
Lynchburg and Dillwyn T I 
A. The Appomattox restriction that i~ the one I observed. 
Q. That is the one you observed. i 
A. Yes, but tha.t was the only one I thought had anything 
to do with it. i 
Q. Having conformed to the certificate in that regard, why 
did you not conform to the certificate wlwn it said you should 
not take on freight in Richmond for delivery .in 
page 65 r Lynchburg, and not take on !freight for delivery 
. from. Lynchburg to Richmond? 
A. The fact of the business the man I bought the certificate 
from, Mr. Nuckols, continued to operate a:fter I had purchased 
the Dillwyn to Richmond line, continued, to operate this line 
for me and operated all the way from Lynchburg to Richmond 
and did through hauling as he did before. 
Q. Don't let's try too many cases at one time. . 
A. I was talking a bout the franchise between Dillwyn and 
Richmond and Lynchburg-the same man I bought it from 
operated it for a while for me. ! · 
Q. Did you observe the restrictions on. the certificate that 
was issued for the route between Richµlond and Dillwyn t 
Mr. Bazile: Suppose you show him tpe restrictions. 
I 
A. I don't know what you are talki11g about. You said 
Richmond and Dillwyn. 
Mr. Cocke: · 
Q. Did- you know that your certificatq 321-C had any re- · 
strictions on iU I 
page 66 ~ A. I d_on 't know those certi~cates by number or 
where they 1·un down. I told ~ou a minute ago that 
there was one franchise that was issued from Dillwyn to 
Richmond, restricted ·between Fork Union· and Richmond, but 
when I bought both the lines we paid noll attention to the re-
strictions because I owned them all. 
Q. Why did you observe the restrictfons between Appo-
1 
I 
I 
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mattox and Lynchburg· as to the certificate from Lynchburg 
to Dillwyn and· ignore the restrictions as to the route between 
Richmond and Fork Union on the Richmond to Dillwyn cer-
tificate? 
A. Because the man I purchased the freight line from con-
tinued to operate it and he observed the same restrictions 
that we did when he was operating for himself and oper-
ating for me, and I don't know how long six months or a 
year and he kept on hauling through freight as he had been, 
and so far as I know, continued to obey the ·restrictions at 
Appomattox. 
Q. It all boils down to this, does it not, Mr. tf es-
page 67" ~ sup, that you ignored the certificates under which 
you were operating, you make no effort to observe 
any of the conditions, picking up business where you could 
and if it proved profitable, and you bring that evidence to 
the Commission today in justification for a new certificate or 
in justification for the granting of the petition before the 
Commission? 
Note: Witness ·waits and then answers. 
A. It might be for the reason-it might be that I did ignore 
the restrictions, it might be for the same reason that the 
Commission overlooked them in approving the contract. 
·Mr. Baziie: The Commission overlooked it in approving 
the contract between Richmond. and Lynchburg? 
A. Yes, everybody is not perfect. 
Commissioner Hooker: The order of the State Corpora-
. tion Commission will show whether or not they overlooked 
them. 
page 68 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Col~ Leake: 
Q. Your contention is that when you got these two certifi-
cates-
A. Three certificates. 
Q. There are only two involved in this application. Your 
contention is that when you had these two certificates, both 
of which in terms as plain as .day said you could not take 
freight at Richmond destined to Lynchburg or freight at 
i 
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Lynchburg destined to Richmond, that w~en you got the two 
together they nullified each other? ! 
A. My thought was when I got those two franchises I had 
a right to haul. i · 
. Q. And that you could do that when the certificate of the 
Commission said yon could not Y 
A. I thought it before. 1 • 
Q. You thought too that when a thing 1
1 
was asserted twice 
it had less effect than if asserted once Y ! 
A. My same answer. I 
Q. Your answer does not fit this questipn unless you want 
to say that, after a thing was i asserted twice and 
page 69 ~ brought to your attention that that had nullified 
. the effect and bad less effect than if asserted once' 
- A. Usually when two franchises are gi~en on one highway, 
they are restricted on account of each other. That is usually 
what has happened, and that is the reas9n, with three fran-
chises between Lynchburg and Richmond,lwhile only two are 
mentioned in this order, I took the stand that on account o! 
the three franchises, considering what I :got when I bought 
them all, I had t:tie right to run and all or that was done be-
fore Brooks was in operation between Ri¢hmond and Lynch-
burg. Brooks was in operation between Richmond and Farm-
ville. I 
Q. Are you still going to stick to that position that, where 
certificates are so granted "that a man who runs can read 't, 
and you are still going to ignore the restrictions on your 
certificate? i 
A. I still am going to stick to what I s~id. 
Q. Do you think a man who says that is: qualified to have a 
certificate? 1 
page 70 ~ A. I am going to let any man 1w
1
· ho wants to judge 
me. 
Q. Suppose it had turned out. unprofita · 1e what would you 
have done then Y 
A. We would have asked the Commissio. to let us abandon 
operation. 1 
Q. If you were going to do that why d d you not do it in 
the first place f 
A. Because we have always known th cities the size of 
Richmond and Lynchburg would maintaif the freight oper-
ation between Buckingham· Courthouse ana Fork Union, and 
with the two cities it would be profitable, ~nd it will give the 
people of the two cities the convenience rhich they have a 
right to have. 
I 
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Q. You did not come to the Commission to start the· oper-
ation, are you certain that you would come to it when it 
stopped¥ 
A. We have never stopped. It was already operating when 
we bought it. · 
Q. You are bound by the contracts of your predecessors °l 
A .. That is.right. 
Q. Your contention is that- the local service has to have 
through service to support it and that the Commis-
page 71 ~ sion should grant the service notwithstanding the~ 
fact that there is service in the field so that vou can 
take care of this intermediate service Y •· · 
Mr. Bazile: That was not the contention but we stated 
that where we did not operate over anybody else's route, we 
should have. the right to serve the two points, namely Rich-
mond and Lynchburg, not o!)ly in the interest of the public 
in Richmond and Lynchburg, but in the interest of the public 
residing between Richmond and Lynehburg on a road that had 
no other carrier. 
Col. Leake: I understand but I asked the witness and now 
ask him if that is his contention 7 
A. Will you state the question again? 
Col. Leake: 
Q. Your contention is that where, in order to take care of 
local business between two points over which. there 
. page 72 ~ is no other route operating where it is necessary 
. in order to furnish that' service to get a right to the 
through service between ~hose two points, you think that right · 
ought to be granted regardless of the fact that the through 
service may be adequately served by other common carriers Y 
A. I think the people in tlie country along the highway be-
tween Lynchburg and Richmond, or any other two important 
cities, are justly entitled to transportation in and out of both 
cities, and if you have to haul through freight between those 
two important cities to be able to render that service, that 
they should certainly have the right ~o do it and ought to give 
-the pe·ople in the country the benefit of that, the people in the_ 
country that finally move to town and make up the town. · 
Q. Regardless of the fact--
A. Regardless of anything. 
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. Mr. Bazile: Being a countryman, I l, eartily support that 
thesis. 
Witness stood aside. 
l)age 73 ~ R. J. H. CROW, I . · · 
a witness introduced on beha~ of applic~nt, being 
first duly sworn, testified as follows: j 
DIRECT EXAMINAT~ON. 
I 
By. Mr. Bazile: . · I · 
Q. Of what county and place in the county are you a resi-
dent¥ : 
A. Dillwyll, Virginia, Buckingham County, Va., automobile 
repair business. i 
Q. How large a_ business do you have J 
A. There are four of us in the shop. I 
Q. And where does your business co~e from f 
A. Mainly Buckingham County. 1 _ 
Q. Do you carry on hand and are you able to carry on hand. 
all the part.s needed . for the repairing 4£ th~ va;ious make.s 
of automobiles that you are called upo~ to repa1r1 
A. No, Sir, that is an impossibility. i 
I 
Mr. Cocke: May I interrupt just a lminut~. I thi~ ~e 
ought to have a statement frqm counsel as to why 
page 7 4 ~ this testimony is to be releva,t. 
· Commissioner Hooker: I~ looks very remote 
to me. · , _ · 
Mr. Bazile: There is no secret about ~he thing. I want to 
· show by' this witness that he is a resident of _Dillwyn and that 
the source of hfs supplies is Lynchburg, i1nd the only means of 
satisfactory and adequate service into_ his territqry from 
. Lynchburg is via the-Knight Transfer · es, and that public 
convenience and necessity require the s rvice into that ter~i-
tory. 
Commissioner Ozlin: · And if is now being operated into 
that territory! . 
Mr. Bazile: And_ I expect to showie local business in 
that territory is not a profitable service. 
, Commissioner Hooker: !Ou have not shown 
page 75 ~ that by.Mr~ Jessup. · I 
Mr. Bazile: I did. Mr. · essup said that for 
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four years they operated the local service there and it was a 
losing proposition and it did not become profitable. 
Commissioner Hooker: If you want to be concrete why 
don't you break that down and show what the revenue is for 
local service and through service? 
1\fr. Bazile: Mr. Knight can show that. 
Commissioner Ozlin : 
Q. Are you going to show the need by witnesses for local 
service at places like Dillwyn and then go further to show that 
that service cannot be rendered except by having through 
service from Lynchburg to Richmond and Richmond to Lynch-
burg? . · 
Mr. Bazile: Yes, Sir, that is my contention, and I submit 
that the Commission should give very serious consideration to 
that contention. The people of Buckingham County are as 
much a pa.rt of the Commonweal th of .Virginia as 
page 76 ~ the cities of Richmond and Lynchburg and they are 
e~titled to as great a service to a certain extent as 
people in the other parts of the Commonwealth. I submit, if 
-Your Honors please, that it would be a very serious ruling if 
.the Commission should so rule that the people of Buckingham 
County should be deprived of this service because of the in-
ability to operate that service as in the Appomattox terri-
tory-that the Commission must necessarily come to the con-
clusion that the people of Buckingham County are entitled to 
service as mueh as any other part of the Commonwealth. 
·commissioner Ozlin: Your position is this-if forty appli-
cants should cotne here with applications between Richmond 
and Norfolk, all going over sparsely settled territory, that this 
Commissfon should grant permission to them to transport 
freight from Richmond to Norfolk in order to take care of 
the sparsely settled territory that has no service! 
Mr. Bazile: I expect to show that when a pas-
page 77 } senger operation is over two separate roads between 
two terminal points the Commission has held that 
the Commission ought to grant the additional service, and the 
carri~r who has an established service via one route is not 
to be given the opportunity to furnish additio11al service be-
cause the Commission has said that the other territory ought 
to have service. Judge Shewmake should not be unf.amiliar 
with that because that was brought up in a hearing on two 
cases which were heard before the Commission in which we 
I 
I 
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/ were on opposing sides. The principle is identical to those 
two cases. i . · 
Commissioner Hooker: I don't thi . all the facts were 
the same. One of those companies was o , rating in interstate 
commerce and this Commission could not prevent it. There 
was a question of whether we would let him do intrastate 
business. I 
Mr. BazilP.: We thought that man was operat-
page 78 ~ ing as an interstate operator ~ut Your Honor, sit-
ting as a part of. the Interst4te Commerce Com-
mission's Joint Board, dismissed the pet~tion based on inter-
.state operation on the ground that there was no interstate 
operation on that particular route. The pase I };i~ve in.mind 
is 6203, which was a quarrel between the J' essup interests and 
the Towns Bus Line interests. Towns asked for an opera-
tion that ran from Luray to Front Royat up one side of the 
mountain and Jessup was operating .frQm Luray to Front 
Royal up the other side of the mountain. I was represent-
ing Jessup and we did not want Towns to get in from Luray 
to Front Royal- I 
Commissioner Hooker! Did not those applications go to 
Strasburg? • 
. Mr. Bazile : Yes, sir. 
page 79 } Commissioner Hooker: Arid neither one was 
operating into Strasburg? I 
Mr. Bazile-: No, but we asked for a restriction upon Towns 
between Front Royal and Luray, and I piade this motion-
this is taken from the record in Case 6203., heard on .May 
4th. 1937, this was an application by Virginia Stage Lines 
·and the Towns Bus Line was a companio:rl case-I raised this 
objection: .. . i . 
''M:r. Bazile: .I mig~t ca!l your af1tent_ion to the fact 
.that the -Comm1ss1on decided m the Waynesboro Telephone 
Company case that where two points, wtre served, even ·by 
an indirect r.onte, that that was a parall li. ·ng of their line.'' 
.J udg.e Fletcher was the Chairman of ·the Commission, I 
thlnk he ·Occupied the middle air, and he held a 
·page 80 } hurried conference with the other members of the 
· Commission, and then he said this : 
'' Commissioner Fletcher~ There was a statute involved 
in that case. You don't understand tht situation. When 
you leave Luray and cross at Thornton' 
1 
Gap and go doW'fl 
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on the East side of the Blue Ridge, and then there is another 
line cross at Jester's Gap, 35 miles, but this little territory 
in_here is entirely separate and distinct and there is no line 
in there now.'' # 
and then I said: 
. '' I admit that there is no line on that particular road, but 
I claim that Front Royal and Luray are already served by 
existing bus lines.'' 
'' Commissioner Fletcher: And also· served by railroad 
linesY" · 
and then we argued the thing some more and I 
page 81 ~ insisted that the Clifton Forge-Waynesboro Tele-
phone case controlled the action of the Commis-
sion, but the C~mmission overruled me, and when they came 
:to ·decide the case they granted to Mr. Towns the certificate 
of public convenience and necessity to operate between Luray 
and Front Royal up the other side of the mountain while 
Jessup had the right to operate up the other side of the 
mountain. · 
. ln-this case the Brooks operation is on the South side of 
the James River, while the Knight operation or the com-
bination which the petitioners operate is on the 'North side 
of the James River for a large part of the way, and then 
··they are in a ter!itory that is not served by Brooks or by the 
railroads, for that matter, until they get on the road to Lynch-
burg at Appomattox, and then Brooks and the Knight op-
eration go over the same road to Lynchburg, and I submit 
that if per certiorari means anything, and if the opinions of 
· the ·Commission mean anything in subsequent cases, 
page 82 ~ that a case that involves the identical principle, and 
the ·Court of Appeals ·has said that the opinions 
-of this Commission should be regarded with respect and 
treated with authority until they have been reversed by the 
.Court of Appeals-the opinion in that case were not reversed, 
a11d Mr. Shewmake was very strongly of the opinion that the 
Commission was right in its rulings, and I bowed to the rul-
, ings of the Commission, should be held conclusiv~ and I in- -
voke that case as an authority in this case. Therefore, I don't 
think Brooks, who got his unified operation after Jessup 
started his, stands with very much weight in this proceed-
ing~-.· ' 
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. Now, of course, the railroads have been operating a long:. 
time before either one beg;an to operate, ~ut I submit, if. Your 
Honors please, that I have a right to s]jiow that public con-
venience and necessity requires a local service into that terri-
tory between .Appomattox an~ Dillwyn.· .. 
page 83 ~ Commissioner Hooker : Yon have got the local 
· · service? i 
Mr. Bazile: .And I have shown that I the local service is 
unprofitable and cannot be continued. I~ was· continued four 
years at a loss, and the ref ore, the Commission should take 
into consideration the interests. of these people in Bucking-
ham County and the Commission should take into considera-: 
tion its own decisions in the· prior case. 
Commissioner Ozlin : Let me ask this; question. Will not 
all of you gentlemen concede that there is need for local 
service at Dillwyn and these other local points T · · · 
Mr. Shewmake: With this qualificat~on. The Supreme 
Qourt of the United State has held this ppnciple niany times, 
not many times, but a number of times, atjd a number of those: 
cases are cited in the case now pending ·l:>ef ore you in which 
· Mr. Thomas B~ Gay and inyseltf are couniel on op-
page 84 ~ posing sides in the discussion! of the rail service 
- between Bristol and St. Charl~R. y OU could go. fo" -
his brief or mine and find that the Supreme Court has -held · 
that if the patronage accorded a given ca:trier is not sufficient' 
to pay the operating expenses of that cat.rier, then a need to . 
serve the public convenience and neccs~ity does not exist. 
The measure of the need is the revenue. ] There will always 
be somebody without service. So when! these people come 
here . and make the statement, as they hawe done repeatedly,. 
and I imagine it is true in part over this route,' that the patron-
age accorded to the local service was· not j1 ufficient to pay the 
operating expenses, then the ·inevitable, conclusion is that 
. public convenience and necessity does npt need the service 
because you can't compel somebody to operate it at a loss 
and it is equally true, if the patronage is n9t sufficient to main-
tain the local service, and you say we. will divide this service 
between the terminal points, Id we will take the 
page 85 ~ differ. ence o. ut of the Brooks T ansportation Com-
pany.· 
Mr. Cocke: It seems to me that the s e argument would 
justify the filing of a new route from ~anoke to Norfolk. 
If, as h~ . says, this does not pay, he thi~s he should have 
the paying traffic from Lynchburg to R.ichmond, then to-
. . . .. . . . I 
l 
I 
I 
l 
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· morrow he may say paying traffic is only had by operation . 
from R-0anok~ through Lynchburg to Norfolk. 
. Commissioner Ozlin: ProcP-ed with your evidence. 
Mr. Bazile: Our position is that the Commission has in· 
this preceding case settled this matter. 
Commissioner Ozlin: The Commission has granted cer-
tificates based on public convenience and necessity for this 
local traffic. I take it you want to show that there is public 
convenience and necessity now but isn't that already estab-
lished Y · 
Mr. Bazile : I think it is. Might I ask the wit-
page 86 ~ ness what would be the effect on his territory if 
this local service is discontinued? 
Commissioner Ozlin : It all goes to the same point. 
Mr. Bazile: I will rest there with that ruling of the Com-
mission. 
Commissioner Ozlin: We have made no ruling. 
Mr. Bazile: I think unquestionably that when the Com-
mission grants a certificate that that is proof that there is 
need for the service in that community? 
Commissioner Ozlin: Yes. Then why prove it now. 
Mr. Bazile: 
Q. I might ask you this question. Have the needs of your 
territory betwee_n Appomattox and Dillwyn in Buckingham 
County for this local service increased or decreased with the 
passing of years? 
A. Increased. 
Q. Increased Y 
page 87 ~ A. Naturally, because it is available all of the 
time when it used to be available only one or two 
times a week, but now it is a daily service and we call on 
them whenever we need the service. 
Q. How often does the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad fur- . 
nish Dillwyn with a freight serviceT 
A. We have one train a day into Dillwyn. 
Q .. From what point? 
A. That is a branch of the James River Line. It leaves 
the James River Line at Bremo. The freight is transferred 
at Bremo. 
Q. "Where does that train come from Y 
A. From Bremo to Dillwyn. 
Q. Does the Norfolk & Western serve Buckingham County? 
A. No. Only the Chesapeake & Ohio. We only have six-
teen miles of railroad in Buckingham County. 
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Q. Does the American Railwa.y ExpresfJ Company operate_· 
an express service on the Chesapeake & \10hio train 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long does it take to get a ship~nt over the Chesa-
peake & Ohio to Dillwyn from !Lynchburg? 
page 88 } A. Three days. I · 
. Q. H<?w long does it take y01ji to get a shipment 
over the Kmght Lme f I 
A. Any orders that we get into Lynchbtj.rg by eleven-thirty 
in the morning will be there at three in the afternoon. . 
Q. When does he come down Y I 
A. You mean Mr. Knight's truck T 11 
Q. What time? . 
A. Any time between two and three o'clock. 
Q. What time does it leave Lynchburg Ti 
A. About twelve-thirty. That is the till).e we have to have 
our orders in. i 
Q. How long does it take you to get freight via the Chesa-
peake & Ohio from Richmond Y I 
A. Practically the same length of time-;--three days. 
. Q. Is your territory tributary to Richmond or Lynchburg?· 
A. Lynchburg. I -
Q. Have there been any through highways opened up· in 
the Buckingham territory in recent yel}rs f 
A. Yes, route 609 was built inl the last five years, 
page 89. ~ and route 15 has been improv~d and advertised. 
That is getting to be almost the main highway· 
betwe<-m the North and -Florida, especially for Canadian cars. 
Q. Do you have any calls from transie~ts going through f · 
A. Yes, sir, that is one thing we pride ourselves On. ·,, I • 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
I 
By Mr. Cocke: : 
Q. Mr. Crow, what is the population of Dillwyn Y 
A. The town itself! 
Q. Yes. 
A. Probably around 250, probably more '.than that, around 
400 I guess. 
Q. How much has it increased in popi1 ation in the last 
ten years? . 
A. That would be hard for me to sav. 
Q. YOU have lived there all of the time f 'l 
A. I have lived there seventeen years The pulpiwood· 
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people_ are. expanding and the lumber people are expanding 
bringing. in more workers all of the time. 
Q. When you refer- to the lumber company, do 
page 90} you mean they have a mill there or is it just a 
shipping· point 7 . 
A. Yes, they use a whole lot of trucks. 
Q. What other business is there besides a lumber mill_ and 
your business Y · 
A. Probably about six general stores, drug stores and- a 
flour mill. 
Q. How old are those businesses that are there now? 
A. They are old establishments. The only new business 
venture there is the motion picture theatre. 
Q. Those several businesses that you have mentioned here, 
no doubt, w~re represented before this Commission when 
these cases were originally heard in proving public conveni-
ence and necessity for the routef · 
· A. I would.imagine so. I remember being with them when 
we came with Mr. Nuckols to get the franchise. 
Q. And there were sufficient representatives of the com-
munity to convince the Commission that you needed the serv-
ice! 
· A. Yes. 
Q. .And those businesses are still in existence f 
page 91 } A. Yes.· 
. Q. And it is your position that you still need 
local service Y 
A. It seems that the motor service fills a need that noth-
ing else can because everything in our business is ~ounded 
on speed. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr. Shewmake: 
Q. The six general stores in Dillwyn receive their groceries 
and things of that kind from wholesalers in Lynchburg? 
A. I could not tell you much about the general stores but 
I imagine they do. 
Q. Do you know, as a matter of fact, that those whole-
salers make delivery to Dillwyn by their own trucks f 
.A.. I have seen two of them, Callahan Grocery Company 
and A. S. White. We have serviced both of their trucks. 
Q. They are wholesale companies and they make deliveries 
locally,· - · 
A. Yes, groceries are the only thing. 
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·page 92 ~ RE-CROSS EXAl\UN.AT!ON. . ' 
.Mr. Cocke: · 
Q. What is the distance to Farmville from Dillwyn Y 
A. Twenty-three miles approximately. That is over Route 
15 that is at the intersection of U. S. 4~0 and U. S. 15. 
Q. Do you or the other merchants buy at Farmville Y 
A. Very little. I never bought anythr· g out" oi Farmville 
in my life. · · 
• I 
I 
CROSS EXAMINATI(DN.' 
I 
Mr. Shewmake: · I · 
Q. Is there any contract hauler or ttuckman in Dillwyn 
engaged in contract hauling! i . 
· A. You mean in merchandise hauling YI 
Q. I mean a man hauling for anybodY[ Y . 
A. Yes, there are a lot of general haulers hauling lumber 
and slate. I 
Q. Anybody else hauling between L~chburg and Dillwyn 
or anywhere else and Dillwyn, or do aity other contractors 
come in there from Lynchburg into Dillwyn Y 
A. What do you mean by a contract h~ulerY Do you mean 
licensed? l 
page 93 ~ Q. A Company like Mr. Knight or Brooks is a 
common carrier running on l specified schedule. · 
The contract hauler is a man that also ~auls but not on any 
schedule. In other words, he is a glorified drayman. A.re-: 
there any of those in Dillwyn Y ] 
A. Yes. 1 
Q. And some come in from outside Y I 
A. Yes, some even from West Virgini~. 
I 
Witness stood aside. i 
I 
page 94 ~ Mr. Bazile : If the CommiJsion please, I have 
· · also 1\fr. C. G. Agee of Bucl!ngham Courthouse· 
and Mr. W. J. Shepherd, who would testi to the same things 
Mr. Crow has testified tors~ with that s atement, I will not 
call them unless counsel ms1st. on that. · · 
Mr. Shewmake: I have no desire to d that. 
Mr. Cocke: Neither have·we. i : .. 
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page 95 ~ B. J. KNIGHT, 
a witness introduced on behalf of petitioners, be-
ing first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bazile: 
Q. Where do you live and what do you do Y 
A. Liye in Lynchburg and am in the transfer and freight 
line business. 
Q. Are you the B. .J. Knight, the petitioner here, who op-
.erates a freight line between Richmond and Lynchburg and 
Lynchburg and Richmond under a contract with the Rapid 
Transit Lines and with the consent. and approval of Jessup 
and Shepherd, the owners of the certificate 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that contract has been approved by the Commis-
sion, has it not? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I show you a map which contains what pur-
page 96 ~ ports to be a route marked in green a.nd another 
route marked in brown, and ask you to look at 
that map and tell me what the g-reen. line represents? 
A. The green line represents the route followed by Brooks 
Transportation Company from Richmond to Lynchburg. 
Q. And Lynchburg to Richmond f 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the brown line represents the line from Richmond 
to Dillwyn and then to Lynchburg Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. And Lynchburg back to Richmond? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Fil«? that and let the Commission look at tha~Y 
Note: Filed Exhibit "Knight No. 1." 
Q .. Mr. Knight when you obtained your lease from the 
Rapid Transit Line and Jessup and Shepherd, did you sub-
mit :it for approval to the State Corporation ·Commission? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you submit to the State Corporation 
page 97 ~ Commission a schedule and time table for your 
operation between Richmond and Lynchburg and 
Lynchburg and Richmond¥ 
A. Yes. 
I 
i 
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1 Q. Until you received the lette~ from the State Corpor~-
tion Commission calling attention to the lfact that complaint 
had been made about the fact that your operations between 
Richmond and Lynchburg a~d Lynchb~g and Richmond 
were restricted, did you have any actual ~owledge that there 
was any restriction over your rights to operate between Rich-
mond and ~ynchburg and Lynchburg an1 Richmond Y 
A. No. i 
Q. And that contract drawn up between &ou and Mr. Jessup 
was a home-made affair? I 
A. Mr. Jessup drew up the contract 
1
and Mr. Shepherd 
brought it over to me to sign. 1 Q. You did not have any lawyer f I 
A. No. 1 
Q. And Mr. Jessup did not have any? , 
A. No. i 
Q. Have you a statement of your through op-
page 98 ~ eration and and your local op~ration, that is, the 
revenue derived therefrom for the five months you 
have been operating? 11 
A. Yes. i 
Q. You have been operating five months? 
A. That statement I have is through D,ecember 31st. 
Q. Will you look at that statement anq read it to the re-
porter? 1 
A. For a period of five months total revenue $2,698.55. 
Q. ,F.or what period! I 
A. That is July, August, September, October, November 
and December, 1938. I · 
Q. From approximately June 2-lst to D~cember 31st¥ 
A. Yes, until that time my records were not exactly clear 
and the representative of the Commissipn came up and 
straightened me out, and since that time Ill have kept my rec-
ords correct. 
Q. So it dates from August to De~emb 1 r 31st, 1938? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is the gross revenue between L · chburg and Rich-
mond and Richmond and Lyn hburg? 
page 99 } A. This first figure is $2,698.5 .· That represents 
the total revenue both local a · through freight. 
Q. Between Richmond and Lynchburg- nd Richmond and 
intermediate points? · 
. A.' Yes. 
Q. What is the revenue from the inter , ediate points be-
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tween Lynchburg· and Dillwyn with the restrictions in the 
·xppomatto~. territory? 
_ . A. That amount was $315.52. 
-Commissioner Ozlin: What was the amount from Rich-
:mond to Dillwyn, the local business Y 
Mr. Bazile: He does not have any rights under the con-
tract to haul any freight from Richmond to Dillwyn. The 
Rapid Transit Lines hauls that and they hook up. 
· Commissioner Ozlin: That is just the Knight Line Y 
Mr. Bazile : Yes. I had better make some correction in 
that. 
page 100 ~ Commissioner· Ozlin: 1 P. M. The Commis-
sion will recess for lunch until 2 P. M. 
2 P. M. The Commission resumes this hearing, Mr. Knight 
still on the stand. . 
Mr. Bazile: 
Q. ·Can you from your experience in the operation of this 
route, can you operate a local freight service between Lynch-
burg Dillwyn without hooking it up with a through freig·ht 
service between Richmond a.nd Lynchburg and Lynchburg 
and Richmond Y 
A. You mean to make a profitable business Y 
Q. Yes. 
A. No, sir. 
. Q. You would lose money as the result of a purely local 
operation? 
A. Yes. 
. Q. Now from your knowledge of the business between 
Lynchburg and Richmond and Richmond and Lynchburg, is 
tl1cre sufficient business for all of the carriers 
page 101 ~ now engaged in the hauling of freight, including 
yourself? 
_ Mr. Cocke·: · I object to that question. The witness has 
not qualified himself to answer about the business of any 
railroad or other motor 1ine. · 
·Commiesioner Hooker: Objection sustained. 
Mr. Bazile: 
Q. Is your through business between Richmond and Lynch-
Jmrg growing or decreasing! 
A. It is growing. 
! 
I 
I 
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Q. Are you in any manner attempti}lg to stifle anybody 
else by a solicitation of business f 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You are competing in a field fre ly and fairly with 
others? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you acquainted with the territbry between Lynch-
burg and Dillwyn and the people who live in there and do 
business in that territo~y? \ 
A. .Yes, sir. . i 
page 102 }- Q. Would that territory and the people who 
live in that territory be inj1red or benefited as 
the result of the ceasing of your local 
1
operation into that 
territory? I .. 
Mr. Cocke: Before the witness answers we object to that 
line of evidence. The matter of the local necessity is not 
before the Commission. vVe think that line of evidence has 
already been fully discussed in connecti6n with Mr. Crow's 
testimony, and the same reason applies to this same line of 
testimony. ' 
A. I think they would be injured. 
I 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr. Cocke: · [ 
Q. You have executed a contract with l\l~r. Jessup by which 
vou lease his rights under two certificates Nos. 313-C and 
321-01 . I 
A. Yes. , 
Q. · Is thei·e anything in that contract granting to you the 
right to do a through business between Lynch-
page 103 }- burg and Richmond if that right does not appear 
in the certificates I have ref~rred to Y 
A. My understanding of the contract as that we were to 
operate from Richmond to Lynchburg estricted between 
Richmond and Dillwyn and restricted b tween Appomattox 
and Lynchburg. If there were any oth ~ restrictions or I 
could have have known that there were strictions between 
Richmond and Lynchburg~ then it would e utter foolishness 
for my running the truck from Richmoncl to Lynchburg or 
Lynchburg to Dillwyn with no return m' vement. 
Q. Were you aware of the fact that th re was no express 
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leasing to you of the rights for doing a through business be-
tween Lynchburg and Richmond? • 
A. No. 
Q. Did you ask definitely or particularly that that be writ-
ten into your agTeement? 
A. I did not ask that it be particularly and specifically 
placed in the agreement as we had discussed the leasing of 
the line. I told him what I wanted was the right to go into 
Richmond .and also to serve the local territory to Richmond. 
Q. With whom were you discussing the mat-
page 104 ~ terY 
A. Mr. Jessup and Mr. Shepherd. 
Q. Both together in all your negotiationsf 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did one or both of them assure you that they had a 
right to do a through business which they could transfer to 
you? 
.A. Yes. 
Q·. Either one or both of them t 
A. They both assured me that they had the right. 
Q. Did they undertake to read their certificate to you and 
demonstrate by pointing· out the language of the certificate 
by,which they held that rightY 
A. No. 
Q. Who drafted the contra~t? 
A. Mr. Jessup. 
Q. When I asked who drafted it I wanted to know who 
dictated it to a stenographer. It has been transcribed upon 
the· typewriter Y 
A. I would have to ask Mr. Jessup. 
·Mr.Bazile: ~fr. Jessup says he don't know who wrote it. 
page 105 ~ Mr. Cocke : 
_ Q. I believe you did not have an attorney rep-
resenting you Y 
A. No. 
Q. You did not have an attorney which you submitted it 
to before you sig·ned it? 
A. No. 
· Q . .Since you had that contract you have constantly solicited 
btlsiness at both ,Lynchburg and Richmond to be transported 
to the other city? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you a contract with the Norfolk & Western Rail-
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way Company for the handling of their P,ick up and.delivery 
service at Lynchburg! · ] ·. · 
A.· Yes. I 
Q. That is a daily business, is it not Y I 
A. Yes. , , 
1 Q. You have by that means access to 1the names both of 
the shipper and of the consignee of the shipments that you 
deliver and pick up, do you not! 1, 
A. I would have that privilege I think i if I would care to 
take it. i 
page 106 ~ Q. You have some deliveri orders when you 
make a delivery for the ·Norfolk & Wes tern in 
Lynchburg? . I 
A. I do not operate and drive the truqk myself and that 
is handled entirely between the delivery clerk of the Norfolk 
& W este1 n and the driver of the truck. II I never see those 
bills until they come to the office at night .. 
- Q. Until they come to the office at nig~U 
A . .Yes, and they are filed away. 1 
Q. And your office has records of what shipments have 
been handled by your drivers 7 i 
A. Yes. · I 
Q. You have the names of the consignees and the shippers! 
A. Yes. ! ·. 
Q. Who does your soliciting at Lynchbhrg? 
A. I do it myself. I 
Q. Who does your soliciting at RichmQnd Y 
A. F. M. Yoder. 4 I 
Q. Just the one solicitor here 7 · : 
.A. Yes. 
1 Q. Has the access to the ·Norfolk & W est~rn 's records bene-
fited you in the soliciting of b#siness Y 
page 107 ~ A. No. i 
Q. W}iat is the reason for t~aU Do I under-
stand that you just voluntarily do not avail yourself of thaU 
A. To be perfectly frank, if I call on a shipper and I know 
that he ships by the Norfolk & Western, !~tell.him I am not 
soliciti~g anY: business being handled py · ,a. il but .that busi- , 
ne_ss bemg shipped by trucks I would hke · have 1t. · 
Q. And that is your method both in Ly chburg and Rich-
mond? 
A. As far as Richmond is concerned, ::rv.Qr. Yoder uses his 
~fu~~ I -
· Q. But you do not undertake to furnish] him any records 
of the Norfolk & Western? I 
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A. No. 
Q. Do I understand you would not want this lease at all 
if you could not have the through business T 
A. I do not want it unless I have the through business. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr. Shewmake: 
Q. vYhen was it that it first came to your at-
pag·e l 08 ~ teution that you did not have the right to legally 
carry freight from Lynchburg to Richmond and 
Richmond to Lynchburg? 
A. I have never been officially notified that I haven't that 
right. · 
Corrnuisi-::ioner Hooker: Wllat was that answer? 
A. I don't think I have ever been officially notified. 
Q. Did not Mr. ·woodson, the Special Investigator of the 
Commission, notify you to that effect? 
A. I was going by the lease. 
Mr. Bazile: The first intimation I had of it was a copy 
of a letter written on January 18th by Mr. Seibert, written to 
Mr. Knight with a copy to Mr .. S. A. Jessup, and Mr. Jessup 
forwarded it to me. I don't know what date it was receiyed 
but Jessup called me on the 19th. I have no desire to-
Mr. Seibert: The report from B. Frank Wood-
pag·e 109 ~ son, Special Investigator, stated that he talked 
with Mr. Knight on .T anuary 12th, and he stated 
to M.r. Knight that he did not have the right to transport 
property between Richmond and Lynchburg and Mr. Knight 
said he had no intention 0£ stopping. 
Mr. Shewmake: 
Q. When was the :first time the question was raised in your 
own mind? You told Mr. Cocke when the contract was made 
you were assured you had the right to tl1rough service and 
you entered into the lease on that assumption. ·when was 
the first thou~;bt in your mind that there was any question in 
regard to that f 
A. I am not sure about the date. Mr. Woodson •came by 
my office and said tl1at there was some question in regard 
to the certificate and that we did not have the right to op-
erate. 
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Q. Was that not as far back as last 1ugust7 · 
A. No. 
Q. How about last September Y 
A. No. 
pag·e 110 ~ Q. You never discussed the matter of this lease 
with me? 1 
I A. I have never seen you before tod~y. . 
Q. Who did you discuss it with Y Have you ever discussed 
. it with any attorney? . I\ 
A. I have, yes, sir. 
Q. "'\Yith ~esepect to your rights undef the lease 7 
A. r cs, su·, I have. I 
Q. When was that? 1 
A. Sometime during the month of J anhary or February. 
I 
Mr. Bazile: And I was one of those ~ttorneys? 
i 
A. Yes, sir. 
l\f.r. Shewmake : 
Q. You have given certain figures to the Commission cover-
ing your operation for a period of five jmonths. When did 
those five months end Y 
A. December 31st, 1938. i 
Q. So that out of $2,698.55, which was :your gross revenue, 
$315.52 represents the local traffic, is that true? . 
A. Yes. 1 page 111 ~ Q. Well if the right to r nder the through 
traffic and collect the $2,383. 1 3 should not be al-
lowed you, it would not be worth your "\\rhile to go fo there 
for the $H15.52 Y 1 
A. No. . '\ Q. After this matter was brought to your attention by 
the State and you discussed it with Mr. ~azile was that when 
you determined to institute this proceedi~1g here Y 
A. I talked this matter over with Mr. Jessup and left it 
entirely up to him as to when and if he: wanted to bring a 
petition for the hearing. 
Q. Did you sug·gest the filing of the pet tion to Mr. Jessup? 
A. I can't say that I sug·gested it. It was brought up in 
our discussion of the matter. 
Q. You told him something had to be done to make this 
lease of benefit to you? 
A. I told him it would be of no value to me unless I did 
have that right. 
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Q. And it was out of that conversation that steps were 
taken to file this proceeding Y 
A. Yes, sir, I guess so. 
page 112 ~ Q. You know so, don't you Y 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Bazile: To clear the matter up sometime in the neigh-
borhood of January 18th, 1939, and certainly a day or two 
subsequent thereto, Jessup sent me a copy of the letter to 
him marked ·0-120, dated January 18th, 1939, in which letter · 
Mr. Seibert stated the Commission had the report from the 
Special Investig·ator that on January lQth he transported 
property as a common carrier fro~ Richmond to Lynchburg, 
and then informed him thafhe was operating under two cer-
tificates which contained the restrictions set out in those cer-
tificates, and further contained the statement that, if he dicl 
not forthwith cease the violation of the restrictions that he 
would have to proceed against him before the State Corpora-
tion CommisRion in the manner provided for by law. As 
soon as I got the letter I think I called Jessup or he called 
me, and the P.xplanatiou which Mr. Jessup gave 
page 113 ~ me, he gave me · certain things contained in the 
}P.tter. I immediately came down to the Cor-
poration Commission to make injury about the matter and 
just as fast as I could I took the steps to file this petition 
which waR filed here. I never saw Knight during the negotia-
tions until the petition was filed. His representative, Mr . 
.Yoder, contacted me practically every · day over the 'phone 
and in the office and I did the best I could, and after the peti-
tion was filed, Knight came down to talk with me about his 
case, and after talking with him, we came down and examined 
the things in the file and that is about the extent of what oc-
curred between him and his counsel. 
Mr. Shewmake : I was asking him about the conversation 
between him .and Mr. Jessup. 
Q. When Mr. Brooks brought this to your attention did 
you discuss it with Mr. Jessup! 
A. A few days later I did. 
Q. That was before Christmas? 
A. I said it was sometime in December. I don't 
page 114 ~ know the date. 
Q. You discussed the matter with Mr. Jessup 
immediately after that? 
i 
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1 
A. Yes. I 
Q. What did you tell him Y 1 
· A. I told him we would haye to have the matter straight-
~med out or we could not use the line. I . 
Q. You knew _then that there was som~ misunderstanding 
of the contract Y 1 · 
A. Yes. : 
Q. In spite of that you oontinued to hatjl traffic from Rich-
mond to Lynchburg and Lynchburg to R]"!chmond Y 
A. Yes. . 
Q. And you are continuing it still Y 
A. Yes. ! 
Q. And you told Mr. Cocke that you oid not solicit any 
business that was being sent by rail btit did solicit those 
that shipped by truck. Did you solicit ait.y of the customers 
· who ship by the Brooks Transportation Com-
page 115 } pany Y ; 
A. Yes. I 
Q. You formerly solicited· ff eight for th, Brooks Transpor-
tation Company! I 
A. No, sir, I was in the employ of thei Brooks Transpor-
tation Company as pick-up and delivery c~rrier when he first 
shipped into Lynchburg. l 
Q. How long did you keep that work up[f 
A. Up until about three years ago. ; 
Q. And Mr. Yoder in Richmond solicits anywhere he can 
get the shipments 7 \ 
A. Yes. i , 
Q. The fact that this business between Lynchburg .and Rich- . 
mond that you have conducted as a through busmess, the 
fact that it has increased is that due to your solicitation 7 
A_. I should think so. I 
Q. In other words, you have gone aft~ it and built the 
business up¥ I 
A. Yes. 1 • 
Q. And if you had not gone after it yd,u would not have 
gotten it? 
A. It is hardly possible. 
page 116 r Q. Would you not say the SU SS of your trans-
portation business is due almo t entirely to your 
solicitation? 
A. Solicitation and the service we rend red. 
l 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
Mr. Baziie: 
Q. ,No freight truck business would be successful if it did 
not solicit business! 
A. I hardly think so. 
Q. The Railroad solicits business also Y 
A. Yes. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr. Shewmake: 
Q. What equipment have you on your operation 1 
A. We have one truck, that is all that one truck does, and 
we have eight other trucks which we can, in cases of neces- · 
~ sity, supplement for this truck. 
Q. Do you own all nine of those trucks? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are they all paid forY 
A. That is a question I don't•think I should have to answer. 
Mr. Bazile : Go ahead and answer. 
page 117 r A. They are all paid for with the exception of 
three pieces of equipment. 
Mr. Shewmake: 
Q. What are the eight trucks doing when they are not on 
this runf 
A. I am a contract hauler licensed in Virginia and haul con-
tract loads whenever I am able to obtain them. 
Q. And you have only one truck reg-ularly taking care of 
the operation between Lynchburg and Richmond? 
A. Yes. \ 
. Q. But when need requires you take one of the others-and 
operate thaU 
A. I have written to the Commission in regard to supple-
ment trucks, and if I am not mistaken, they wrote me I could 
do that whenever the occasion arose. 
Q. I did not ask you if you had the authority but what 
you did. That is what you do? 
A. Yes. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr. Seibert: 
Q. I understand from your operation that you cannot haul 
anything between Richmond and Dillwyn and Lynchburg and 
Appomattox Y 
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page 118 ~ A. Yes. i 
Q. And that is the o:rtly local business you have 
between Dillwyn and Appomattox! I 
A. Yes. \ Q. And you are confined except for that territory to through 
traffic? i 
A. Yes. I 
Q. You don't know how much local bµsiness there is be-· 
tween Richmond and Dillwyn and-Lynchburg and A.ppomat-. 
toxY - · , i 
A. No. . I 
Commissioner Hooker: What is the di~tance froµi Dillwyn 
to AppomattoxY i 
. A. Appomattox, according to the map, is eighteen miles 
from Lynchburg. ; 
Q. I asked from Dillwyn to Appomattpxf 
A. Between Appomattox and Dillwyn 71 
Q. Yes. 
A. 29 miles. 
Mr. Seibert: 
Q. Twenty-nine miles is the distance? 
page 119 ~ A. Yes. 1 
Q. And that is the only loc+,l business you do 1 
A. Yes. 1 
Q. Do you think any twenty miles of ~ny territory woukl 
justify the operation -of a truck line as a :common carrier Y 
A. No, sir, I don't think so. : 
Q. And you went into this contract without knowing that 
that was all that you had Y ! 
A. How was that? 1 
Q. You went into this contract without! knowing that that . · 
was all the business you handle Y i -
A. Yes. I 
Q. Do you remember talking to a represe!ntative of the Com-
mission on January 12th with regard to iour operation, Mr. 
Woodson? t -A. Yes. 
Q. Did he. tell you you had no right operate between 
Richmond and Lynchbµrg Y 
A. Yes. · 
Q-. And you .received a letter written on January 18th by . 
me stating tha.t you had no rijght to operate be-
page 120 ~ tween Lynchburg and Richmopd and Richmond 
and Lynchburg! 1 
' 
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A. Yes. 
burg? 
Q. Do you operate today between Richmond and Lynch-
A. I operate as a contract hauler using two shipments on 
the truck. 
Q. Today! 
A. Yes. 
Q. When did you stop hauling as a common carrier! 
A. When I was advised by the Commission. 
Q. Isn't it true that on January 28th you handled ship-
ments from Richmond to Lynchburg for more than two con-
signees? 
A. I may have handled them but I had more than one 
truck. 
Q. Did you have three trucks operating on that date be-
tween Richmond and Lynchburg? 
A. I would have to go back and look at my records. 
Q. Would you put three trucks on that operation to carry 
seven shipments f 
A. If necessary, I could. 
page 121 ~ Q. You could, of course, but did you? 
A. I don't know. I would have to look at my 
records and find out and see. 
Q. How many trucks did you have operating on January 
27th? 
A. Between Richmond and Lynchburg-? 
Q. Between Richmond and Lynchburg Y 
A. I could not answer that without looking at niy records. 
Q. Would you say you had six between Richmond and 
Lynchburg f 
A. I would hardly say so. 
Q. You are pretty sure that you did not have six trucks 
on January 27th? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You hauled twelve shipments on one truck? 
A. Have you proof that I hauled them on one truck. 
Q. We have the proof. I would not have asked you if we 
did not have it. On February 8th, have you a truck No. 18? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Will you deny that you hauled twelve ship-· 
page 122 t men ts on that truck No. 18 on February 8th Y 
A. I can't deny it or admit it because I don't 
lmow how many s~ipments I hauled on that day. 
I 
S. A.. Jessup & W. J. Shepherd, etc., v. bommonwealth 
I 
B .. T. Kninht. I 
. ·" I -
RE-CROSS EXAMINAT~ON. 
I 
By Mr. Shewmake: I 
Q. Just this please. It has come up 
1
since my cross 
amination, or I would have taken it up before. 
I 
Commissioner Ozlin: All right. ' 
Mr. Shewmake: I 
Q. Do you know what these papers are 7 
A. They are copies of our freight bill. I 
Q. They are both dated the same day! 1 
A. Yes. 
69_ 
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Q. Who are the shippers 1 
A. One is the Acme Battery Company,[ Brooklyn, and the 
other the Southern Biscuit Company, Rfo;hmond. 
Q. Did you carry both of those to Lyncliburg on that date? 
A. Yes, I presume I did. i 
Q. What does that consist 10£? 
page 123 } A. Sixteen electric dry celli batteries and one 
caddy of dry crackers. . . 
Q. Is that all you carried on that dateT 
A. I would have to go to my records to: find out. 
Q. If you carried anything else you 'tould have had to 
carry it on a different truck 7 · 
- A. This p~rticular shipment would not\ have gone on my 
contract haulmg truck. : 
· Q. That was an interstate shipment 7 1 
-. A. Yes. I 
Q. Are you handling interstate. shipme~ts daily? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have ·you a license for your inter.state operation t 
A. We have filed an application with t1ie Interstate Com-
merce . Commission. I 
Q. And you have no license established under that as yet Y 
A. We have the license under the Rapid 1\Transit Line, Inc., 
which we assumed. 
Q. So whatever license you have to carry an interstate 
shipment from Richmond to Lynchburg rests on 
A. Yes. 
page· 124 } these certificates Y I 
Q. And if the certificates have restrictions on them so that 
they are not any goo<I; then your license I before the Inter-
state Commerce Commission must necessa~ily fail Y 
- I 
Mr. Bazile : I submit that that is a quttion of law. 
I 
7u Supreme Court of Appeals of Vh'ginia .. 
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Mr. Shewmake: I withdraw the question. 
Q. On February 24th, 1939, I hand you another bill show-
ing a shipment way-billed from Richmond to Lynchburg, 
Linde Air Products Company, six cylinders of acetylene gas,. 
weig·hing 564 pounds, and the freight charge is $1.13. How 
did you carry that, on your for hire truck as a common car-
rier? 
A. I can't answer that until I hav:e access to my records 
in my office. · 
Q. What have you got to do besides that Y 
A. I know where the trucks were on certain days bnt I can't 
keep those things in my head. 
page 125 ~ Q. At the top of this bill is '' Richmond-Lynch-
burg Freight Line operated by Knight Transfer 
Company, Inc." What company is that¥ 
. A. When I had these bills made we were in process of be-
ing incorporated and we did not have it incorporated and these 
bills had already been printed. · 
.. Q. So there is no such corpo.ration as the Knight Transfer 
Company, Inc. T ' 1 
A. No. . 
Q. Who does this represent then f 
.. A. The Knight Transfer Company. 
Q. What record would there be in your office to tell you 
whether this shipment moved in a for hire truck or a com-
mon carrier truck from Richmond to Lynchburg f 
A. I have manifest sheets I keep and other records of my 
own in which it shows which days trucks are in Richmond. 
Q. Your common carrier truck is here every day Y 
A. Yes. _ 
Q. And you said you only called the for hire 
page 126 ~ trucks as you needed them? . 
A. I said I had a right to call them m. . 
Q. Have you been calling them inf 
A. Yes. 
Q. When you call them in as you needed them you put your 
contract truck on your common carrier service as you said 1 
.A. As long as I only, have two shippers it does not come 
under the common carrier. · 
Q. As long as you can get a truck load for not more than 
two consignors you caU that '' for hire'' and the other is 
vour common carrier service Y -
.. A. Yes. 
Q. But all movements are conducted by you, B. ,J. Knight, 
in your· own name Y ' 
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A. Yes. 
I 
CROSS EXAMLNATI?N. 
I 
By Mr. Seibert: i 
. Q. I understood you to say that, after ~ou received the let-
ter from the Commission's representatite on January 18th, 
you ceased to operate as a ~ommon carrier and 
page 127 ~ operated thereafter as a contract carrier f 
A. As a common carrier between the two points. 
Q. And you only handled business to this twenty-nine mile 
stretch between Dillwyn and Appomatto1X as a common car· 
rier? · i 
A. And shipments that had a desti~ation point beyond 
Lynchburg and beyond Richmond. ! 
. Q. How have you been reporting the i revenue or keeping 
your records for the purpose of taxatiqn, road taxes, etc., 
since January 18th? Have you consider~d all of your busi-
ness common carrier or contract busine$s f 
A. I consider both and keep manifest ~eets on each truck. 
Q. And divide it? 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. And except for the traffic on this twenty-nine mile 
· stretch between DiUwyn and AppomattQx and business be-
yond Lynchburg and beyond Richmond, it is all contract busi-
ness f ' 
A. Yes. 
Witness stood aside. 
'I 
• 1 
I 
I 
page 128 ~ V. L. CONNER, ; 
a witness introduced on behalf of petitioners, be-
ing first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
I 
DIRECT EXAM!NATiq}N. 
By Mr. Bazile : I 
Q. You are Mr. V. L. Conner of L'ynlburgf 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is your business? 
A. Wholesale grocery. · 
Q. Do you use the Knight Freight ser 
1
. ce between Lynch-
burg and Richmond? ' 
A. Yes, considerably. 1 
Q. What kind of service have you fould it to be? 
A. Especially good. 
I 
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Q. Are you familiar with the business that flows between 
Richmond and Lynchburg in your line Y 
A. In my line yes. · 
Q. Is there much business between Richmond 
page -129 ~ and Lynchburg T . -· 
A. Yes, right much. We have right much ~hort 
order stuff, less carload stuff that we get over Knight and 
we have to know what time it will get there. 
Q. Could you get- adequate service by railroad? 
A. No, I have not beQn able to do so. 
Q. Why is that? 
A. It takes too long. 
Q. How about express service T 
A. Do you mind if I explain in my own way? 
Q. No; go ahead. · 
A. We stay open twenty-four hours a day. We have coun-
ti:y trucks from ten o'clock at night on and anything we will 
-ship or that I can get out of Richmond by three o'clock, or 
whenever the places in Richmond close, I can get it that night 
by twelve. -
Q. Could you g·et the same service through Brooks Y · 
A. I never have. I have had some ,shipments but have 
never had the same service. 
Q • .And they have not given you satisfactory service be.:. 
-tween Richmond and Lynchburg!_ . 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know of any reasons other than those ' 
page 130 ~ you have given why public convenience and ne-
. cessity require this Knight operation between 
Richmond and Lynchburg? , 
A. The only reason would be my own benefit. It would be 
impossible for me to get it out of Richmond because if I have 
to wait a half a day I had just as well send someone to Caro-
lina or Florida. 
Q. And you say there is no transportation service in Lynch-
burg that gives the same service as Knight? · 
A. No, we have not. That is the only one that ran a service 
out of Richmond that would give us the service we need. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr. Cocke: . 
Q. Have you any idea what percentage of Mr. Knight's 
business is business for you? 
A. No, it is just a question of my having twenty-five crates · 
of cauliflower and twenty-five crates maybe of broccoli. 
- . 
~-A.Jessup & W. J.-·Shepherd, etc., v. lCommonwealth ·7·3 
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V. L .. Conner. ! 
i 
· Q. And your business is a steady bdiness f 
A. Every day or every day I would b'e safe in -saying.· -
Q. You call that emergency stuffY 
-page 131 ~ 4. Yes. I 
Q. And the Richmond µiarket is the one· that . 
you look to for taking care of your needs f , 
A. On account of this service yes. I 
Q. On account of what Y 1 
A. Mr. Knight's service. On that se:tjvice coming ,in and 
not being on the road any longer than four or five hours. · 
Q. And that is Mr. Knight's service!.! 
A. Yes. ·\ 
Q. And if the conditions of Mr. Knig;ht's service change 
and he has to change his hours, then it would upset you y 
A. If it did not come in before four o'.'clock in the morn-
ing it would. i 
Q. Because you are in turn sending out to outlying dis-
tricts? i 
A. Yes. . 
Q. You know, do you not, that you hitve ·available over:.. 
night freight service 7 : 
A. Yes, we get it about nine o'clock in; the morning. 
Q. And you also have avail.ble express service 
page 132 } two or three times a day 7 · 
A. Yes. 
Q. But it does not suit you as well f 
A. No. i ! 
• i 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
! 
I 
By Mr. Shewmake: 
Q. This hauling that Mr. Knight does ii for you is a little. · 
out of the ordinary, isn't it Y 
A. I don't know whether you consider: the produce ·busi-
. ness out of the ordinary or not. I 
Q. The quick haul and emergency natur..e makes it neces-
sary for him to move it at night f J . 
A. I would not say so. If we have som thing from Brooks 
Tra;nsportation the next day it has to lay over until the 
next day. 
Q. Does the movement Mr. Knight carr · s for you, does he 
make his charges for you according to th~ published tariffT · 
A. I would not know. I · 
· Q. Does he charge yon so much per lor t . · 
.14 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia . 
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A. So much per weight. The office looks after 
page 133 } that. , 
Q. Do you know whether he has been moving 
this freight for you as a common carrier or contract car-
rier? 
A .. No. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Seibert: 
Q. He has never refused to take a shipment from you 
lately? . 
A. No, sir, all of our stuff comes from Richmond through 
the produce companies there and I generally call him. 
Q. And he has never refused to take a shipment for youf 
A. Not that I ever heard of. 
RE-DIRECT. 
By Mr. Bazile: 
- Q. The kind of stuff you sell would spoil easily 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. And if it came in a day late the value would be very 
much depreciated? 
A. Some of it would not be any good the next day. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 134 ~ P. M. QUICK, 
a witness introduced on behalf of petitioners, be-
ing first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Bazile : 
Q. What is your name and where do you IiveY 
A. P. M. Quick, 4518 Grove Avenue, Richmond, Ya. 
Q. What business are you in Y 
A. Richmond Produce Company, wholesale produce. 
Q. Do you have any business originating· in Richmond for 
Lynchburg? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How much of that? 
A. Quite a few thousand dollars a year. The leading whole-
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salers in Lynchburg call on us for an& short orders they 
might have. I 
Q. And you say the volume of· your pusiness with Lynch-
burg amounts to quite a few thousand dpllars a yearT 
.A. Yes. I 
page 135} Q. What means of transportation do you use 
for shipping this produce to Lynchburg?. 
A. We ship it the way the purchaser! orders it. So far it 
has been by Knight Transfer. ' 
Q. Have you shipped any by way of I rail? 
· A. I don't think it would be any good! when it got there. 
Q. Why is that? · · 
A. Because we handle a high class perishable class of goods 
and the railroads would not deliver it until nine O'clock the 
next day and, in fact, I don't think the,·e is any guaranteed 
schedule between Richmond and Lynchburg by the railroads. 
Q. And the produce would be of very little value! 
A. If handled by rail, yes. 
Q. How about Brooks Transportation Company? 
A. I don't think I have ever had anyone to instruct me to 
use Brooks Transportation Company i I might add that I 
don't know what the case is. I used to'. do several thousand 
dollars' worth of business in Roanoke but after the Brooks 
Transfer Company took the transfer business 
page 136} over from the hauler that went to Roanoke, I have 
lost the Roanoke business [altogether. I don't 
know for why nor for what. ' 
Q. But did you ship over the Brooks Transportation Com-
pany to R.oanoke, did you formerly ship over Brooks Trans-
portation Company to R.oanoke? ' 
A. I don't think they make the schedule and we have to 
ship the way the purchaser orders. We[sell f. o. b. Richmond 
and we have lost the Roanoke business on account of the 
schedule. They say they can't g·et it:·n time, and I have 
never had any complaints about the K. ight Tram~portation 
business in Lynchburg. 
Q. Is that business a benefit to the pe ple in Richmond? 
A. I don't think any of the wholesal rs in the State have 
to pay the taxes anit licenses that we land that should be 
a benefit to the City. I think we are t largest wholesalers 
South of Baltimore. I think the record will show that. 
Q. Do you know any other case where e public convenience 
and necessity would r~quire the lifting. of these restrictions 
· on the Kmght Transfer Company? 
page 137 } A. Nothing more than wh~t I ha-ye hc~ard. We 
sell the wholesalers. We don't work the retail 
: 
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stores. I would not know about the country lines and stores 
between here and Lynchburg other than the scope of the 
country. It seems it would be a wonderful thine; for any 
country. to have any transportation system running through 
~ it from here to Fork Union and that territory, whether Knight 
or anyone. else. 
Q. So far as your business is concerned, ~nd you say it is 
the . largest of its kind South of Baltimore T 
A. I think so. 
Q. Is there need or not of Knight's service between Rich-
mond and Lynchburg· f · 
A. I should think it would be right convenient to Rich-
mond and Lynchburg also. 
Q. You think it would be a convenience to all of those peo-
ple f Would you use the service f 
A. Unless somebody put out a better service. 
Q. And you think you would lose your business unless 
Knight operated it or somebody succeeded him Y 
.A. We have never'been asked to ship by Brooks, and if.they 
did. not deliver the goods in the early morning, 
page 138 ~ we would lose the business. In the produce busi-
ness you get what you are going to work with 
that day, you get it early to begin with. In other words, the 
merchant or workman that is going to do anything with it 
today, needs it to start out with. · 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr. Cocke: 
Q. Do you know how many express services there are by 
rail daily between Lynchburg and Richmond Y 
A. No, sir, it has been so long since we used the express 
service. Express shipments in our line are practically 
antique. 
Q. In your line? 
A. I think you will :find that to be true if you interview 
99% of the wholesalers throughout the United States. 
Q. I wonder why that is T Does it spoil any faster on the 
train than on the truck? 
A. I don't know. I don't know who you are in the case, 
but I will say this I don't think the people the 
'page· 139 ~ Express ·Company has or ~he Express Company 
· lmows how to handle our lme- of merchandise. I 
think they handle it too rough. You asked the question and 
lam glad to ans·wer it. 
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Q. I am glad to have. you answer it. [And th~t app~rs·io) 
,-ou to be the reason rather than the rate 1 . . . . : 
A. We don't pay delivery charges.. We sell f. o. b. Rich;. 
mond, and I don't know about the rates+ . 
Q. You don't know whether the rates 9n express are higher 
or lower than ·on the trucks Y J . · 
A. That is up to the purchaser. . 
Q. Does the purchaser tell you not to send it by express 
because the rate is too high 7 ! 
A. In this case they say ''Give. it to J{night because they 
get it quick''. . i 
Q. How long has Knight been handlihg your business Y 
A. I have used Mr. Knight's variou!s Lynchburg tru<!ks 
ever since he has been in business. i . 
Q. How long has that been Y [ · 
A. I would not like to say :unless I had my rec-. 
page 140 } ords here. · : 
Q. You have said some nice things about Mr. 
Knight's service t : 
A. Yes. ! 
Q. You should know that he has only i
1
been in buf.'iness six. 
months7 · 
A. I don't think the length .of time nteans anything if he 
is rendering good service. 
1 Q. So if ~e had been in business only a week you coul9, 
testify stronger T · 1 
· A. Possibly so. I 
Q. Did you know he had only been in business six months Y 
A. No, all I know is that he· is giving good service. He 
mav be the successor to some other line. Q. And in six months you are tremendously impressed with·· 
his. service 7 · · · ' 
A.' We only. go by the opinion of the p~ople who order from 
us. '1 . Q. You_ are giving your own opinion, They did not tell 
you to com:e and testify? · 
A~ Certainly not. When we get all of the short orders 
· out of a place because of the elivery service they -
pag·e 141 } g·et, it could not be anything ,but good. 
Q. It seems that you sh Id testify for the 
Lynchburg consignees 7 
.A. I am testifying on account of th business tl1e Rich-·, 
mond Produce Company gets and" we get it because of the serv--
ice they get. 1 . 
Q. I suppose the freight service, alth~ugh it is a package 
. i 
I' 
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car over-~ight service, that that would be less attractive than 
the express f 
A. It would be less attractive to me if it was coming from 
Lynchburg· to Richmond. 
Q. That is over-nig·ht T 
A. Yes. What time does your freight depot open in tl1e 
morning? 
Q. Let me ask you this. How long does it take to get a 
freight package to Richmond from Lynchburg f 
A. I don't know because I could not get it out of the de-
pot until eight or nine o'clock and my deliveries are out hy 
that time. 
Q. But if you get it out at eight or nine o'clock in the 
morning it would be over-night delivery? 
A. Yes, but it would have to get in the depot 
page 142 ~ before four o'clock. 
Q. It might be five Y 
A. I think the depot closes at four. 
Q. So it would be in the hands of the transportation com-
pany from four o'clock yesterday afternoon until nine o'clock 
this morning¥ 
A. Yes, and that is antiquated service. 
Q. How long a time does it take the truck line to make 
the delivery? 
A. About four hours. 
Q. And that difference is antiquityY 
A. Yes, sir, in _produ~e business. 
CR08S EXAM]NATION. 
By Mr. Shewmake: 
· Q. What time or about what time does your shipment leave 
here for Lynchburg? · 
A. Five o'clock in the afternoon. 
. Q. What time does it get there f 
A. About ten o'clock at night. 
Q. That is produce put on the market next morning? 
A. Delivered from that time on in the morning. 
page 143 ~ That is the customary way of doing business in 
our line of business. You understand, if you per-
mit me to explain it to you, you understand the rP-tail man 
buying produce for his day's business, it is necessary that 
he get that in his store early in the morning so that the hom~o-
wif e can get it in time for her dinner or lunch each dav. 
Q. Some of the hotels even get it and use it for breakfast Y 
I 
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.A. As a matter of fact, we have br01jlght it in by airplane 
for. them. . . . . I 
Q. The idea 1s the ear her you get 1t the better Y 
A. Yes,- and, as I said, we have brought it in by airplanes 
for them. i 
- Q. Do you know that the Brooks Tra~sportation Company 
has a truck leaving· here at seven o'clock in the evening? 
A. Yes, and I haye called the Brooks I Transportation Com-
pany and asked them what time that would be delivered in 
Lynchburg and Roanoke and they did 1ot know, and I asked 
the lady to let me talk with: the man in charge of 
page 144 ~ it and he didn't know. 
Q. When was thatY 
A. I don't know the date. 
Q. And you then gave up the Brooks i Transportation Com-
pany? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you lost all of your Roanoke i business T 
A. Yes. We have to get it in there l)y contract trucks or 
they may send in for it but I don't thi:qk we have had a half 
dozen shipments to Roanoke in the pas~ eighteen months.-
Q. Did you ever take it up with the B,rooks Transportation 
Company? ! 
· A. I think it is up to the Brooks Transportation Company 
to put somebody out to see about things like that. That is 
~he business methods of the day. We ¥Ve to go out and get -
rl I 
. Q. Has it occurred to you that they might think their serv-
ice is all right-? · I 
A. When I don't get a certain business I send out and see 
what is wrong. ·1 
Q. In making your shipments to Lynchburg by 
page 145 ~ Mr. Knight's Company, do you know whether your 
shipment always moves in i the same truckY 
A. I would not know. All I see is th signed hill of lading 
and what it moves upon I don't know. 
Q. Do you know whether by commo carrier or contract 
carrier? 
A. No. 
Q. Your delivery to Knight l1as been because you were re: 
quested to deliver to him T · 
A. Yes. 1 
Q. .And the purchaser pays the frei~ht ! 
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A. Yes. 
RE-DIRECT. 
Mr. Bazile : , 
Q. And the service has been· satisfactory? 
A. Evidently. I have not lost any business and the busi-
ness has gained in the past six or eight months. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr. Seibert: 
Q. Do· you ship every day? 
A. Practically. every day, to vari,ous sections of Virginia 
and North Carolma? 
Q. To Lynchburg! 
page 146 r A. No. I don't know any customer tbat buys 
every day. 
Q. Have you had any occasion to arise where B. J. Knight 
refused to take a shipment for you to Lynchburg? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. At any time Y 
A. No. 
Witness stood aside. 
. Mr. Bazile: I want to file this letter from the State De-
partment of Highways in which they say they have no objec:. 
tion to the operation. 
Commissioner Hooker: That may be filed. 
Mr. Bazile: I have ·a letter from from the Consolidated 
.Shoe Company to the Commission which I would like to file, 
which I presume will be considered as a petition of interven-
tion. 
Commissioner Hooker: It will be received for what it is 
worth. 
3 P. M. The Commission recesses 5 minutes. 
page 147 ~ 3 :10 P. l\L The Commission resumes. 
I 
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W. G. BUIWETT, . 
a witness introduced on behalf of petitioners, being first duly 
sworn, testified as follows : I 
Mr. Burnett: My name is W. G. Bur11, ett, representing- the 
Lynchburg Chamber of Commerce in th ,City of Lynchburg. 
I have only one statement to make, whi his the action taken 
by the .City Council with respect to this petition. I shall rejd 
the memorandum which I have here and lwhich I wish to offer 
in evidence. : 
Note: Witness reads the following: 
'' The report of the City Manager dated February 13th, 
1939, on Bus Lines-Freight, enclosing notice fr_om the Sta1e 
Corporation Commission of a hearing to be lield March. 3rd, 
1939, with reference to the removal 0£ certain restrictions 
now imposed on the owners and lessees of Certificates Nos. 
313-C and 321-C, operating! between Lynchburg 
page 148 ~ and Richmond, etc., presented and read. 
''Mr. B. J. Knight appe~red and asked the 
Council to approve the same and have a! representative from 
the Cfty attend the hearing. ! : 
· "On motion of Mr. Suttenfield, seconded by Mr. Craighill, 
the application was approved by the f ollpwing recorded vote. 
'' Ayes : Craig hill, Patterson, Sutte~eld, Lichf ord. 
Noes: Pettyjohn." ] 
! 
And then it has the notice from the Clerk of the Council 
that this is a true copy of the Minutes. 1: 
I 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
i 
Mr. Cocke: ~
1 
• Q. Do you happen to know whether ot. er interests such as 
th. e Norfolk & Western Rail_ .way, Brooks '_ ra_ nsportation c_. ofn-
pany or the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway :or Railway Express 
Company were represented by counsel ~n the occasion the 
Council passed this resolution Y 
A. I was not present and I don't think they were, and my 
purpose down here was to bring that dolwl n at the request of 
the City Manager. 
· Witness stood aside. ! ' 1 
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page 149 ~ .T. T. ELLETT, 
a witness introduced on behalf of the Norfolk & 
Western Railway Company, objector, being first duly sworn, , 
testified as. follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Cocke: 
Q. You are Superintendent of the Norfolk Division of the 
Norfolk & Wes tern? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And Lynchburg and Petersburg and the territory be-
tween are on your Division? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you know the schedules of your trains, do you not Y 
~Y~. -
Q. Will you file as an exhibit the through schedules which 
you have caused to be compiled between Lynchburg and Rich-
mond, Virginia, and will you summarize that by telling us 
what is the freight service and the express and 
page 150 t _mail service? I don't think it necessary to go 
into the hours. The exhibit will show the hours 
but if you will just summarize that and :file it as an exhibit. 
Note: FilP.d Exhibit "Ellett No. 3.'' 
A. We- operate package freight cars in both directions be-
tween Richmond and ~ynchburg over night leaving Lynch-
burg station around five o'clock in the afternoon and arriv-
ing Richmond early the next morning; likewise cars leaving 
Ric.hmond at six o'clock or seven o'clock in the evening and 
delivered in Lynchburg early the next morning around seven 
thirty. There is also service via the Southern Railway 
through Burkeville in both directions. That is carload serv-
ice, however and the time that way is a little quicker than it 
is through Petersburg. We have three mail and express 
trains in each direction daily between Lynchburg and Rich-
mond, and the time in each di rec ti on is from four to five 
hours. 
Q. That is the elapsed time of the passenger ,service. Did 
you state the elapsed time of freight· service t 
A. I don't believe I did, but the shortest timn 
page 151 ~ of of .freight service is seven hours and twenty 
· minutes Westbound, Eastbound eight hours and 
eighteen minutes. 
Q. Those are night trains f 
I ' I . r 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Does the Norfolk & Vl es tern enjo a substantial busi-
ness between these cities f 
A. We have a very good carload business, and while we 
operate the package cars in both directions daily for the 
handling of merchandise, they are not anything like as well 
loaded as we would like to see them. ! 
Q. There is room for more Y ! 
A. Yes. 
I 
I 
Mr. Cocke: I might state that I wns unable to file the 
statistics in regard to the package freight. I did have some 
statistics in regard to carload freight. 1 
Commissioner Hooker: Anv more examination Y 
M I 
page 152} CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bazile: 
Q. The Norfolk & Wes tern operates :its freight line from 
Richmond to Petersburg over the Atlantic Coast Line and 
from Petersburg to Lynchburg over the' Norfolk & Western1 
A. F.rom Richmond to Petersburg· ovh the Atlantic Coast 
Line and Seaboard .Air Line and from fetersburg to Lynch-
burg over our line. : 
Q. What is the distance from Richmond to Petersburg! 
.A.. Twenty-five miles. _ 1 
Q. And from Petersburg to Lynchburg? 
A. 125 miles. I 
Q .. About 150 miles? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you say you have very good r carload business but 
your less carload is not so satisfactoryY 
A. It is less than we would like to se~ it. 
Q. As a matter of fact your schedu\~s are so early they 
would not he suitable for handling of /produce such as Mr. 
Quick spoke on 
page 153 ~ A. Shipments leaving her , at ten o'clock would 
be delivered at ;l :15 in the · · orning. 
Q. Don't you think there is a vast di . erence between 3 :15 
in the morning and ten o'clock at nigh 'when the shipments 
get there by truck Y 
A. I don't know. I understood from his evidence that the 
shipments were wanted for next mori;ring delivery, and I 
would imagine getting there at three-fifteen would suffice. 
Witness stood aside. 
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_ a witness introduc~d on 'f?ehalf of the C4e~ap~~e 
& Ohio Railway Company, objector, being first duly sworn, 
testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Col. Leake·= _ 
Q. What business are you in? 
A. Assistant Superintendent of the Richmond Division _of 
the.:Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad. - . 
Q. You are familiar, of course, with the freight schedule 
between Richmond and Lynchburg over the Chesapeake & 
OhioY 
A. Yes. 
Q. You have an exhibit which you have prepared in which 
that is set out? · · 
A. Yes. 
Q. Will you kindly ,file that as an exhibit with your testi--
inonyY 
. ,~ote: Filed Exhibit ''Bi:gen No. 4''. 
page 155 r Q. It is over-night service in general? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What time, for instance, let's take from Richmond to 
Lynchburg·, do the freig·ht offices close here Y 
A. Five o'clock. 
Q. And then what time would freight move out of here? 
A. Around eleven o'clock at night. 
Q. What time does it get to Lynchburg? 
A~ Arrives at 1,ynchburg at four•fifty. 
Q. What time is it delivered? 
A. It is placed in the freight house for opening that morn. 
ing. 
·Q. When do they open f 
A. Eight o'clock. 
Q. Now, coming back from Lynchburg to Richmond what 
is the service f 
A. They receive freight up to three ·o'clock. 
Q. What time does that leaveY 
A. Three-thirty P. M. 
Q. What time does it get to Richmond f 
A. 11 :45 P. M. and switched during the night to the freight 
/ 
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. . house and ready for opening at eight o'clock the· 
page 156 ~ next morning. : · 
- Q. Carload and less carIJad are handled in 
the same manner Y l 
A.· Yes. I . _ 
Q. Do we have a package· CE\_r between ~icbmond and Lynch-
burg? I 
A. Yes. ! 
Q. In both directions T 1 
A. Both directions daily. 
I 
j 
Witness stood aside. • ! . 
page 157} J. V. BAILEY, : 
a witness introduced on beh~lf of the Chesapeake 
& Ohio Railway Company, objector, being first duly sworB, 
testified as follows : ! 
DIRECT EXAMINATlON. 
' '' 
By CoL Leake: 
Q. What is your business! . 
A. Assistant Commerce Agent, Chesapeake & Ohio Rail-
way. I have been connected with the T~affic, Department for 
twenty-two or twenty-three years and served in various ca-
·-pacities for the last five years in the Co;mmerce. Department, 
which is a subsidiary of the Traffic D~partment. 
Q. Does the Railway Company have pick up and delivery· -
service ·of package freight in Richmond and LynchburgT 
A. Yes, they do. They have free pick up and delivery at· _ 
both Lynchburg and Richmond where i the transportation 
charge equals or exceeds forty-five centsiper hundred. Where· 
the charge is less the charge is made for the service equal 
to the difference between tie actual charge and· 
page 158 } forty-nve cents.· Should ttie consignor or· con-
. signee elect to make their o n arrangements, an 
allowance of five cents per hundred po .nds for pick up and 
d·elivery, or ten cents for both, is mad · by all rail carriers. 
·Q. Have you prepared a statement o '. tonnage handled be-
tween Richmond and Lynchburg Y 
. A. Yes. 
Q. That is for the year 1938Y 
A. Yes, I have a statement which s~ows the carload and 
less carload for the entire year 1938 between Richmond and 
Lynchburg broken down. The less carload is shown on the· 
! 
·i 
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'first page of the exhibit, Richmond to Lynchburg and Lynch-
burg to Richmond and shows the revenue derived from that 
tonnage. · 
Page two of the exhibit gives the carload movement in 
cars, the numoer of pounds and revenue derived therefrom 
and the kind-of freight handled from Richmond to Lynchburg 
for the year 1938. 
Page three g·ives similar information from 
page 159 ~ Lynchburg to Richmond. 
Q. Will you kindly . file those three pages as 
one exhibit! 
Note: Filed Exhibit "B~ley No. 5". 
Commissioner Hooker: Any cross examination T 
Mr. Bazile: No. · 
Witness stood aside. 
page 160 ~ Mr. Cocke: May I ask Mr. Ellett one ques-
tion? 
Commissioner Hooker: Yes. · 
J. T. ELLETT, 
resuming the stand, testified as follows : 
By Mr. ·cocke: 
Q. Does the Norfolk & Wes tern provide pick up and de-
livery service at Lynchbnrgf 
· A. On the same basis as the gentleman explained for the 
Chesapeake & Ohio. 
Q. And the pick up and deliver service in Richmond on 
behalf of the Norfolk & Western and its connections is ex-
actly the same f 
A. I assume it is. I think the same service is rendered 
here. 
Witness stood aside. 
' / 
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pa.ge 161 ~ R. 0. HORTON, : 
a witness introduced on· b~half of the Railway 
Express Agency, objector, being first I duly sworn, testified 
as follows : 1 
By Col. Leake : 
I 
DIRECT EXAMINA'DION. 
I 
I 
Q. What is your business? 
A. Route Agent, Railway Express ..Ngency. 
Q. Have you prepared a statement showing express, Rail-
way Express and Commodity Rate ~ari:ffs? · 
A. Yes. I 
Q. Will you file that statement as an exhibit with your 
testimony? · 
A. Yes. 
Note: Filed Exhibit '' Horton No. 6~ '. 
Q. This shows that the service is ren4ered over three Rail-
roads 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. That is the Norfolk & Wes tern, Cljtesapeake & Ohio and 
Southern¥ : 
page 162 ~ Q. And during a twenty-fpur hour period there 
are how many services Y ! · 
. A. Eight available services. . 
1 
Q. Over the twenty-four hour perio4 7 
A. Yes. ! 
·witness stood aside. 
page 163 ~ C. FAIR BROOKS! 
a witness introduced on bel alf of Brooks Trans-
portation Company, objector, being fl st duly sworn, testi-
fied as follows : 
By Judge Shewmake: 
Q. Your name is C. Fair Brooks, is it noU 
A. Yes. : 
Q. You· live in Richmond, do you not 7 " 
A. Yes. t Q. What office do you hold in the Bl ooks Transportation 
! 
! 
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Company, Inc., one of the objectors in this case? 
A. Secretary and Treasurer. 
_ Q. How long have you been connected with the Company? 
.A.. Ever since its organization. 
Q. Mr. Brooks, do your duties require you to keep in close 
contact with the business of your Company and the manner 
in which. its business is condu~ted? · · 
A. It does. 
· Q. The business of the company is, generally 
page 164 ~ spe·aking, that of a common carrier of property 
by motor vehicle? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. How many trucks are being operated by your company 
in its common carrier business Y 
A. Approximately seventy-five. . 
Q. Could you tell the Commission something about the 
scope of that operation principally in the State of Virginia? 
A. Well, of our largest operations we took over the Mont-
gomery operation as to Richmond and Lynch burg, and there 
._was a very small truck along that line, and today we are 
operating big trailers, express trucks into Roanoke, express 
trucks into Lynchburg and locals into .Roanoke and Lynch-
burg. 
Q. That is under Certificate F-384 which you took over from 
the Southern Passenger Motor Lines on December 23rd, 
- 19367 
A. That is correct. 
Q. How soon after that transfer did your company begin 
operations Y 
page 165 ~ A. We immediately began operation. 
Q. So you have been in operation now between 
Richmond and Lynchburg a little more than two years Y 
.A.. That is right. 
Q. What other operation in the State of Virginia does your 
.Company conduct as a common carrier Y 
A. We have gone from Richmond into Danville and on 
the Carter lease from Richmond into Staunton and that ter-
ritory and into the Valley. 
Q. You also operate as a common carrier outside of the 
State? · 
A. Yes, interstate. 
Q. With respect. to the movement between Richmond and 
Lynchburg and on beyond to Roanoke, do you have the right · 
under the iF'ederal Motor Carrier Act to handle interstate 
shipments on that line Y 
-------r / 
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A. Yes, the certificate has been issu~d, the order has. 
Q. When Certi~cate F-384 was issuedJ to you, .did you take 
·that by purchase f : 
. A. We purchased it, yes. ! 
Q. Paid for it in moneyf. 1 , --
A. Paid for it in cash. · I · 
page 166 ~ Q. At the time you purch~sed Certificate F-384:. 
were you acquainted with the conditions on the 
·certificates held by ·Mr. Jessup from Richmond to Dillwyn 
and Dillwyn to Lynchburg Y i 
A. We were. 1 
Q. What was the idea in your mind; with respect to the 
holder of the certificates · right to haul: under thos~ certifi-
cates?· 
A. We thought that they were illegally operating. They 
were supposed to be operating with clqsed "doors and could 
not take up shipments from Richmond; to Lynchburg. Mr . 
• T essup disc~ssed the matter with me a~d stated that he had 
those. rights in there but I would not di~cuss it with him be-
cau~e I knew the rig·hts were not there.; , 
Q~ At the time you bought the certifi¢ate froi:p. the South-
ern Passenger Motor Lines, if you had been aware or under 
the impression that there was a competi:ttg line between Rich-
mond and Lynchburg, would you have bought the line or paid 
as much as you did for it' : 
· A. We would not have bought it. · 
page 167 ~ Q. So, is it not true then ithat when you made 
the purchase you were relyjing on the fact that. 
there was no other motor line that had the right to carry 
the· shipment through to Lynchburg? 1 
· A. That is right. : 
Q. What is the volume of -your servipe to Lynchburg? 
A. We have an express truck that le~ves here every night 
at seven o'clock, arriving at Lynchburg at one o'clock and 
wd have a local running back in the aft,ernoon from Lynch-
burg which gets the freight picked up th:l day, .and the freight.· 
we pick up in Richmond this afternoon ·n go out on the local 
in the morning. We don't use just on truck if we have, a _ 
surplus of freight. If there is not a fulllload going to Lynch-
burg, we fill up with Roanoke and Lynchburg combined and 
after it unloads in Lynchburg it goes o~ to Roanoke. 
Q. -You have unrestricted rights all the way to Roanoke 
including Lynchburg and all intermedjate points t 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Farmvil1e is on that route? 
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page 168 ~ · Q. Has any complaint ever reached your ears 
or been brought to your attention of the inade-
quacy of insufficiency of your service between Richmond and 
· Lynchburg t 
A. We_ have never had any complaints that amounted to 
anything. Occasionally you might get a complaint or a truck 
would break down or something of that kind. 
- Q. Has any shipper or consignee ever brought to your at~ 
tention that the trucks did not leave at the proper time to 
suit that shipper or consignee Y 
A. They have not. 
Q. Has any one complained of your schedule Y 
A. No complaint whatsoever. 
Q. Has your Company made a bona fide .effort to build up 
that business since you took it overf 
A. We have built it up, if you look at the taxes we have 
paid the State. 
Q. The business has increased since you took it overY 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does your company make a practice of soliciting busi-
ness in Lynchburg and Richmond Y 
_page 169 ~ A. Yes, we have solicitors in Richmond and 
Lynchburg both. 
Q. Do you have a pick up and delivery service in both 
cities! 
A. We have a pick up and delivery service in Richmond, 
and it is on lease in Lynchburg. The fellow operates for 
no one but us. 
Q. You have seen the figures introduced by Mr. Knight 
showing gross receipts amounting to $2,300.00 between Rich-
mond and Lynchburg for the past five months f 
A. I have. 
Q. During those five months did your company have fa-
_cilities to carry that business? 
A. Yes, and those that were carried were for our cus 
tomers. 
Q. People that had been customers of yours? 
A. Yes. 
Q. If the demand for transportation of freight between 
Lynchburg and Richmond should increase 25% in the next 
few months, is your Company prepared to handle it? 
A. We can take care of anything going up 
page 170 J there. If it should increase 100% we could take 
care of it. 
, 
#' 
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Q. You stated to the Commission Nst now that in yo~r 
opinion the freight that was carried lby Mr. Knight and 
which was reflected in the revenue sta~d by him in the ex-
hibit which he .filed, was taken from people who had been 
customers of yours 1 Do you know of !your own knowledge 
by conversations with any of your customers that business 
has been taken away from you in that way? 
A. We know that it has bee1-i taken iri. that way. 
Q. You know who the shippers and ponsignees areY 
.A. Yes. I 
Commissioner Ozlin : 
Q. Can you state why you lost that; business? 
A. The rate situation. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bazile : 
Q. Isn't it also service? 
A. Service Y What .do you mean 1 , 
Q. That caused you to lose some -of riour business 7 
.A. I can 'f agree with yo~. 
page 171 ~ Q. You heard Mr. Quick testify Y 
I 
'. 
A. I know all about Mr. ~uick and his testify-
ing. Do you want me to explain about I that f 
Q. It is not up to me to tell you what to testify. 
A. Do you know that we have never ~andled any produce 
up thereY I 
Q. I don't know anything but what lie said. I never saw 
Mr. Quick until this morning. 1 
A. 0. K. 
Q. You lost the Noland account in Ur: chburgY 
A. I don't know. Maybe we have. 
· Q. And that account was lost becaus:e of your neglect of 
their business T 
A. I could not answer that. 
Q. Look at tha.~ letter. 
Judge Shewmake : If the Commissio please, I object to 
this because it makes reference to ce ·tain facts, the best 
evidence of which would be the testimon of the witness, him-
self. I 
page 172 . } Commissioner Ozlin: He! has not offered it in 
evidence. 
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Mr. Bazile: I want to offer it to Mr. Brooks. 
Judge Shewmake: Mr. Brooks did. not write iU 
l\fr. Bazile : No. 
Judge Shewmake : It was not addressed to L: 
Mr. Bazile : No. 
Q. The Noland Company is one of your customers in Rich-
mond! 
A. Yes, and out of the State. 
Q. And you lost the Lynchburg account Y 
A. I could not tell you. 
Q. Look at this and see if this is not a letter from there 
Lynchburg office to their Richmond office in regard to the 
Lynchburg· account and why you lost it T 
page 173 ~ A. They claim that we won't wait until their 
freight is picked up, until seven o'clock at night. 
Q. And they also say: "they are overloaded and leave it 
lying around their warehouse until their next truck runs'' Y 
A. Isn't it perfectly natural that we are not going to hold 
a truck that is supposed to leave at seven o'clock until nine 
o'clock waiting for his shipment? 
Q. Does he not say that if he telephones here to the Ameri-
can Radiator Company and then telephones you and then 
oalJs back specifically to see if you get the freight and you_ 
give as an excuse that the truck was overloaded and could 
not wait for your shipmenU Does he not say that Y ·· 
A. He may say that but late freight shipments come up 
there and that is one shipment that is always late and we 
can't hold a truck until eight or nine o'clock. · 
Q. Here is exactly what he says: 
'$ If the quP.stion_ comes up as to the Brooks 
page 174 ~ Transportation deliveries, about all we can say 
is this, that if we telephone the American Radiator 
Company and telephone the Brooks Transportation Company 
and then call back before _the American Radiator :Company 
closes to find out. if they did collect this shipment, we some-
times get it and then sometimes they are overloaded and 
leave it lying around their warehouse until their next truck 
runs ; therefore, their service has p1·oven very poor to the 
Noland Company, of Lynchburg.'' 
Isn't that correct? Do you know Mr. Hogan, who signed 
that· letter Y 
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A. That is their complaint. If you w~nt to bring the man 
down here-himself in regard to it all rigpt. . · 
·. Q. You don't deny the statement in that letter! 
A. .Sure, I deny a lot of them. _ Do y$ think we are sup-· 
posed to keep trucks there until ten or eleven o'clock at night 
when . it is suppose~ to leave at seven I just for. fiieir ship-
ment! · · - . 
Q. Do you think you are ~reating the· Noland 
page 175 ~ Company who 'phoned you to go and g~t it, an~ 
then 'phoned you back to ch~ck to see if it is at-
tended to, do you think it is treating ijhem fairly to leay,e 
the freight lying in the warehouse beca1j1.se you haven't any 
facilities for taking it? : · 
A. You want me to stay there until ten p 'clock to get freight 
and yet you want Mr. Quick's produce delivered at ten o'clock! 
Q. What time does the American Radtator Company close 
at Richmond Y Isn't it five o'clock? i 
· A. Most of these radiator companies get a late call in the 
afternoon and when you get a complaintjlike that it is prob-
ably some rush shipment that got left. i 
Q. Most business houses close at five ! o'clock? 
A. We wiU pick 'l(,p'"up until anywher~ around six o'clock 
at night. · : · 
Q. Do you do any business with the\ American Radiator 
Company? .. ! · . 
A. Yes. : 
Q. Can you tell us when they close in I the afternoon' 
•A. I could not tell you. 
Q. You don't know? 
page 176 } A. I don't know. : 
Q. Do you know Mr. Hogan? 
A. I don't know him. · 
Q. You lost his account? 
A. I don't know. 
Q . .You would not deny it? 
A. No. 
Q. Now you say that your business d ring your operation 
has shown a steady increase and is co1·sistently increasing 
at this time Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. So you are today carrying· more than you were carry-. 
ipg when you started with the .operatio:b. Y 
A. Yes, we have added equipment on jthat line, I promi~e 
you that. 
1 
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Q. Your Qperation is showing a steady pro:fitY 
A. I would, not say that it is. 
Q. I understood you say that by the amount of taxes you 
had to pay the Commonwealth that was shown Y 
A .. I said it was shown by the amount of taxes that it has 
gradually increased. 
page 177 ~ Q. Is your operation a profitable venture T 
A. I don't know that that is of any interest in 
this case .. 
Q. I would like to know. 
A. Some of it is and some of it is not .. 
Q .. But it is steadily increasing Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You began your operation about December 23rd, 1936, 
. on this 1h1P. from Richmond to Lynchburg T 
A. We were running- interstate before then. · · 
Q. You began your intrastate operation about that time f 
A. Yes. 
Q. At the time you took o-ver this certificate you knew 
Jessup a.nd Shepherd were hauling intrastate over their route 
between .Lynchburg and Richmond and Richmond and Lynch-
burg Y 
A. I think Mr. Falwell had been down here and discussed 
it. 
Q. You knew they were doing itf 
A. I knew they were doing it in a small way. Nuckols was 
doing that. 
Q. You knew they were doing itf 
page 178 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. How long prior to the time you bought your 
certificate was it,that you knew they were doing this T 
A. I did not know they were doing it to any extent. We 
had very little complaint until Knight got in there. 
Q. You said you were offered the purchase of the Jessup 
certi:fica tes 7 
A. I said they were discussed. 
Q. You said they were discussed Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you were told that the operation was that they 
were carrying on an intrastate operation between Lynchburg 
and Richmond. were you not T 
A. Yes, Mr .• Tessup said he had rights in there. 
Q. And you knew when you bought your certificate he was 
operating! 
I 
; 
f 
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A. Mr. Jessup and the Rapid Trans:it Line were ~not the 
. only ones operating illegally. It is just recently 
page 179 ~ that they have pulled down ;on this situation and 
that can be verified by the Commission itself and 
.Mr. Seibert. ' · 
Q. I am not criticising the Commissipn for. pulling down Y 
A. It is not a case that they did not want to do it but did 
not have facilities for doing it but there is a man on it now. 
Q. Do you cross the Jam.es River over Lee Bridge f 
A; Leo Bridge or the Belt Line. I 
Q. And you tul'll right on No. 60! 
A. Yes. 
Q. · And you go up to 460 ¥ 
A. We go to Cumberland Courthouse and come back into 
Farmville; bnck that way. · 
Q. And to Lynchburg on Route 460, which is the road. that 
from Lynchburg to Norfolk via Suffolk Y 
A. Yes. · 
Q. lt goes all the way across the Sta~e Y 
A. Yes. 1 
. Q. You don't serve with I your operation cov-
page 180 ~ ered by your certificate whi~h you acquired from 
the Southern Passenger Lines any of the terri-
tory on the North side of the James RiVier from the.time you 
cross the bridge at Richmond? 1 
A. What do you mean 7 We are on the South side if that is 
what you mean. · i · 
Q. You do not serve any of the territory on the North 
~~, : . 
A. We serve the territory along those routes. 
Q. With the exception of a not very good bridge at West-
ham there isn't any bridge across the J mes River until you 
get to Bremo? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That is where you cross? Isn't th t the first bridge that 
crosses aftP.r you leave W estham f 
Col. Leake: No; there is one at C tersville and one at 
Maidens? 
Mr. Bazile: 
Q. You don't serve Cartersville? 
A. No. 
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Q. And do not serve Dillwyn nor Buckingham 
page 181 ~ and the .territory around the slate mines and Ap-
- pomattox7 
_ A. You know . we don't serve them. We have no license 
over there. That can be verified by·Mr. Shepherd. We used 
to serve them. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Seibert: 
. Q. Do you know who serves that teri:itory Mr. Bazile is 
talking about f 
A. The Rapid Transit Company. 
Q. Mr. Knight does not serve iU 
A. No. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr. Bazile: 
. Q. Does not Mr. Knight serve the territory from Appo-
mattox to Dillwyn? 
A. Yes. he serves that 29 miles in there. 
· ~ Q. It is a right long 29 miles Y 
A. Yes. 
R,E-DIRECT. 
J udg·e Shewmake: 
Q. Does your Company have shipments from Norfolk to 
.Lynchburg that have been brought from Norfolk to Richmond 
by the Hampton Roads Transportation Com-
page 182 r pany? 
A. We do. 
Q. And do you bring back freight from Lynchburg to Rich-
mond w11ich is delivered to the Hampton Roads Transporta-
tion Company for delivery in Norfolk! 
A. Yes. · 
Witness i:;;_tood aside. 
I 
I 
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page 183 } MRS. C. ·w. WRIGH~, · 
- a witness introduced on behplf of Brooks Trans-· 
portation Company, being first duly S"Worn, 'testified as fol-
lo"W"s: i 
I 
I 
DIRECT EXAMINATf ON. 
By Judge Shewmake: I 
Q. Your name is Mrs. C. W. Wright, 1 and your address is 
1 Norfolk, Virginia 7 , _ I 
A. Yes. : - · 
Q. Are you connected "W"ith the Hampton Roads Transpor~ 
tation Company? - i' -
A. Yes. . 1 
Q. The Hampton Roads Transportation Company has the 
intrastate rights under proper franchise ~rom Norfolk to Rich-
mond on both the North and South sides; of the James River, 
has it notT ' 
A. Yes. ! 
Q. Does your company have reasonably frequent occasions 
to make shipments from Norfolk to Lynchburg! ·· 
A. Yes. · I · 
· page 184} Q. How is that carried from Richmond to 
- Lynchburg! ; 
A. By Brooks Transportation Comp~ny. . -
Q. Do you frequen.tly receive freight from Brooks Trans-
portation Company, received by Brook, at Lynchburg and 
destined to the Norfolk area 7 ! 
A. Yes.· ! 
Q. How long has your company been ihterchanging freight 
with the Brooks Transportation Company for hauls from 
Norfolk to Lynchburg? I · · 
A. Ever since he has been operating t(l) Lynchburg. 
Q. A little over t"'W"o years Y · 
A. Yes. 
Q. Will you tell the Commission hat kind of service 
.Brooks has rendered in that time? 
A. "re have had no complaint either i Lynchburg or Roa-
noke. I will correct that. We may havj.had individual com-
plaints but no complaint about the serv.fe in general. 
Q~ You "'ill have complaints about ip.dividual shipments 
over any line, will you not? That is one bl f the natures· of the 
business! · 
A. That is true. 
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Q. Do you know o~ any better connection thari 
_page 1~ } that which exists with the Brooks Transportation 
. Company at this time T · 
A. No~ 
Q Your Company also delivers and receives freight from 
other carriers in North Carolina, does it notf 
A. That is true. 
Q. Are any of those carriers superior to the Brooks Trans-
portation Company's service! 
A. No. · 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr. Bazile: 
Q. What is the nature of the goods you deliver to the Brooks 
Transportation Company Y 
A. General commodities. Most anything; the general run 
of freight. 
Q. Do you deliver to any other carrier from Richmond to 
the Westf 
A. Yon mean intrastateY 
Q. Intrastate 1 
A. Not into the Roanoke and Lynchburg area, not to my 
knowledge. · 
.page 186 } Q. Do you receive any shipments from any other 
carrier than the Brooks Transportation Company 
Compan11i from the West for the Norfolk territory! 
A. I pref er not to answer that. I don't handle the tariffs. 
I know Brooks handles the bulk of it. We handle what is 
offered us and those we have through rates with. I am not 
quite sure. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 187 ~ E. L. WILLIAMS, 
a witness introduced on behalf of Brooks Trans-
portation Company, objector, being .first ·duly sworn, testified 
. as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Judgei Shewmake: 
Q. Your name is Mr. E. L. Williams and you are a resident 
of Richmond f 
A. Yes. 
I 
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Q. What business are you engaged in! 
A. Traffic l\fanager for Larus & Brot-.i.ers, Inc. 
Q. Larus & Brothers are in the tobacco business f 
A. Yes. 1. 
99 
. Q; ,Will you describe that business in ia few words for the 
sake of the record? I 
A. They are manufacturers of plug, smoking tobacco and 
cigarettes. :, 
Q. How long have you occupied your present position, Mr. 
Williams? I 
A. For more than twenty years. i 
/ Q. Are you acquainted reasonably with the 
page 188 }- character and operation of the Brooks Transpor-
tation Company, Inc. T. · 
A. Yes, I think so. 
Q. In the handling of your business have you had more 
or less frequent occasions to use their service between Rich-
mond and Lynchburg? ! 
A. We use theIDi most every day. . 
Q. Will you describe to the Commission in your own lan-
guage the character of that service? 
A. vVe make shipments nearly every day, and in most in-
stances they are delivered early the next lmorning. I haven't 
had a complaint on that service. 
Q. Have you been using it for the past two years? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Do you also use the Brooks Transportation Company 
for long distance shipments to other points? 
A. Yes, we use the Brooks Transportation service to most 
of the points they cover. · 
Q. Your Company does a great deal ofi shipment by trucks 
of necessity? 
A. Yes. 
page 189 }- Q. And how docs the ser ,ice of the B.rooks 
Transportation Company co pare with the other 
carriers of service among motor· carriers 
A. I think Brooks ranks among the firs the transportation 
service by motor truck. 
Q. Have you ever found in making ship· ents to Lynchburg 
that the service was inadequate and that here was unreason-
able delay on account of equipment f 
A. Our service to Lynchburg has been very satisfactory, 
but our tonnage has not been very heavy. If there are in-
stances where I need quick. service to Lynchburg I have always 
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been able to get it. In other instances where we had to move 
truck loads and we needed very quick service we have always 
been able to get that service from the Brooks organization. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bazile : 
Q . .Approximately what is the amount of smoking tobacco, 
cigarettes and plug tobacco do you send to Lynchburg! 
.A. Small shipments of several· hundred pounds to Lynch-
burg. 
Q. How do you ship your tobacco from Rich- · 
page 190 ~ mond to Charlottesville Y 
A. By Brooks Transportation Company . 
. Q. Does he carry that as a common carrier or as a contract 
· earrierY 
A. I understand it is a common carrier operation~ 
Q. You get a way-bill or bilI of ladingf 
A. Yes. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
Judge Shewmake: , 
Q. One other question, Mr. Bazile has brought out the 
pop1;1larity of your product. Y qu do sllip a lot of export busi-
ness? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that is shipped to N orfolld , 
A. We usually ship that to Norfolk, and to New Y01.·k. 
Q. What company do you use to ship your product to New 
York! 
A; Brooks Transportation Company. 
Q. Have you ever had any trouble with that movement¥ 
A. Nothing more than is incidental to every freight move-
ment. If we want to catch a steamer early 'in 
page 191 ~ the morning, we get Brooks in the afternoon and 
he delivers it to the boat the next morning. 
Q. You would describe his service as adequate and satis-
factory? · 
.A. Yes. 
I 
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CROSS EXAMINAT~ON. 
I 
Mr. Bazile: 1 
Q. Is ;that shipment from Richmond to Norfolk a ·contract 
or common carrier movement T ' 
A. We use common carriers. 
· Witness stood aside. / 
1 
. . I -
page 192 } EARL E. CLARKE,: 
a witness introduced,. on behalf of Brooks Trans-
portation Company (objector) being first !duly sworn, testified 
as follows: i 
DIRECT F..xAMINATION. 
! 
By Judge Shewmake:· 
Q. You are Mr. Earl E. Clarke! 
A. Yes. 1 
Q. With whom are yon connected in bn~iness t 
A. I am with Quinn-M~rshall, Duty-Dodd and Textile Cor-
poration. · ' 
Q. Do you have occasion to make shipments by truck from 
Lynchburg to Richmond 7 
A. We do. 
Q. By what carrier do you make thos~? 
A. Some by Brooks and some by Railway Express. 
Q. Have you found the service rend ere~ by those two car.: 
rie~s, the Railway Express and Brooksi adequate to your 
needs!· : 
A. Ihave. 
page 193 } Q. Has the quality of the s' rvice been good or 
poor! 
A. It has been good. 
Q. Yon are reasonably familiar with th traffic situation be-
tween those two .cities? 
A. I am. 
Q. As a citizen of Lynchburg engaged i a business that r_e-
quires the use of common carders, what h ve you to say with 
respect to the adequacy or inadequacy o ; .the present trans- · 
portation facilities betwe_en Richmond and Lync~bnrg1 
A. I think the Brooks Transportation Co~pany, the Norfolk 
& Western, Chesapeake & Ohio and Railway Express is a 
plenty for Lynchburg at the present timet 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Q. Have you heard any complaint on the part of ship-
pers in Lynchburg as to the inadequacy of those services T 
A. No. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr. Bazile= 
Q. Do you think it would be a fair thing if the people of 
Buckingham County were deprived of any local 
page 194 ~ service f 
Judge Shewmake: I think that is not a fair question. 
Mr. Bazile: 
Q. Don't you think that the people of Buckingham County 
are entitled to some service f 
Mr. Shewmake : That qu.estion is not in issue I1ere. 
Mr. Bazile : I think I have a right to test his statement. 
· I want to see how reliable he is. When a witness comes here 
and makes a bald statement that no more service is needed, 
I think I have a right to test that statement. 
Commissioner Hooker: He said as to Lynchburg~ 
Mr. Bazile: Yes. 
Commissioner Hooker: If you want to make him your wit-
ness you have a right to do tliat. 
Mr. Bazile: All right. 
page 195 ~ Mr. Bazile = 
Q. I would like to know about tl1e service be-
tween Lynchburg and Buckingham f 
A. It is true that that service is needed between Bucking-
ham and Lynchburg. 
Q. Have you ever shipped over the Knight Transfer Lines? 
A. To what points f 
Q. From Lynchburg to \Rich~ond or Richmond' to Lynch-
burg? 
A. No. 
Q. Never used itr 
A. No. 
Q. And know nothing about it of your own knowledge? 
A. No, not concerning the shipments from Lynchburg to 
Richmond or Richmond to Lynchburg . 
. Q. Wha~ kind of businesses are these that yon are in, what 
kmd of shipments do you makef· 
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I 
A. Dry goods and notions for Quinn-Marshall and ·Duty 
Dodd shoes, dry goods and notions, a~d Textile ships bolt 
dry goods and notions and dresses. · 
Q. None of those are perishable! 
page 196 } A. No. 
Q. And a day or two mak~s no difference Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Except when you want to put onl a spring show and 
it would not be much difference? ' 
A. No. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 197 ~ J. E. BULLOCK, '. 
_ - a witness introduced on behalf of Brooks Trans- -
portation Company (objector), being fir~t duly sworn, testi-
fied as follows : · 
I 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
I 
I 
By Mr. Shewmake: i · · 
Q. Will you state your name and the C~ty in which you live 
and the business in which you are engaged Y . 
A. J. E. Bullock, resident of Richmo}l.d, employe·d. by the 
Standard Paper Manufacturing Company. 
Q. You have occupied that position fori several years past t 
A. Approximately twelve years. : 
Q. During the past two years have jou had occasion to 
use the facilities of the Brooks Transpo1~ation Company for 
shipments to Lynchburg? , 
A. Yes. . I 
Q. Will you descr~be to the Commissio~ the quality of. serv-
ice rendered by that Companf? _ . . 
page 198 } A. We have found that Brfoks Transportation 
have performed an especially l!?'ood service,. and ae 
an illustration, I will state that on a par,ticular,occasion .we 
had an order from a customer in Lynchpnrg who desired a 
shipment to be made the day the order was received by us. 
The order was delivered to us and we we~e ~ortuna~e enough· 
to get a Brooks truck, ·and the order was fdehvered m Lynch--
burg in time for the paper to be printed that day. 
Q. That was print paper t 1 
A. Yes. i 
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Q. Do you have occasion to use that' Company for making 
shipments to other points than Lynchburg? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. What do "you say as to the quality of their service? 
A. Their service has been especially good. 
Q. Do you use the facilities of other trucking companies? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know of any that are any better than Brooks f 
A. We have not been able to find any better. 
page 199 ~ Q. As the Traffic Manager of the Standard 
· Paper Company, are you more or less interested 
in the traffic situation in and around Richmond? 
A. I am. 
Q. What is your opinion as to the sufficiency of common car-
rier service between Richmond and Lynchburg as it is ren-
dered at present by the Chesapeake & Ohio, Norfolk & vVest-
ern, Railway Express Agency and the Brooks Transporta-
tion Company? 
A. Personally, I would say there is at present a sufficient 
number of various forms of transportation to take care of the 
needs of Richmond. However, I am not familiar with the 
needs of other industries, and tlrn question would be very diffi-
cult to answer from the hroad angle. 
Q. If the facilities are suffieient to take care of the needs 
of a population of 200,000, it would necessarily b~ adequate to 
take care of the needs of 40,000 ·t 
A. Necessarily so. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Bazile: 
• Q. Where do you live T 
page 200 ~ A. Richmond. 
Q. Have you ever lived in Lynchburg? 
A. No. 
· Q. Have you ever spent an appreciable part of your time 
in Lynchburg? 
A. No, I have only been through the city. 
Q. You would not be. in position to express an opinion as to 
whether Lynchburg needed additional facilities? 
A. No. 
Q. You are in the business of making blotting paper and 
other paper commoditiesT · 
A. Printing paper and blotting paper. 
Q. That is not a perishable article in the sense that it would 
spoil if it was not delivered f 
I 
I 
I 
. I . 
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! 
A. It would spoil. It does not detertorate · but we would 
lose the order. ! 
Q. Do you ship in small or large quan;tities? 
A. Sometimes a large order hangs on a small order. 
Q. Ordinarily the person who orders blotting paper or 
printing paper would not need to have the paper delivered at 
ten o'clock at night. '1 · 
page 201 ~ A. No, not at night but wa:p.t it delivered in the 
day, early in the day. ! 
Q. It is the kind of man that goes to work in the morning 
at maybe seven thirty, isn't tha.t the kfud of man you sell 
to! I . 
. A. People we sell to or manufacture for, it is generally for 
a specific purpose. Usually the salesman goes out and sells 
the printed paper for a given purpose foir that printer. The 
paper is the last thing he will purchase.' He sets his forms 
and does everythi:rig else but order the p~per and a salesman 
will come in and this salesman convinces h\im to buy our paper 
and he says "You must have it here in four hours", and that 
is the reason we need very fast and efficient service. 
Q. Would any of the customers want the delivery of that 
paper between ten o'clock in the evening\ and midnight? 
A. I don't recall an occasion of that kind. I have had oc-
casions at other points that it would be deli\vered between three 
and four o'clock in the morning, but not in Lynch- · 
page 202 ~ burg~ ' 
Q. Have you ever shipped anything by the 
Knight Transfer Company? 1
1 
A. I have been solicited by the concern, but not, so far 
as I can recall, ever used them. 
Witness stood aside. 
4:15 P. M. The Commission recesses t ree minutes. 
page 203 ~ C. D. SEARSON, 
a witness introduced on behal of Brooks Trans-
portation Compa11y (objector), being :fir~t duly sworn, tes-
tified as follows: \ 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Judge Shewmake:· . 
Q. Your name is C. D. Searson, and you live in Richmond? 
106 Supreme Court of .Appeals of Virginia. 
C. D. Bea_rson. 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. With what business are you connected f 
A. I am with the International Harvester Company. 
Q. What position do you hold with that company? 
A. In the Shipping Department. 
· Q. How. long have you occupied that position T · 
A. I am foreman in the ltepair Department right now. I 
have been with the Harvester Company in that Department 
for four years. 
Q. During the last two years have you had occasion to see 
any of the service rendered your Company by the Brooks 
Transportation Company Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know anything of shipments that 
page 204 r have been made by your Company to Lynch burg 
by the Brooks line Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is it that you shipf 
A. We ship complete machines. This is a transfer house. 
We. ship complete machines and also ship parts. 
Q. And yon ship both truckloads and less truckloads T 
A. They are most all less truckloads. 
. Q. Have yon had occasion to use the facilities of the Brooks 
Transportation Company in other directions? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What can yon say as to the quality of the service of the 
Brooks Transportation Company¥ 
A. Never had any complaint we lmow of.· 
Q. Have you also had occasion to use either the Chesapeake 
_ & Ohio, Norfolk & Western or Railway Express Agency 7 
A. We mostly use the Express Company when we don't use 
the truck line. . 
Q. Do yon know of any reason, Mr. Searson, 
page 205 ~ why additional. transportation facilities should be 
provided between Richmond and Lynchburg, that 
is, by another truck line f · 
A. Not between the two points. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr .. Bazile: · , 
Q. You think the present service is snfficie~t between Rich-
mond and Lynchburg? 
A. So far as our service is concerned. 
I 
. . I 
S . .A., Jessup & W. J. Shepherd, etc., v. fommonwealth 
J. T. Wooldridge. \ 
Q. You are basing your opinion upoh, your business ex-
perience only Y I 
A. Yes. 1 1 Q. And you ship these big harvesting J;nachines by Brooks' 
trucksY 1 
A. Some of them. We have a lot of d~alers call for them. 
We had a big tractor to go out the othei night by Brooks. 
Q. Are they emergency shipments 7 \ 
A. Some of them. We had a tractor
1 
which weighed ten 
ton·s and Brooks called for it at six-thirty and delivered it in 
Roanoke the next morning. It went thi-ough Lynchburg. 
I 
' '11 Witness stood aside. 
i 
I 
page 206 } J. T. WOOLDRIDGE~ 
a witness introduced on behalf of Brooks Trans-
portation Company (objector), being first duly sworn, testi-
fied as follows : · , 
i. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
i 
By Judge Shewmake: · , 
Q. Your name js J. T. Wooldridge ana; you live in Lynch-
~~, i 
A. "£"es. · · 
Q. With what firm or eorporation are you connected Y 
A. Craddock-Terry Company. : 
Q. What is your position with the Cr~ddock-Terry Com-
pany? 
A. Traffic Manager. 
Q. Have you been in the courtroom dur·: g the taking of all 
testimony today Y . . .. 
A. Yes. 
Q. As a traffic man with Craddock-Ter.r are you interested 
in the traffic situation in connection with ynchburg1 
A. Yes. 
page 207 } Q. Do you consider yours lf reasonably in-. 
formed on iU 
A. Yes, reasonably so. 
Q. Do you know of any reason for any a dition to the trans;.; 
portation facilities between Richmond nd Lynchburg at 
presentY 
1 A. Not between Richmond and Lvnchburg no. 
Q. Hav_e you had occasion to patronize \1the Brooks Trans-
portation Company Y · 
\ 
I 
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J. T. Wooldridge . 
.A.. "Y"es. . Q. Will you tell the Commission something of the quality 
of the service rendered by that company T · _ 
A. It has been entirely satisfactory. We have not had 
any complaints of the service. 
Q. Have you heard any demand expressed generally in 
Lynchburg for additional service? 
A. No. 
Q. Have you heard any complaint of the service rendered 
by Brooks and the Railroads Y 
A. No. 
page 208 ~ CROSS EX1U\HNATION. 
By Mr. Bazile: 
Q. Mr. Wooldridge, do you know the members of your City 
Council? 
A. Not 100%. I know some of them. 
Q. You know who they are T 
A. Yes. 
Q. They are high standing and honorable gentlemen, are 
they noU 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. And they are the elected representatives of Lynchburg, 
are they not? 
.A.. Yes. 
Q. Have you heard of their action in asking the Commis-
sion to lift these restrictions Y • 
A. Yes. 
Q . .A.nd not-withstanding that, you say there is no need for 
the lifting of the restrictions? 
A. I was speaking of Craddock-Terry Company. 
Q. And your testimony is limited to Craddock-Terry? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And your Company makes shoes f 
page 209 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. And those are sold a month in advance f 
· A. No, we carry them in a stock department. 
Q. You usually have a day or two's notice, they are season-
able order~? 
A. No. 
Q. You try to fill your orders the day you receive them f 
A. Yes. · 
\ 
I 
I 
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· C. T. Steppe. I 
! 
Q. And the people yo'U, order shoes f~om you are not in 
the habit of receiving those shoes at tert o'clock at nighU 
A. No. . 
Q. Are any of the members of your City Council, as far 
as you lmow, traffic experts 7 
A. No. 
Q. As a general proposition, would you car.e to leave the 
traffic arrangements of your city to the people elected to the 
City Council. : 
A. Not thB City Council. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 210 } C. T. STEPPE, 
a witness introduced on behalf of Brooks Trans-
portation Company ( objector)~ being first duly sworn, testi-
fied as follows : · 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Judge Shewmake: 
Q. You live in Lynchburg too, do you n(\>t t 
A. Yes. 
Q. With what corporation are you con:q.ected T 
A. Barton-Jennings Hardware Corporation. · 
Q. Does your company have frequent ! occasions to make 
shipments to Richmond and receive shipments from Rich .. 
m~T i 
A. No. 
Q. Do you make any shipments to Richmond? 
A. Very rarely. , 
Q. Get any shipments from Richmond! I 
A. One shipment regularly, others occa ionally. 
Q. Who handles that T 
A. Railway Express. 
page 211 } Q. Do you consider yourself ,easonably familiar 
with the general traffic situat ·on in LynchburgT 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. You have been in the courtroom all p.ay and heard the 
testimony! I · 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know of any reason for the 1addition of a new 
motor vehiGle service between Richmondr 1 and Lynchburg Y 
A. The two points, no, as fa.r as our com any is concerned, 
the only one I am interested m. 
I 
po Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
0. T. Steppe. 
· ·Q. Do· you know of any reason generally speaking f 
A. I would not like to express my qpinion for other ship-
pers. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bazile: 
Q. Do you make any shipments over Brooks Transportation 
Company's Lines? · 
A. You mean from Lynchburg to Richmond f 
Q. Or other points Y 
A. We make local shipments over Brooks Transportation 
Lines on all of the places between Lynchburg and Richmond. 
We don't sell any goods 'as far East as Richmond. 
page 212 r We use Brooks Transportation on this line, local 
· shipments, some to Burkeville and to Farmville. 
I know we ship that far. -
Q. Do you use the Knight Transportation service for ship-
ments out of Lynchburg into the territory around Bucking-
ham, Dillwyn and that section Y 
A. Entirely. 
Q. Youse use that service eritirelyY 
A. Yes, practically entirely. 
Q. Is it a satisfactory. service f 
~Il~' . 
Q. And is that service necessary in that territory between 
Appomattox and Dillwyn f 
A. Some comparable service is necessary to that territory. 
I don't say this particular company. 
Q. Assuming no other company had a right to operate, is the 
service of Knight essential to the needs of that community t 
A. Very much so. 
Q. If the evidence should show that that service alone is 
· not sufficient to. support the operation of a service 
pag~ 213 r. from Lynchburg to Dillywyn with restrictions on 
the Appomattox, territory, and that a through 
service between Lynchburg and Richmond was necessary to 
support it, don't you think the public cqnvenience and neces-
sity of t]:te people living in the territory between Richmond and 
Lynchburg would demand the Knight service? 
A. I am sorry. I did not understand that question. Will 
you rea~ it please f . . . 
Note: Question read to witness Y 
I 
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C .. T. Steppe. 
A. Personally, if I were living in tha~ territory and ship-
ping goes in that territory, I could not \but sympathize with 
them. , 
Q. You think those people should have a through service 
in that territory? 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. Most of them are-removed from ~ny rail line service?· 
A. There is no rail service between Appomattox and Fork 
·union. I 
Q. And they are further removed from Brooks Transpor-
tation Company? I 
A. Yes, as far as distance is concerned. I could 
page 214 } not say anything about time. I 
Q. And you think the pu~lic convenience and 
·necessity of the people in that territory would demand a 
through operation between Lynchburg ~nd Richmond, and 
Richmond and Lynchburg if it is necessary to support the 
local service in that territory? 
A. I feel thnt they have a right to adequate service. 
Q. And if that is the only way they can get it, they ought 
to have iU 1 
A. I would not, of course, be in positiqn to say that. Tha.t 
is up to the State Corporation Commission. 
Q. But it is up to you to testify as t.o the need for the 
service. Of course it is up to the Commission to make the. 
decision. Your position is that someboµy ought to re~der 
that service. ' 
Commissioner Ozlin : Do- you mea1\ the Commission should 
compel them to operate it Y · · 
Mr. Bazile: No, Sir, the service is there. 
page 215 ~ Mr. Bazile: ' I · 
Q. I understood you to sty that public con-
venience and necessity, you think, requi es someone to ren-
der that service? 
A. I do. 
Q. And then I asked you if it is show . that the only way 
it could be rendered was to couple it up wi ha service between 
Lynchburg and Richmond f:lTid Richmo d and Lynchburg, 
don't you think public convenience and . ecessity would re-
quire that it should be rendered T I 
A. Isn't that a repetition of the question I answered 1 
Q. You answered it yes f ' 
A. Yes. 
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Mr. Shewmake: 
C. T. Steppe. 
RE-DIRECT. 
Q. If that community produced a gross revenue of $63.00 
per month, you would not say that there was a tremendous 
demand in that territory for this service Y 
A. The Community Mr. Bazile spoke oft 
. Q. Yes. 
A. It seems to me that $63.00 is a fair revenue from that 
territory. 
page 216 ~ RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Mr; Bazile: 
Q. And that takes into consideration the trip from Lynch-
burg to Appomattox added on to the 29 miles? 
A. I am not speaking of that, but the 29 mile territory. 
RE-DIRECT. 
Mr. Shewmake: 
Q. Do you know whether a truck can be sent -back and forth 
over 29 miles for that amount of $63.00 a month t 
Mr. Bazile: I object to that. 
Mr. Shewmake: I will withdraw the question. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Col. Leake: 
Q. I would like to ask you do you think in order to give 
· this local service, as you stated, it was necessary to have the 
· through service to tic 'in with that to enable them to operate, 
I understood yoi1 to state that you thought they should be 
allowed to do that. I will ask you if, having that through 
service would have an adverse effect on other 
page 217 ~ through traffic, are you still of that opinion f 
Mr. Bazile: There is no evidence to that effect. I object 
to that question. · 
Commissioner Hooker: Let him answer. 
A. Will you state the question again please, Sir? 
I 
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Col. Leake : I understood that you \stated in answei.9 fo 
Mr. Bazile's question that you thought! if it was necessary 
in order to give local service in the territory to tie on to that 
service through service that you thought the through service 
ought to be allowed; I-ask you do you think that is true re-
gardless of what effect it has on other through service that 
already exists f 
Mr. Bazile: Please note my objection. 
A. The only question I can answer or rather the only way 
I can answer that is the condition that already exists and the 
people located on the lines aerved by railroads 
page 218 r .and truck companies are getting service and have 
access to several different ty\pes of service, then 
I think the other community should at l~ast be served fairly 
adequately, which they are not, as I understand it. 
Q. Don't you think a comprehensive view has to be taken, 
of the entire situation and not made to depend on just the 
mere view taken by Mr. Bazile? 
A. I am not taking any position along that line. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 219 r Judge Shewmake : After the record has been 
made up, we would like to have leave to :file a 
short brief on the mot.ion made this morning to dismiss. I 
think I can get it in within five days if -the Commission wants 
it, only if the Comission thinks it will be :helpful. 
Mr. Bazile : In view of the fact that the Commission has· 
taken an opposite position to that taken· by Mr. Shewmake, 
we would like to be heard if the Commission has any idea. of 
entertaining his motion, and I would like to say that we again, 
in the conclusion of this case, invoke the decision of the Com-
mission in the To,vns·-,J es sup controver~ about the route 
from Luray to Front Royal, and we subrtjlt the ruling of the 
Commission in that case in principle governs and controls this 
case, and the facts in this case are even strt1 .. nger for the appli-
cation of the principle because in that ase it was only a 
mountain that separated the two roads, and in 
page 220 ~ this case we have the greatest river in :Virginia 
that separates the operations.J 
Commissioner Hooker: Do you wish t file briefs or not f 
Judge Shewmake: It seems to· me that the burden that 
these petitioners now have is to prove convenience and neces-
sity, public convenience and necessity, and that has not been 
successfully carried out, and I believe thei Commission could 
i 
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dismiss on that ground alone. Without passing on my motion, 
if the Commission should decide the case on that ground, the 
Commission could advise us later on. 
Commissioner,.Rooker: Does the Commission understand 
you want us to take it under advisement f 
Mr. Bazile: I would like to file a brief on the point that 
when the Commission decided this former case-
Commissioner. Ozlin: In other words, yon want to file a 
brief. How much time do you want f 
page 221 ~ Mr. Bazile: It depends on how soon I can get 
the record. 
Commissioner Hooker: Suppose you file your briefs ten 
days after you get the record. Filed simultaneous briefs. 
Mr. Shewmake: vVe ar<~ faced with this condition. This 
carrier is operating admittedly illegally. 
Commissioner Hooker: I understood he had stopped. 
Mr. Bazile: He said he was operating as a contract car-
rier. 
Judge Shewmake= This carrier is operating illegaily as a 
contract carrier or illegally as a common carrier over the 
route over which he has no certificate. 
Commissioner Hooker: We want to get that 
page 222 ~ straightened out, Mr. Bazile. 
Mr. Bazile: I don't know anything about it 
, except what he tells me. 
Commissioner Hooker: I will say in t1ie presence of coun-
sel that we will have him checked again, and if necessary again 
after that, and if we catch him violating the Iaw, we wiil 
issue a rule against him. 
Judge Shewmake: And after that rule is issued could he 
be ordered to desist T 
Commissioner Hooker: It does not take long to try a rule .. 
He just has to have ten days' notice. 
Commissioner Hooker: The Commission will take tlle mat-
ter under advisement. 
) I 
page 223 ~ The following stipulation is filed in lieu of Ex-
hibit #1: 
Before the 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA .. 
In the matter of the joint petition of S. A. Jessup and W. J. 
Shepherd, owners of Certificates Nos. 313-C and 321-C, 
Rapid Transit Lines, Incorporated, Lessee, and B. J .. 
Knight, Sub-lessee of said certificates .. 
' I 
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Case No. 6686. 
It is hereby stipulated between the parties hereto, by coun-
sel, that: . 
Under authority of Certificate No. F-384, acquired by 
Brooks Transportation Company, Incorporated, by purchase 
from the Southern Passenger Motor Li~e on December 23, 
1936, Brooks Transportation Company, Incorporated, is au-
thorized to transport property, as a commbn carrier, by means 
of motor vehicles between Richmond and ~ynchburg, Virginia, 
over U. S. Highway No. 60, State·.Highw~y No. 45 and U.S. 
Highway No. 460, passing throug·h the towns of Midlothian, 
Powhatan, Cumberland, Farmville, Prospect, Pamplin, Ap-
pomattox and Concord. This operation continues from Lynch-
burg to Roanoke, Virginia, over U.S. Highway No. 460, pass-
ing through the towns of Bedford, Blue ltidge and Vinton. 
Under Certificate No. 313 ... C acquired py S. A .. Jessup by 
purchase from M. W. Nuckols, which ce:rtificate was issued 
April 13, 1933, S. A. Jessup is authorized to transport prop-
erty as a common carrier by means of motor vehicles between 
Dillwyn and Lynchburg, Virginia, over highway routes 15, 
60, 24 and 460, passing through the towris of Sprouses Cor-
ner, Buckingham, Appomattox and Coucotd, with restrictions 
that no service shall be rendered betwe~n Appomattox and 
Lynchburg or intermediate points, and petween Lynchburg 
and Appomattox or intermediate points. 
page 224 ~, Under authority of Certifi~ate No. 321-C ac-
quired by S. A. Jessup by purchase from V. 0. 
Newton, which certificate was issued October 5, 1933, S. A. 
Jessup is authorized to transport propert~ as a common car-
rier by means of motor vehicles between Jtichmond and Dill-
wyn. Vh·ginia. over routes Nos. 6 and ~5, passing through 
the towns of Crozier, Goochland Courthouse, George's Tev-
ern, Columbia, Dixie, Fork Union, Bredio Bluff and New 
Canton, with the restrictions that '' no s rvice shall be ren-
dered between Appomattox and Lynchb ,rg or intermediate 
points and between Lynchbur~· and Appo. attox or interme-
diate points; no freight shall be taken o at Richmond for. 
delivery in Lynchburg and no freight s all be taken on at 
Lynchburg for delivery in . Richmond; o freight shall be 
taken on at Richmond or Fork Union or i termediate points, 
except freight destined to some point w · st of Fo1·k Union 
and no freig·ht shall be delivered a Riehm nd or Fork Union, 
or intermediate points except freight originating at points 
west of Fork Union.'' · 
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Subsequeiit to acquiring said certificates, S. A. Jessup 
transferred his interest in the same to W. J. ·Shepherd, which 
transfer was approved by the .State Corporation Com.mis-
sion, and subsequent thereto S. A. Jessup and W. J. Shep-
herd leased the routes to the Rapid Transit Lines, Incor-
porated, which lease was approyed by the State Corporation 
Commission; and subsequent thereto the Rapid Transit Lines 
sub-leased a part of said routes to B. J. Knight, which sub-
lease was also approved by the State Corporation. Commis-
sion. · 
OSCAR L. SHEWMAKE, 
Counsel for Brooks Transportation Com-
pany, Incorporated. 
LEON M. BAZILE, 
· Counsel for Petitioners. 
D. H. LEAKE, 
Counsel for Chesapeake & Ohio Railway 
Company, Norfolk & Western Railway 
Company, and Railway Express Agency, 
Incorporated. 
ABRAM P. STAPLES, 
Attorney General of Virginia. 
page 225 ~ Loe.al and Long 
Distance Hauling 
Furniture Moving 
A Specialty 
. Phones 
Day 4601 
Night. 4977 
KNIGHT 
TRANSFE-R 
LYNCHBURG, 
VA. 
Hauling· 
Contractors 
909 Commerce Street 
A Pick-up and Delivery Service 
6686 Knight 
Exhibit No. 2 
Filed MAR 3 1939 
B Bailiff. 
For a period of five months total gross revenue $2,698.55. 
Of this amount $2,383.03 represents the amount of the in-
come handled from Richmond, Virginia, to Lynchburg and 
vice versa, including local points. · 
The amount of revenue for handling local traffic from 
Lynchburg to points served by the Richmond Lynchburg 
Freight Line amounts to $315.52. 
I 
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THROUGH SCHEDULES BETWEEN 1YNCHBURG 
ELLETT 
EXHIBIT NO. 3 
FILED MAR 3 1939 
/ 
AND RICHMOND, VA. 
FREIGHT SERVICE 
. . . . . . . B ....... Bailiff. 
EASTBOUND WESTBOUND. 
6:45 PM Mon 11 :45 PM Mon 7:00 AM Tues Lv Lynchburg Ar 7:25 AM Tues 
See Note {A) Ar Burkevme
1
• Lv 
9:30 PM 6:00 AM 10:00 AM Ar Crewe 
I 
Lv 4:05 AM Tues 
11:30 PM 11:30 AM LvCrewe I Ar 10:00 PM 2:45 AM 
1 :30 AM Tues 1:55 PM Tues Ar Petersbur~ (Seacoast) Lv 7:35 PM Mon 12:50 AM Tues 
! 
VIA BURKEVILLE, VA., AND SOU1HERN RY. 
I 
11:30 PM Mon 11:30 PM Tues Lv Burkeville; Ar 9:50 PM 2:30 AM 
3:00 AM Tues 3:00 AM Wed Ar Richmond! Lv 7:20 PM Mon {x)12:05 AM Tues 
VIA PETERSBURG, VA., AN!f ~CL RY. 
I 
5:36 AM Tues 2:35 PM Tues Lv Petersburg 
7:20 AM Tues 4:45 PM Tues Ar Richmond 
6:00 AM Tues 
7:00 AM Tues 
I 
VIA PETERSBURG, VA.; AND $AL RY. 
I 
6:00 AM Wed 
7:00 AM Wed 
Lv Petersburg 
Ar Richmonq 
I 
Ar 11:15 AM 7:15 PM 
Lv 9:50 AM Mon 6:05 PM Mon 
Ar 2:31 AM 7:56 PM. 
Lv 1:00 AM Mon 7:10 PM Mon 
Time vin Sou Ry 
Time via ACL Ry 
Time via SAL Ry 
8' 15" 
12' 35" 
12' 15" 
27' 15" 
17' O" 
31' 15" 
20' 05" 
9' 45" 
24', O" 
12' 05" 7' 20" 
21'.35" 13' 20" 
301'25" 12' 15" 
Note: (A) Shipments are handled between Burkeville, Va., and Crewe, Va., by yard engine. 
(x) Train operates daily except Sunday. j 
Solid cars of LCL Mdse freight are operated daily in both direction~ between Lynchburg and Richmond via each the ACL 
and SAL. These cars leave Lynchburg at 6:45 PM, and on the revetse movement arrive Lynchburg at 7:25 AM-affording 
first AM delivery in each instance. ! 
No.16 
1:50 AM 
5:00 AM 
EXPRESS SERVICE 
No. 4 No. 24 j 
11 :40 AM 2:10 PM Lv Lynchburg Ar 
2:35 PM 5:45 PM Ar Petersbu,-g Lv 
VIA ATLANTIC COAST LINE R~ILROAD 
No. 23 
3:20 PM 
11:30 AM 
No. 23 No. 28 
7:15 AM 
7:55 AM 
No. 26 
3:10 PM 
3:50 PM 
No. 80 
5:55 PM 
6:45 PM 
Lv Petersb j g 
'Ar Richmord 
Ar 11:00 AM 
Office Supt. Transportation, N&W Ry., 
Roanoke, Virginia, March 1, 1939 
Lv 10:20 AM 
No. 3 
5:57 PM 
3:10 PM 
No. 25 
2:40 PM 
1:55 PM 
No.15 
3:00 AM 
11:35 PM 
No. 41 
11:05 PM 
10:25 PM 
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page 227} THE CHESAPEAKE ANti OHIO RAILWAY 
. . COMPANY I , .• 
Biegen 
Exhibit No. 4 
Filed MAR 3 1939 
B Bailiff. 
i 
LCL SCHEDULES AND CAR LOAD SCHEDULES-BE-
. TWEEN RICHMOND AND LY1NCHBURG · 
I 
The freight house at Richmond is opeJ for receipt and de-
livery of freight from 8 :00 A. M., to 4 :0() P. M., dai1y except 
Saturday and Sunday; Saturday 8:00 A.;M., to 2:00 P. M. _ 
The freight house at Lynchburg is open for receip.t and 
delivery of freight 8 :00 A. M., to 5 :00 iP. M., daily, except 
Saturday and Sunday; Saturday 8 :00 Al M., to 1 :00 P. M. 
LCL freight from Richmond to Lynchburg is received daily 
at the Richmond f reigbt houses up to 5 :00 P. M.,-and loaded in 
solid cars for Lynchburg. These cars: leave Richmond in 
. No. 95 _at 9 :30 P. M., and arrive in Lynchburg at 4 :50 A. M., 
where they are placed at the freight house. 
Car load freight between Richmond and Lynchburg is han-
dled on the same train and in the same i manner. . -
LCL freight from Lynchburg .to Richmond is r~ceived in 
Lvnchburg up to 3 :00 P. M., and placed in solid cars for 
Richmond. This car is put in :No. 94 at Lynchburg at 3 :30 : 
P. M .. a.nil arrives in Richmond at 11 :45 P. M., and placed 
at the freight house for unloading at 8 :00 A. M., the next 
morning. · I 
Car load freight between Lynchburg and Richmond is 
handled on the same train and in the same mannner. 
, , I 
page 228 ~ THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO RAILWAY 
COMPANY 
Bailey 
Exhibit No. 5. l ·· · · 
Filed MAR 3 1939 . 
B Bailiff. 
Comparative statement of tonnage ( undred-weight) and 
revenue for the year 1938 showing total ijocal L. C. L. freight 
handled between Richmond and Lynchburg on The Chesa-
peake and Ohio Railway Company territory specified in ap-
nlicntion for certificate of public convenience and necessity 
filed with the Virginia State -Corporation Commission. 
120 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia . 
.A. pplicoot Territory 
Richmond and Lynchburg, Va. · S. A. Jessup and W. J. Shep-
herd-
The Rapid Transit Lines, Inc., 
Lessee, 
and 
. B. J. Knight, Sub-Lessee. 
From 
Richmond 
Lrnchburg 
To 
Lynchburg 
Richmond 
Auditor of Revenues, 
File .A-754-82-86-90. 
Dept. File F-260-167. 
l,ebruary 23, 1939. 
Year 1938 
Weight Revenu,e 
342,443 $1,752.56 
164,747 519.57 
507,190 $2,272.13 
page 229 ~ THE CHESAPEAKE .AND OHIO RAILWAY 
· COMPANY. 
(forriparative statement of tonnage (hundred-weight) and 
revenue for the Year 1938, showing total local carload freight 
handled between Richmond and Lynchburg on The Chesa-
peake and Ohio Railway Company, territory specified in ap-
plication for certificate of public convenience and necessity 
filed with the Virginia State Corporation Commission. 
.From To Cars Weight Revenue .Commodity 
Richmond Lynchburg 3 203,100 s 207.16 Grd tobacco stems-
Fertz. Matl. 
" " 2 49,962 94.93 Corrigated Paper Boxes 
" " 1 59,925 125.84 Cases Roe Herring 
" " 1 37,500 75.00 Potatoes 
" " 1 77,700 178.71 Beains Channels & 
Angles 
" " 1 25,434 53.41 Cast Ranges, CrtcL 
" " 1 72,200 73.64 Tankage 
" " 9 760,400 970.85 Scrap Iron 
" " 10 499,897 786.39 T/C Fuel Oil 
" " 23 1,115,469. 1,784.62 T/C Kerosene 
" " 74 2,464,999 3,628.66 Waste Paper 
" " 335 20,987;763 34,757.96 T /C Gasoline 
461 26,354,349 342)737 .17 
i 
S. A. Jessup & W. J. Shepherd, etc., v. Jommonwealth 
Auditor of Revenues, I 
121 
Fi.le A-754-82-86-90. i 
Dept. File F-260-167. 
February 23, 1939. 
page 230 } THE CHESAPEAKE A,ND
1
: OHIO RAIL W A.Y 
COMPANY. · 
Comparative statement of tonnage (hµndred-weight) and 
revenue for the year 1938 showing total ~~cal L. C. L. freight 
handled between Lynchburg and Richmpnd on The_ Chesa-
peake and Ohio Railway Company territory specified in ap-
plication for certificate of public convenience and necessity 
filed with the Virginia State Corporation Commission. 
From To Cars Weight Revenue Commodity 
Lynchhul'g Richmond 35 1,714,009 $2,225.38 Cast Iron Pipe 
" " 104 4,745,413 5,981.01 · Rolls Wood Pulpboard 
" " 1 19,818 51. 53 i Iron Molds Ingot on Skids 
" " 2 70,900 83. 62 i Waste Tobacco in bulk (Fertz. Matl.) 
" " 1 41,600 . 70. 72 ! Scrap Lead 
" " 1 24,000 57. 60 I Empty Tank Car Tank 
" " 1 14,365 37. 35 
1 
Hhgds. Tobacco 
145 6,630,105 $8,507.211 
Auditor of Revenues, 
File A-754-82-86-90. 
Dept. File F-260-167. 
February 23, 1939. 
page 231 } RAILWAY EXPRESS AGE~OY, INC., SCHED-
ULE OF EXPRESS .SERVICE BETWEEN 
RICHMOND, VA., AND LY.NCHBU .0, VA. 
Horton 
Exhibit No. 6 
Filed MAR 3 1939 
B Bailiff. 
122 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virg~nia. 
From Arrive From Arrive 
Richmond Lynchburg Lynchburg · Richmond 
sou. 7 6:30 A. M. 2:15 P. M. N&W 16 1:50 A. M. 7:55 A. M. 
C&O 9 8:40 A. M. 1:50 P. M. C&O 12 3:03 A. M. 8:20 A. M. 
N&W 23 10:20 A. M. 3:20 P. M. sou 8 4:10 A. M. 11:15 A. M. 
N&W 3 1:55 P. M. 5:57 P. M. sou 14 7:05 A. M. 5:30 P. M. 
· C&O 11 5:15 P. M. 10:20 P. M. C&O 10 11:38 A. M. 4:50 P. M. 
sou t9 6:10 P. M. 1:55 A. M. N&W 4 11:50 A. M. a·:50 P. M. 
N&W 15 10:25 P. M. 3:00 A. M. N&W24 2:10 P. M. 6:45 P. M. 
sou 11 11:35 P. M. 6:35 A.·M. sou 12 11:33 P. M. 8:10 A. M. 
SCHEDULE OF EXPRESS RA TES 
· First Class Express Rate $1 . 45 
· Second Class "- " 1. 09 
COMMODITY RATE TARIFF I. C. C. No. 3217 
RATES 1st 
.66 
2nd 
.56 
3rd 
.46 
67% 
.44 
4th 
. 36 
5th 
.33 . 
page 232 } THIS LEASE AND AGREEMENT made this 
8th day of ,November, 1937, by and between S. A. 
:Jessup, of Charlottesville, Virginia, and W. J. Shepherd, of 
Buckingham, Virginia; parties of the first part (hereinafter 
sometimes ref erred .to as "Lessors"), and Rapid Transit 
Lines, Inc., a Virginia corporation, party of the second part 
(hereiriafter sometimes referred to as "Lessee"), 
WITNESSETH: 
.Jn consideration of the premises, of the mutual covenants 
hereinafter mentioned between the parties hereto, and of the 
rents specified to be paid, it is hereby covenanted and agreed 
between said parties as follows : 
1. The parties of .the first part _ agree to lease, and do 
hereby let and lease to the party of the second part, all of 
~he franchises, privileges, permits and rights relating to the 
transportation or conveyance of freight, which have been is-
s11ed or granted by the Commonwealth of Virginia through 
the Virginia State Corporation Commission to either of said 
Lessors, or otherwise acquired by them or either of them, 
being more specifically the franchises, permits, privileges and 
· rights covered by the following permits and described as fol-
lows:· 
'Permit No. F-387, covering route between Charlottesville 
and Richmond over U. S. route 250, via Ferncli:ff; 
S. A .• Jessup & W. J. Shepherd, etc., ,v. Commonwealth 123 
·I 
-I . ' 
Permit No. F-.366, covering route be~een ·Charlottesville 
·and Richmond, via Scottsville and ForlfUnion; · · ... 
. _ Permit No. 3210, covering. route between Richmond and 
Dillwyn, via Columbia and Fork Union; 
Permit No. 3130., covering route between Dillwyn and 
Lynchburg, via Appomattox. · · 
2. The term of this Lease is ·to be 151 years from the date 
hereof, provided, however, that either of the Lessors may, at. 
will, terminate the Lease after not less \ than 90 days' notice 
to the Lessee. 
3. The Lessee agrees to p~y for the ;use of _the aforesaid 
lines hereby leased, a rental equal to. ;one-third of the net 
income received by the Lessee from operations over the above 
mentioned routes, after deduction for :depreciation and in-
terest, and . all taxes, except franchise. taxes on the above 
leased lines, provided, however, that if the Les-
page 233 ~ sors' share of such net income in any one year 
is not sufficient to pay satd franchise taxes in 
.full, the Lessors shall be reimbursed for such deficiency out 
of the Lessee's share of said net income for such year; and 
provided further, that said rental shall be computed each 
year as of the close of business on December 31, and there-
after shall be paid in equal quarterly installments during the 
year following the year in which such :rental accrued, with-
out interest, except that interest shall accrue at the rate of. 
6% per annum upon installments of rent past due. 
4. -The Lessee hereby agrees to ke~p proper records of 
all freight handled over the above routes, and to make all 
such records and all corporate and other:records of the Lessee 
accessible for inspection to -either of the Lessors or their 
agents, upon request. . 
5. The Lessee agrees to comply with all laws of the Com-
monwealth of Virginia and rules, orders and regulations of 
the State Corporation Commission, particularly with reE!pect 
to furnishing safe and suitable equipm~nt, competent opera-
tors, and adequate terminal facilities, dnd shall strictly con-
form to all schedules of operation prescribed or approved by 
said State Corporation Commission .. In the event of the fail-
ure of the Lessee to perform any of the obligations assumed 
by it in this paragraph, the Lessors may, or either of them, 
for the purpose of preventing the forfeiture of their franchise 
rights, immediately and without notic~ to the Lessee, take 
over said lines and again operate the same. 
6. The Lessee agrees, during the herein demised term, 
that it will neither directly nor indirectly make application 
for or operate under any franchises, licepses or certificates of 
124 . Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
·public convenience and necessity over any other route or 
routes, or parts thereof, now operated by the Lessors, nor 
will the Lessee Operate over the herein leased route except 
as Lessee hereunder. 
7. The covenants, privileges and obligations of the Lessors 
and Lessee hereunder shall inure to the benefit of and be 
obligatory upon the successors and assigns of the Lessors 
and Lessee. 
8. The Lessors each agree that in the event 
page 234 r either of them at any time during the term of this 
Lease proposes to sell his interest in the leased 
lines or any part thereof, to any party or parties other than 
_the other Lessor, that the Lessee shall have an option to pur-
chase the interest so proposed to be sold at a price not in 
excess of and upon terms at least as ~avorable to the Le~see 
as the price and terms proposed to be g1 ven to such other party 
or parties interested in such purchase. 
9. This Lease and Agreement is subject to the approval of 
the Virginia State Corporation Commission, but shall be bind-
ing from the date hereof upon the parties hereto in accord-
ance with the terms hereof, except in so far as this Lease and 
Agreement or any part hereof may be disapproved by said 
Commission. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties of the :first part 
have hereunto set their hands and seals and the party of 
the second part has caused its corporate name to be signed 
hereto by its Vice-President and its seal to -be hereto affixed 
and attested by its Secretary, all as of the day and year first 
above written. 
S. A. JESSUP 
S. A. JESS.UP 
W. J. SHEPHERD 
W. J. SHEPHERD 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
Signed, sealed and delivered as to S. A. Jessup and W. J. 
Shepherd in the presence of: 
. J. B. ANTHONY, . 
Charlottesville, Va. · 
RAPID TRANSIT LINES, INC. 
By M. K. SHEPHERD 
Vice-President. 
Attest: 
W. J. SHEPHERD, Secret_ary. 
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Signed, sealed and delivered as to Rapid Transit Lines, 
Inc., in the presence of : \ 
JOHN C. SPENCER I 
Buckingham, Va. 
page 235 r COMMONWEALTH OF VI~GINIA 
. I 
STATE CORPORATION CO~MISS!ON. 
I 
City of Richmond, 19th day of November, 1937. 
I 
! 
MOTOR VEHICLE FILE NO. 5702. 
I 
In the matter of the lease of Certificates Nos. 313-C, 321-C, 
F-366 and F-387 to Rapid Transit Lin~s, Incorporated. 
I 
The agreement of lease between S. A~ Jessup and W. J. 
Shepherd, and Rapid Transit Lines, In~orporated, covering 
lease of Certificates Nos. 313-0, 321-C, F!'-366 and F-387, au-
thorizing freight service between Dillwb7n and Lynchburg, 
via Appomattox; Richmond and Dillwy~, via Columqia. and 
Fork Union; Charlottesville and Richmond, via Ferncliff; re-
spectively, appearing to be in all respects[regular and in com-
pliance with the requirements of the State Corporation Com-
mjssion: 'I 
IT IS ORDERED that the said lease pe, and the same is 
hereby approved; effective December 1, 1937, for a period of 
fifteen years. or until the further order of the Commission. 
I 
page 236 r THIS LEASE AND AGR]1JEMENT made this 
20th day of June, J938, by ant between the Rapid 
Transit Line, Inc., a Virg·inia Corporatio of Charlottesville, 
Virginia, parties of the first part herein fter sometimes re-
f erred to as "Lessors", and B. J. Ku· .ht, 909 Commerce 
.Street, Lynchburg, Virginia, party of th second part here,.. 
inaner sometimes called "Lessee". 
WITNESSETH: 
In con~ideration of the premises, of the mutual covenants 
hereinafter mentioned between the partiea hereto, and of the 
126 Supreme <Jourt of Appeals of Virginia. 
-rents specified to be paid, which is hereby covenanted and 
agreed between. said parties as follows : 
1. The parties of the first part agree to lease, and do hereby 
let and lease to the party of the second par.t, all of the fran-
chises, privileges, permits and rights relating to the trans-
poration or conveyance of freight, which have been issued 
or granted by the :Commonwealth of Virginia through the Vir-' 
ginia State Corporation Commission to said Lessee. Being 
more specifically, the franchises, permits, privileges, and 
rights covered by the following permits and described as fol-
lows: 
The Lessor agrees to lease to the said Lessee all the rights 
and privileges to operate a local freight line between Lynch-
burg and Buckingham Courthouse, via Appomattox, with re-
strictions from Lynchburg to Appomattox and Appomattox 
to Lynchburg: This being the same_ restrictions which may 
be referred to now in the office of the State Corporation Com-
mission in Richmond, Virginia, being part of a permit number 
313-C, issued to S. A. Jessup, September 24, 1934, and wliich 
said permit along with other permits, namely; F-366, F-387, 
and 321-C. These being the same permits that S. A. Jessup 
later assigped half interest in said permits to W. J. Shep-
herd, and these also being the same permits that was leased 
to the Rapid Transit Lilles, Inc., by said .Jessup and Shep-
herd.· 
It is further understood and agreed by the Lessor and Les-
see that the lessee may have the rig·ht and quiet possession 
-to operate freight trucks between Buckingham and Dillwyn, 
Virginia, over the same route or franchise covered by per-
mit number 313-C being same permit between Buckingham 
, Courthouse and .Lynchburg, with the understand- · 
-page 237 ~ that the Lessee will not handle local freight be-
tween Dillwyn and Buckingham. It is also un-
derstood that both parties hereto that the party of the sec-
-ond part shall have the rig·ht to operate over permit number 
321.-C, between Richmond and Dillwyn, via Fork Union, with 
the understanding· that party o~ the second part will not pick 
up or deliver any freight between Richmond and Dillwyn; 
In other words, the party of the second part is to operate 
with closed doors between Richmond and Buckingham Court-
house. 
2. The term of this lease is to be one year from date hereof. 
i 
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3. The Lessee agrees to pay for the Jse of the aforesaid 
line hereby leased FIVE PER CENT ( 5%.) on all gross earn .. 
ings for the :first two months, providing g~oss earnings do·not 
exceed FIFTY DOLLARS ($50.00) per month, and for the re-
maining ten months, Lessee agrees to pay the sum of FIFTY 
DOLLARS ($50.00) per month to Lessor. Les~ee further 
agrees that W. J. Shepherd- or his Agent may have access to 
Lessee's books if Shepherd so desires, and Lessee agrees to 
keep an accurate set of books on the abo~e mentioned opera-
tion. Lessee further agrees to operate his line in accordance 
with the rules and regulations of the· State Corporation Com-
mission, and pay said Corporation Comniission, two per cent 
(2%) on all gross earnings which is provided by law. 
It is further understood by both parties hereto that in 
event the. Lessee desires to buy from the: Lessor that part of 
the above mentioned franchise between Lynchburg and Buck-
ingham Courthouse. This being only a part of. permit num-
ber 313-C, and the Lessor agrees to sell to the Lessee that 
part last above mentioned between Lynchburg arid Bucking-
ham Court House together with restricted operating rights 
or closed doors between Buckingham and Dillwyn, Virginia, 
and over permit number 321-C between Dillwyn and Rich-
µiond, Virginia, via Fork Union, with the same restrictions 
above mentioned in this contract, 
Party of the second part, if· he so desires any time during 
the life of this contract, ma7.i buy the above men-
page 238 ~ tioned operation, and permits with same restric-
tions hereinabove mentioned~ and agrees to pay 
the sum of FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($5,000.00) to 
party of the first part for the above mentioned privileges. 
It iR further agreed by both parties her~to that all the money 
payed to party of the :first part by parties of the secQnd part 
during the term of this lease shall be credited on. the five 
thousand dollars option, or purchase price. 
I 
I 
I 
AND IT IS FURTHER understoodland agreed by· the 
party of the first part that if the part of the second part 
decides to purchase this franchise an privileges that he 
may pay for same in Fifty Dollar mont ly installments, and. 
notes bearing six per cent (6%) interesl from date of note. 
IT IA ALSO TTNDERSTOOD this lease is subject to ap-
proval of the Virginia State CorporatiJn Commission. 
128 Supreme Court. of Appeals Qf Virginia. 
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS THIS June 
20, 1938. 
RAPID TRAi~SIT LINE, INC. 
W. J. SHEPHERD, Sect. 
S. A. JESSUP, Pres. 
B. J. KNIGHT. 
page 239 ~ COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION. 
City of Richmond 21st day of June, 1938. 
MOTOR VEHICLE FILE NO. 5442. 
In the matter of the lease of certain rights under Certificates 
· Nos. 313-C and 321-C to B. J. Knight by the Rapid Transit 
Lines, Incorporated. 
- The agreement of lease between the Rapid Transit Lines, 
Incorporated, and B. J. Knight, covering lease of certain 
rig·hts under Certificates Nos. 313-C and 321-C, permitting 
the said B. J. Knig·ht to operate motor vehicles in furnishing 
freight service between Lynchburg and Buckingham Court-
· house, with restrictions between Lynchburg and Appomat-
tox; Buckingham and Dillwyn, with restrictions as to local 
service between these points; and between Richmond and 
Dillwyn, with the understanding he will not pick up or de-
liver any freight between Richmond and Dillwyn, being in 
all respects reg-ular and in compliance with the requirements 
of the State Corporation Commission: 
IT IS ORDERED that the said lease be, and the same is 
hereby, approved, for a period of one year from date of lease, 
or until the further order of the Commission. 
page 240 ~ COMMONWE.ALTH OF VIRGINIA 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION. 
City of Richmond, 18th day of March, 1939. 
Case No. 6686. 
In the matter of the joint petition of S. A. Jessup and W. J. 
Shepherd, owners of Certificates Nos. 313-C and 321-C, 
I 
I 
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Rapid Transit Lines, Incorporated, ILessee, and B. J. 
Knig·ht, Sub-lessee of said certificate~. 
I 
The joint petition of S. A. Jessup and ,v. J. Shepherd, 
owners of Certificates Nos. 313-C, authotizing freight service 
between Dillwyn and Lynchburg, Virgii!tia, with certain re-
strictions, and 321-0, authorizing freig;ht service between 
Richmond and Dillwyn, Virginia, with certain restrictions, 
Rapid Transit Lines, Incorporated, Lessee, and B. J. Knight, 
Sub-lessee of said certificates, seeking' the removal of the 
following restriction: ' 
''No freight shall be taken on at Ric~ond for delivery in 
Lynchburg and no freight shall be taken on at Lynchburg 
for delivery in Richmond,'' : 
came on to be heard on the 3rd day of March, 1939, and the 
Commission having heard the testimony lof witnesses and ar-
guments of counsel and not being advi~ed of its decision in . 
the premises, took the case under advis~ment; and 
Now, having maturely considered the :matter and being of 
opinion from the law and the evidence th~t the petition. should 
be denied: : 
IT IS ORDERED that the said peti~ion seeking removal 
of the restriction set forth above me, and the same is hereby, 
denied. I 
page 241 ~ Opinion: Hooker, Commissioner. 
I 
On February 1, 1939, the joint petition of S. A. Jessup and 
W. J. Shepherd, owners of Certificates[ Nos. 313-C, author-
izing freight service between DillWJi)l and Lynchburg, 
Virginia, with certain restrictions, land 321~0, author-
izing freight service between Richmon8. and Dillwyn, Vir-
ginia, with certain restrictions, Rapid ransit Lines, Incor-
porated, Lessee, and B. J. Knig·ht, Sub- essee of said certifi-
cates, was filed, seeking the removal of he following restric-
tion: 
"No freight shall be taken on at Ric ond for delivery in 
Lynchburg and no freight shall be taken on at Lynchburg 
for delivery in Richmond," 1 
I 
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~vhich petition c~e pn to b~ p.ea!d by th~ Commis~io~ on the 
3rd day of March~ 1939, at ~h1ch hearmg pernuss1on was 
given to file briefs, which wa~ subsequently done, and the 
Uommission entered its order in this matter on the 18th day 
·of March, 1939, denying the petition, from which order this. 
appeal has been noted.- · · ... 
· The Commission's power to grant certificates of public con-
·venience and necessity or to enlarge any outstanding certifi-
cate. is governed by Section 4097y (6), Sub-sections (c) and 
(d), of the Code of Virginia: 
" ( c) Upon the :filing of an application for a certificate of 
public convenience and necessity, the commission shall, within 
a reasonable time, fix a time and place of hearing of such 
· . application. If the commission shall find the pro-
page 242 ~ posed operation justified it shall issue a certificate 
to the applicant, subject to such terms·, limitations 
and restrictions as the c,0mmission may deem proper. If 
:the commission shall find the proposed operation not justi-
jied, the· application shall be d~nied. No certificate shall be 
granted to an applicant proposing to operate over the route 
· ·of any holder of a certificate when the public convenience 
and necessity with respect to such route is being adequately 
served by such ce.rtificate holder·; and no certificate shall be 
granted to an applicant proposing to operate over the route 
of any holder of a certificate unless and until it shall be proved 
to the satisfaction of the commission that the service ren-
dered by such certificate holder, over the said route, is inade-
quate to the public needs ; and if the commission shall be of 
opinion that the service rendered by such certificate holder 
over the said route is in any respect inadequate to the public 
needs, such certificate holder shall be given reasonable time 
and opportunity to remedy such inadequacy before any cer-
tificate shall be granted to an applicant proposing to oper-
ate over such route. 
" ( d) In determining whether the certificate required by 
Sections 4097y (1) to 4097y (13m) shall be granted the eom-
misson may among other things, consider the p'resent trans-
portation facilities over the proposed route of the applicant, 
the volume of traffic over such route, the financial condition 
of the applicant, and the condition. of the highway over the 
proposed route or routes.'' 
. The first question to be· decided in this matter is whether 
or not there are reasonably adequate transportation facilities 
nQw being· offered tbe public to meet the ·reasonable needs of 
. the shippers and receivers of freight within the cities of 
S. A .• Jessup & W. J. Shepherd, etc., v. ~omm.onwealth 131 
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I 
Richmond and Lynchburg·, Virginia, th~re being· no conten-
tion that the intermediate territory is :not now adequately 
served. Briefly, the facts are that the Norfolk and Western 
Railway Company., Chesapeake and OhiQ Railway Company, 
Railway Express Agency, Incorporated., and Brooks Trans-
portation Company., Incorporated, all are render-
page 243 ~ ing daily service betwe.en th~ cities of Richmond 
and Lynchburg, Virginia, an<;\ the evidence of v~~ 
rious witnesses is fo the effect that there is reasonable and 
of freight to and from the cities of Richmond and Lynchburg 
adequate service now being rendered shippers and_receivers 
by the present transportation agencies. _ · · 
The petitioners herein by lease and ownership rights hold 
Certificate No. 313-0, authorizing freight service between 
Lynchburg and Dillwyn, Virginia, which contains the restric-
tion that: ''No service shall be rendered between Appoma,t""'. 
tox and Lynchburg, or intermediate points, and between 
Lynchburg and Appomattox, or intermediate points.'' It is 
noted that under this certificate authority was granted to only 
serve that segment of territory along the route lying between 
Appomattox and Dillwyn, Virginia, a distance of approxi-
mately 29 miles, and from this territory to Lynchburg and 
from Lynchburg to this territory. This is all of the service 
Certificate No. 313-C authorizes. Certificate No. 321-0, in-
volved in this case, carries a restriction prohibiting the trans-
portation of any freight from the cities of Richmond and 
Lynchburg, Virginia, when consigned to Lynchburg or Ricli-
mond, and upon the ·leasing of these two ·certificates to B. J. 
Knight, Sub-lessee, the transportation of freight from Rich-
mond to Lynchburg and Lynchburg to Richmond was begun 
and continued until notified by the Commjssion that such op-
eration was unlawful, being specifically prohibited by Certifi-
cate ,No. 321-C, under which operations were being con-
.ducted. 
·while there is some evidence that additional motor v:ehicle 
service from and to Richmon~ and Lynchburg is 
page 244 ~ desirable, based largely on tlie question~ of com-
petition, however, there is stbstantial evidence 
that the service now being afforded the public by the rail-
roads and Brooks Transportation Compa y, Incorporated, is · 
efficient and abundantly adequate to meet all of the reasoii-
ab]e needs of the public. : 
Counsel for petitioners contends that there is need for serv-
ice to a small segment of territory of 29 miles lying between 
Appomattox and Dillwyn, Vir~-inia, and that the revenue de-
rived from this territory of itself is insufficient to justify 
continuing the operation, and for this reason petitioners 
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should be permitted to transport freight from Richmond to 
Lynchburg and from Lynchburg to Richmond, a distance of 
127 miles, to justify the intermediate operation serving a 
sparsely settled traffic territory of 29 miles, between Dill-
wyn and Appomattox. The record discloses that the joint 
petitioners control by ownership and leasehold the certificates 
authorizing· transportation of freig·ht between Richmond and 
Lynchburg, Virginia, which certificates contain certain re-
strictions placed therein when origin.ally granted, and that, in 
addition to these restrictions, the sub-lessee, B. J. Knight, 
entered into the lease under date of June 21, 1938, agreeing 
to further restrict his operation as to local service between 
Buckingham and Richmond, Virginia, a distance of 83 miles, 
which restriction could be released by the lessor at will and 
which should assist in making this a profitable operation. The 
lease of Certificate No. 321-C, it is seen, adds no opportunity 
to obtain additional freight at all unless freight can be trans-
ported from Richmond to Lynchburg· and Lynchburg to Rich-
mond, for the reason under this certificate the sub-lessee 
agreed to operate with closed doors from Richmond to Buck-
ingham. This operatiqn has added greatly to the 
page 245 ~ overhead without bringing in any additional reve-
nue to support the operation. It is quite apparent 
from the facts and circumstances that the motive behind this 
lease arrangement was to obtain a through freight service 
from Richmond to Lynchburg, Virginia, rather than any real · 
desire to serve the interest of the public along the route be-
tween the cities of Richmond and Lynchburg, Virginia.-
Counsel for petitioners also contends that the Commission 
tacitly approved this operation from Richmond to Lynchburg 
because a tariff was filed showing service between these two 
cities. Of course, the tariff should show the terminal points 
of the operation of this carrier, but this fact does not author-
ize through transportation. It was stated that the Commis-
sion entered an order approving· the filing of such tariff. This 
is incorrect. The Commission never enters orders approving 
the various tariffs filed except in formal cases. The pro-
cedure is that tariffs are filed with the ·Commission and if no 
increases are involved the tariffs are checked as soon after 
the filing· as possible and whenever any tariff is found to be 
incorrect for any purpose, the Commission requires proper 
changes made. 
In the instant case, within a reasonable time after the filing· 
of the tariff, it was discovered that under such tariff freight 
"'as being transported from Richmond to Jiynchburg and 
from Lynchburg to Richmond and a corrected tariff was re-
quired to be filed. However, if the Commission had approved · 
i 
I 
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the tariff as . filed, it is an. unsound cont~tion that. it would 
have in the slightest manner changed th~ restrictions in the 
certificates or a single lawful, right thereunder. 
page 246} . The granting of certificates of public conven-
ience and necessity or the enl~rgement of the au-
thority under any outstanding certificat~ is premised upon 
the public need for the authority sought :and, under the l~w 
hereinbef ore set forth, in determining wtiether the authority 
sought shall be granted the Oommissio~ may amion_q other. 
things, consider the pres·ent transportation facilities over the -
proposed route of the applicant and the v~lume .of traffic over 
such route. The evidence of .record in this case is most con-
vincing that the present transportation fa;cilities now serving · 
the public over the route and within t~e defined territory 
as applied for by the petitioners are abundantly· adequate,-
and meet every reasonable need of the shippers and receiv-· 
ers of freight within the cities of RichmQnd and Lynchburg, 
Virginia. 
The Commission is of the opinion it was fully warranted 
in the conclusion reached in this case. 
Ozlin, Commissioner, Concurs . 
. Fletcher, Chairman, not sitting. 
page 247 } The Chairman of the State: Corporation Com-
mission hereby certifies to the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of Virginia that t.he foregoing cdntains and sets out 
all the facts and evidence upon which the! action of the Com-
mission in the said proceeding was based and which are es-
sential to a proper decision of the appeal to be taken from · 
such action, and is also a true transcript of the proceeding 
and orders of the Commission in said preceeding. 
Witness the seal of the State Corporation Commission and 
the signature of its Chairman, attested by ~he Clerk, this 27th 
day of June, 1939, and in the 163rd ye1r of the Common-
wealth. 
WM. ME.ADE FLET,HER, Chairman. 
Attest: 
N. W. ATKINSON, 
(Seal) Clerk of the Commission. 
1 
I, N. W. Atkinson, Clerk, State· Corporation Commission, 
do hereby certify that proper notice wais given of the in-
i 
I 
134 Supreme Court of ApI?eals of Virginia. 
tention to apply for a transcript of the record in this case 
as the basis for appeal to the ,Supreme Court of Appeals of 
Virginia, pursuant to the provisions of Section 6339, Code 
of Virginia, 1919 .. 
A Copy-Test~ • 
N. W. ATKINSON, 
Clerk of the Commission. 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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